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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

This volume reports the progress of CACI’s research dealing with the out-
comes of recent (1966—1978) Soviet and U.S. crises. It is part of a
project sponsored by the Cybernetics Technology Office of the Defens e
Advanced Res earch Projects Agency (DARPA/CTO) as part of its Crisis
Management Program. This chapter reviews the DARPA/CTO Crisis Ma nage-
ment Program and CACI’ s previous research within it, summarizes CACI’ s
FY79 contributions to this Program, and outlines the remainder of the

volume.

THE DARPA CRISIS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Four of the major classes of products that have been produced within the

DARPA Crisis Management Program are:

• Computer—based decision aids that can be employed in
national and major command—level operations centers
during crisis management activities to provide better
crisis indications and warning.

• Databases on the changing character of U.S. and Soviet
crisis management operations including crisis charac-
teristics, the actions that the two superp~~ers have
employed in these incidents, the objectives they have
pursued , and the crisis ma nagement problems encountered.

This vo lume deals solely with CACI ’ s research involvi ng the crisis
behaviors of the Soviet Union and the United States . A companion sum—
ma ry report (CAd , 1979) pres ents the results of CACI ’s FY79 research
dealing with the crises of concern to the People’s Republic of China
since its foundation in 1949.

(~~1 1—i
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• New quantitative methods for  crisis advance wa rning ,
monitoring, and ma nagement.

• Reports summa rizing:

— U.S. and Soviet crisis management activities and
concerns f rom 1946 through 1976,

— The typical problems encountered in crisis manage-
ment,

— Current opportunities for improving crisis manage-
ment t echniques and decision—making, and

— Research gaps in planning for better national secu-
rity crisis ma nagement.

Wide—ranging research has been directed toward each of these areas by

DARPA since 1974. Initial work through 1976 was directed toward certain

basic research themes prerequisite to effective social science technology

development. Characteristic of this type of research were CACI’s attempts

to inventory past U.S. crises (CACI, 1975) and to identify the major pat-

terns of problems encountered tn past U.S. crises (CAd , 1976).

By 1976 , however , a corner had been turned in the research needs for
crisis ma nagement. Significant new information had been developed direct—

ly applicable to producing user—oriented , computer—ba sed aids to:

• Assist defense operations centers in identifying what
indicator and warning patterns signal the onset of a
crisis, and

• • Develop option generation and evaluation aids to
assist cr1sis managers after the crisis has begun.

CAd ’S ROLE IN TUE CRISIS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

CACI’s efforts within the Crisis Management Program contribute to four

classes of research products:

• Computer—based decision aids appl icable to nationa l
- ..•—

~
‘
. and major command centers during crisis management

activities.
4 1 .
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• Databases on the changing nature of crises, problems
like ly to be encountered , the types of objectives
sought, actions taken, and the results achieved.

• New quantitative methods for analyzing U.S. and for-
eign crisis experiences.

• Substantive reports summarizing the problems of crisis
management, opportunities for improving crisis manage—

• ment techniques and decision—making, and research gaps
in the field of planning for better national security
crisis management..

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships among these various classes of

products in DARPA’ s Crisis Management Program. CACI’s initial attempts
• to reconceptuaiize crises and develop an inventory of U.S. crises

began in FY75 (CAd , 1975). These efforts were continued and expanded

during FY76 in CACI’s major assessment of the background characteristics

and problems encountered in a sample of U.S. crises between 1946 and

1975 (CAd , 1976) .

Analysis during FY76 indicated four major directions for additional re-

search. First, one tangent of the research (Shaw, et al., 1976) iden-

tified terrorist—induced crises as a growing area of concern. Subse-

quent analyses have identified research and development gaps in this

area (CAd , l977a). Second, a need was identified to reduce crisis

management problems by determining the most effective set of actions for

different crisis contexts and policy objectives. Accordingly , CACI’s

efforts during early FY77 focused on examining the relationships between

U.S. crisis actions and policy objectives and developing a prototype

computer—aiding system for crisis managers that incorporates these em—

pirical relationshipt~ (CAd , l977b). During FY78 this prototype system

was developed into CACI’s executive aid for crisis managers (CAd , 1978a).

The executive aid provides national security planners with ready access

to data concerning U.S. crisis characteristics, actions, objectives, and

0 1-3
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problems over the span 1946—1976. The design characteristics of this

aiding system (described in CAd , l978b) allow planners to have ready
access to these data in the course of searching for precedents when

planning for ongoing or anticipated ~rises.

During FY78, significant research progress was made on two fronts. The

Crisis Problem Analyzer project (CAd , 1978c, l978d) expanded the data-

base of cases coded for U.S. crisis management problems to 101 crises.

This provided a richer set of precedents for crisis planners. Taking

advantage of the more reliable statistical base provided by the expanded

dataset, CACI analyses focused on the relationships between the charac-

teristics of the crisis events and the types of crisis management prob—

lens most often encountered by U.S. decision—makers. A new executive aid
module was developed that allowed users to examine the historical associa-

tions between types of crises (defined in tertns of user—specified sets

of descriptive attributes) and crisis management problems.

• Crisis management is not a game of solitaire. Accordingly, the second
• I thrust  of CACI’s Crisis Management Program—sponsored research during FY78

(CAd , 1978e, l978f) focused on the Soviet Union ’s crisis management exper-

ience, 1946—1975. In this research Soviet sources were used to identify

the political—military crisis events that were of concern to the Soviet

leadership during the postwar period. Using a combination of Soviet and

Western sources, the basic characteristics of 386 crisis events were coded ;

crisis problems , actions , and appa r ent objectives were coded for a sample
• of 101 crises. Analyses of thes e data revealed trends and patterns in

Soviet crisis concerns and behaqiors. Incorporation of these data into

executive aid programs comparable to those previously produced for the

U.S. allowed U.S. planners and decision—makers to have access to these

data as inputs into their assessments of likely Soviet responses to

crisis situations.

1-5
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As shown in Figure 1, during FY79 , CACI’s Crisis Management Program

research involves several related tasks:

• Updating the U.S. and Soviet databases through 1978,
to provide planners with up—to—aate information.

• Analysis of U.S. and Soviet crisis outcomes (1966—
1978), focusing on outcomes defined in terms of goal
achievement.

• Development of the executive aids for crisis managers
into the aiding system, including incorporation of
the results of the other research thrusts being con-
ducted during the fiscal year.

• Analysis of Chinese crises and their characteristics
from the founding of the People’s Republic of China

• (PRC) on October 1, 1949 through FY78.

This volume, which reports research in progress, focuses on the second

task ,_ which makes up the core of the research; the first task largely

feeds into it and the third largely follows from it. Analyses of

Chinese crises and their characteristics are presented in CAd , (1979).

OUTLINE

Chapter 2 presents the methodology employed to measure and evaluate the

- -  
outcomes of recent (1966—1978) Soviet and American crises. The argu-

ments presented in this section, notably the technical approach of

defining outcomes in terms of goal achievement, set the limits of the

remainder of the report. Chapter 3 presents U.S. political—military

policy goals. Chapter 4 presents Soviet policy goals. Chapter 5

outlines the remainder of the project, and Chapter 6 introduces the

appendices for coding U.S. and Soviet crisis outcomes.

Appendix A and Appendix B present what is in many ways the core of the

first phase of the research: the codebooks employed to assess the out—

comes of Soviet and U.S. crisis operations and concerns. Each outcome

measure presented has a counterpart discussion in Chapters 3 and 4 (the

considerations of national goals).

1—6
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARC H STRATEGY

• INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets forth the research methodology employed to identify and

assess the outcomes of recent U.S. and Soviet crises (1966—1978). The re-

maining sections of this volume, and of this component of the project, are

direct reflections of this research strategy.

It is not surprising that most crisis research to date (as shown in the

review of Parker , 1976) has focused on the characteristics of crisis si t—
uations and the processes by which nations engage in crisis management
(for example, actions undertaken and problems encountered). Moving from

the objective attributes of crises to an assessment of their outcomes in—

troduces a range of analytical questions that are intrinsically much more

difficult. The assessment of crisis outcomes involves much more than

simply dete rmining if nations achieved one or a limited set of goals in a
single crisis. Nations pursue a mul t ip licity of short—and long—term goals
in crises. Only a fraction of these aims are represented in their goals

in any single incident. At the same time, the outcome of a crisis can
affect a wide variety of national goals and interests, over both the long—

and short—term , including interests that might not have been regarded as

being at stake during the opening crisis phase. A final difficulty is

that it is never easy to identify organizational goals, much less assess

their achievement , when dealing with very complex organizations such as

• the policy apparatuses of the United States and the Soviet Union.

Despite the obvious difficulties posed by the question of crisis outcomes,
it is important to assess them in an objective and systematic manner.

Without rigorous outcome assessments it is impossible to move beyond de—

• scriptive analyses of crisis situations , actions, and problems to determine
• 

~~•. what types of actions are more or less efficacious in particular contexts.

2-1
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Outcome assessments are prerequisites for the development of more effec-

tive types of crisis management. .1

The three sections of this chapter develop the research strategy used to

assess the outcomes of recent Soviet and U.S. crises. This strategy

• emphasizes the assessment of outcomes in terms of goal achievement (or
• nonachievement).

The first section provides a base for some of the most distinctive aspects

of the methodology (for example, the emphasis on goal—related outcomes and

the employment of a fairly complex ensemble of potentially relevant goals

for each superpower) by reviewing previous attempts to evaluate nations’

policy performances. The review focuses upon national policy performances

rather than upon the more directly focused topic of policy performance

during crises because of the relative paucity of systematic, data—based
analyses dealing with the more narrowly defined issue. There are some

striking convergences in the recent literature that cut across what would

otherwise appear to be divergent bodies of research. These convergences
in some of the best recent political science and international studies

research are incorporated in the research strategy employed in this proj-

ect for the assessment of crisis outcomes. This portion of the presenta-

tion helps to delineate the nature of the analytical problem being ad-

dressed and show why the alternative strategy of using a smaller number

of easier to measure, nonjudgmental variables is not the most effective

research strategy.

The second section identifies some of the more general conceptual and

methodological questions involved in any attempt to assess the outcomes

of superpower crises for instance: What roles do goals play? How can

differences between Soviet and U.S. perspectives be accomodated? What

credence can be attached to open source materials?

1 Additionally , knowledge of outcome assessments will inform our under—
- 

- standing of the more “objective” aspects of crises: their characteris—
ii. tics , problems , actions , etc. Better knowledge of each part of a crisis

enhances our understanding of the whole.

2-2
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The final section builds directly on the preceding two to present the
research strategy adopted for the assessment of Soviet and American cri—

sis outcomes over the period 1966—1978.

ASSESSMENTS OF NATIONS’ POLICY PERFORMANCE

Recent attempts to evaluate nations’ policy performances share two fea-

tures: emphases on goals as an essential.element in any evaluation and

on the complexity of the performance outcomes assessed. This stress on

goals and complex outcomes holds both for attempts to formally evaluate

national policy performances as well as for attempts that have been made

to develop more realistic models of national policy processes that in-
corporate goal achievement outcomes into their explanatory schemes.
Prominent examples of these emphases include research on artificial in-

telligence as applied to international relations (Bennett and Alker,

1977..); attempts to apply cognitive mapping techniques to interpret the

perceptal processes of national decision—makers and analysts (Axelrod ,

1976; Bonham, Shapiro , and Truinbie, 1979); analyses of the psychological
process that go into outcome eva luation assessments (Mlotek and Rosen,
1974); and attempts to develop and apply formal evaluation schemes for

the assessment of conflict situations (Butterworth , 1978; Dowty , 1974;
Ha~nah, 1972; Holsti, l966).

2

Art i f i c i a l  Intelligence Models of International Relations

Emphasis on goals and complexity are two of the hallmarks of the arti-

ficial intelligence modeling approach to the analysis of international

relations and national decision processes (Bennett and Alker, 1977 , is a

• good recent example of this approach). The cybernetic approach to anal-

ysis found in the artificial intelligence literature is, in part, a

2 Only representative examples of each of the tendencies in ~he liters—ture are cited here or examined below.

2—3
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response to the limitations of other approaches to modeling inter— and

intrastate policy processes that, while capable of representing unchang—

ing pol icies, do not allow the entities modeled to engage in such ele-

mentary processes as learning and adaptation.

• . .  ~~

One way in which artificial intelligence approaches incorporate adaptive

behaviors into their models of national decision—making processes is by

defining these processes in the terms set , by the formal theory of organi—
zations (for example, Cyer t and March , 1963). In this theory, a nation!

organization attempting to solve a problem/achieve a goal is postulated to
engage in a number of basic processes:

• Quasiresolution of conflicts:  large complex issues are
subdivided into smaller problems, and each of these
smaller problems is assigned to a subcomponent of the
organization specializing in that type of issue , much
as national policy bureaucracies are subdivided into

— functional and regional subsections.

• Uncertainty avoidance: decision rules are employed that
stress short—run feedback and avoid attempts to predict
other actors ’ behaviors.

• Problemistic search: solutions are sought only when
problems are brought to the organization ’s attention ;
an attemp t is made to find solutions as similar as pos-
sible to those used in the recent past.

• Organizational learning: goals, rules used to guide
perception, and the types of solutions chosen are
altered as a function of experience.

In the actual practice of modeling, these elements are incorporated in
precedent—based models. A simplified representation of how such a model

• operates is:

• A policy problem or opportunity is identified , using a
set of rules that identify problems and opportunities

• in the modeled nation ’s environment.

• 

~

2-4
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• Using previously set criteria, the central aspects of
the problem are identified, including the goal or

• goals whose achievement is affected.

• Based on the specification of the problem situations ’
elements and the relevant goals, the organization’s
history is searched to identify previously successful
strategies (What actions achieved these goals in sim—
liar circumstances?).

• Action is then taken and the results of the action, in
terms of an outcome in which goals are achieved or not
achieved, are recorded.

• The outcome of the actions then serves as feedback,
which modifies the probability that that particular
mix of actions will be selected to achieve the same
set of goals in similar types of situations in the
future.

• Even in this very simplified representation, it is evident that this

apprgach to modeling is far more complex than many of the more common

multiple regression—based procedures that estimate one unchanging set of

parameters to account for an organization/nation ’s behaviors over a broad

range of situations and goals. It is also apparent that goals, and goal

achievement , play a central role in this process.

Ove r the next decade , ar t i f i c i a l  intelligence app roaches t o modeling

nations ’ policy performances are likely to become increasingly common for

two reasons. The first is the intrinsic reasonableness of the modeling

assumptions employed, which stand out even in the brief sketch given

above. Put simply, it is reasonable to assume that national leaders draw

upon precedents in their definition of problems and selection of actions

to achieve goals (May, 1973) and that these leaders modify their actions,

at least in part , as a funct ion of their success or fai lure in achieving

goals in specific types of situations. Because they are capable of cap—

• turing these types of adaptive behaviors, artificial intelligence models

are especially suited for  the analysis of policy outcomes. Second , ex—

• .
- perience to date suggests that such models do a fairly good job of repro—

ducing the performance of nations (Bennett and Alker ’s (1973) analysis

2—5
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of the Latin American nations involved in the 19th century War of the

Pacific is, once again , a case in point). 3

Cognitive Mapping

The cognitive mapping approach to the analysis of decision—making shares

• with artificial intelligence modeling an emphasis on goals and complexity

as central elements in the explanation of, national policy performances.

Cognitive mapping (Axelrod , 1976) is based on a set of fairly simple

assumptions :

• National policies are selected and implemented by
leaders.

• Like all other people, leaders act on the basis of
perceptions, assumptions, and objectives.

— • Leaders ’ belief systems encompass immediate and

• longer—term policy objectives, beliefs concerning
events in the international environment, and policy
options (alternative courses of actions).

• In order to produce consistent policies, leaders ’ be-
lief systems have linkages. Cognitive maps attempt
to elucidate these linkages to show how leaders re-
late events to policy alternatives and goals.

In research conducted to date, leaders ’ cognitive maps have been iden-
tified in two ways: documentary analysis (for example, Axelrod’s ( 1976)

• analysis of British decision—makers ’ discussions of the Persian question
following the First World War) or through open—ended interviews (for

example, Bonham, Shapiro , and Tr umble ’s (1979) interviews with U.S. Mid-

dle Eastern policy advisors on the National Security Council, and within

the Departments of Defense and State).

The current limitations on the use of these techniques are in large
- •;- . part technical —— there is no SPSS for the At community. Validation prob—

lems posed by the sheer complexi ty of the models are another limitation.
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• For our present purposes, three f indings f r om this body of resear ch are
• of particular relevance. The f i rs t  is that when applied in practice,

the procedures of cognitive mapping appear to work on a wide variety of
leaders and problem situations. The cognitive maps produced provide

plausible reconstructions for the mixes of actions selected by leaders.

A second point, exemplified in the research of Bonham, Shapiro, and

Trumble (1979) on the impact of the 1973 Middle East war on the belief

systems of U.S. policy analysts, is that belief systems tend to be resil-

ient. As might be expected, given cognitive psychology (cf. the review

of Steinbrunner , 1974), planners tend not to make major alterations in
their world—views, even in response to seemingly dramatic events. This

suggests that leaders ’ goals may have considerable stability over rea-

sonably short periods of time, such as the 13 year horizon involved in

the present project ’s assessment of national goals and crisis outcomes.

• Finally , analysis to date suggests that planners and leaders have ex-

tremely complex belief systems. Instead of having “neat” belief systems

with  strong hierarchical structures , in many instances their conceptual

systems have a proliferation of elements with many elements lacking
strong perceived interconnections , ( for  examp le , Axelrod, 1976). This

is not a surprising finding. It is, for example, consistent with Cyret

and March ’s (1963) concept of quasiresolution of conflicts presented in

the preceding review of artificial intelligence models, in that problems

(belief system elements) are highly decomposed. It does, however, sug-
gest that any realistic picture of a national leaderships ’ ensemble of
goals is likely to contain a relatively large number of elements (goals)

with few interconnections among them and that the elements (goals) of

relevance are likely to vary widely across crises.

Analysis of the Psychological Process of Performance Evaluation

Miotek and Rosen (1974) have produced a highly innovative analysis of the

• psychological factors that enter into assessments of national policies.
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While their subjects were undergraduate college students rather than
national leaders , their results provide some of the best insights avail-

able concerning the dynamics of the assessment process.

Mlotek and Rosen were concerned with students ’ assessment of the costs — .

of the Vietnam war. Cost—tolerance (the dependent variable) was computed

as the summed total of subjects ’ scores on five scales assessing cost—

tolerance in terms of the cost of the war , to the nation in money; combat

deaths; policy costs (unpopular stances in the United Nations that lose

international support for the U.S., and so for th) ;  costs to each individ—

us]. in terms of additional taxes, inflation, and wage controls; and costs

in terms of personal commitment (being drafted and sent to Vietnam, and

• so forth).

Three independent variables were employed. An evaluation dimension dealt
with atti tudes pertaining to the Saigon regime, the Vietcong, the ration-
ale for U.S. involvement in the war, American national interests, and

other salient aspects of the conflict situation. A cost dimension ad—

dressed both the real and opportunity costs of the involvement, once again
as expressed in subjects ’ responses to attitude survey questions. The

final dimension concerned expectations of policy outcomes and the sub-

jects’ evaluations of the likelihood of a U.S. victory in the conflict.

These three predictors —— evaluations, costs, and expectations of policy
outcomes —— were related to cost—tolerance assessments in two ways. The
first was a standard multiple regression equation, in which the three

• accounted for  30 percent of the variance in cost—tolerance. The second

was a more complex equation in which the three predictors were combined
in a uti l i ty calculation ((evaluations x expected outcomes) — costs).

When regressed on the utility score produced by this formula, 58 percent

of the variance in cost—tolerance could be accounted for.

• The importance of Miotek and Rosen ’s research for present purposes con—

cer ns les s the ac tual bel iefs of Amer ican undergraduates in 1971 as the

4 
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general processes involved in the evaluation of policy outcomes. What

stands out in their analysis is the complexity of the students’ assess-

ments of the Vietnam war. No fewer than five cost—tolerance dimensions

and three dimensions of predictors were identified and differentiated.

Mor eove r , the three predictor factors were best related to the criterion
of cost—tolerance when combined in a utility formula rather than when

treated independently . When students dealing with a classroom problem
deal with policy performances in such a complex manner, one can begin
to gain some insights into the even greater levels of complexity that

ar e likely to be involved in the deliberations of national leaders and
• planners faced with a multiplicity of complex issues.

Formal Evaluation Schemes for the Assessment of Conflict Outcomes

There have been three major recent attempts to analyze the outcomes of

international conflicts:

• Holsti’s (1966) pioneering investigation of the resol-
ution of conflicts from 1919—1965,

• Dowty ’s (1974) study of the efficacy of great power
guarantees in peace settlements since 1815, and

• Butterworth’s (1978) analysis of the post—World War II
experience of five international organizations in the
management of international disputes.

Since these studies include crises, along with wars and other types of

interstate conflicts within their analyses, they provide some of the

best methodological guidance available for the present attempt to eval-

uate the outcomes of recent Soviet and American crises.

The first study in the series (Hoisti , 1966) in many ways exemplifies the

major methodological attributes of the set. In his analysis, Hoisti was

concerned with a very narrow type of outcome: the ways in which inter-

national conflicts involving the threat or use of force ended since 1919.
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Six categories of conflict outcomes were developed and differentiated by

Holsti in his theoretical argument:

• Avoidance: voluntary withdrawal by one or more parties
from the bargaining/conflict situation,

• Conquest: victory through decisive use of force,

• Submission—Withdrawa l: one party yields to another ’s
threats,

• Compromise: both sides to the dispute agree to a par—
• tial withdrawal of their initial objectives, positions,

demands , or actions,

• Award: use of third parties to arbitrate or adjudicate
the conflict, and

• Passive Settlement: while there is no immediate resolu-
tion to the conflict, over time the parties attribute
at least partial legitimacy to the status quo.

These categories proved sufficiently robust to support Holsti ’s analysis

of the types of settlement procedures used in the set of conflicts ana—

lyzed and also served in the same role in Hannah ’s (1972) analys is of war
termination from 1914—1965.

The most striking aspect of these categories for our immediate purposes

in that they require the use of judgment. The distinction between avoid-

ance and submission, for example, depends largely on a coder’s assessment

of contextual information about the dispute and the actions and reactions

of the parties involved in the conflict. This employment of judgmental

variables is even more striking when we recall that Holsti is dealing

with (quite appropriately for his purposes) a very narrowly defined out-

come likely to occupy only a fraction of the space defined by the crisis—

related goals of either the United States or the Soviet Union.

A similar emphasis on the use of judgmental variables is present in

Dowty ’s analysis of the effectiveness of great power guarantees and in

4 
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in Butterworth’s (1978) investigation of the crisis management functions
• • of international organizations. The latter incorporates such judgmental

factors as the likelihood that a conflict would have abated within three

years without any external intervention and the likelihood of the dis-

appearance or spread of a conflict had international organizations not

become involved.

GENERAL CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL QUE~TIONS INVOLVED IN THE ASSESSMENT
• OF OUTCOMES

Like all other organizations of sufficient interest to warrant serious

analysis, national policy bureaucracies are complex.4 This complexity
• raises a number of issues that need to be resolved to develop reliable and

valid assessments of policy outcomes, such as the superpower crisis out-

comes that are the object of the present project. This section briefly

presents some of the more significant problems. In most instances, the

solutions to these problems are deferred until the next section, which

presents the project ’s research strategy. For convenience, the conceptual

and methodological questions are grouped under two headings: problems

that follow from the character of national policy apparatuses as complex

organizations, and those posed by the bureaucratic politics paradigm and
potential value bias.

Complex Organizational Processes

The major analytical problems falling within this category concern the

two different “directions” in which the policy apparatuses of the United

• States and Soviet Union constantly face, the variegated sets of goals

sought by both nations, and the interdependencies between goals and out-

comes.

The discussion in this section , particu larly the components dealing
with complex organizations, are derived in large part from the arguments
presented by Mohr (1973), Simon (e.g. , 1969) and Cyret and March (1963).

C :  2-11
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Follow ing Mohr ( 1973), an argument can be made that any organization al-
ways faces in two “directions.” At the same time it is seeking to have

an impact on the external environment while seeking to maintain and in-
crease its own capacity to affect external events in the future. This

dual orientation has some significant implications for any assessment of

the external policies of nations. In many instances, major defense and

international policy goals are likely to be at least partially instrument-

al in character. Nations seek to acquire, and retain foreign bases, for

example, because of the instrumental value these bases might serve in

affecting events abroad rather than for their own intrinsic value (viewed

in and of themselves, bases are often as much of a liability as an asset).

Similar arguments could be made for a wide variety of other external poi—

icy goals pursued by both superpowers. In the ongoing course of policy ,

ma ny “outcomes” are both ends in themselves and the means for achieving

future ends.

Recognition of this dual orientation has some direct implications for any

attempt to catalog and assess policy outcomes. Given the Janus—faced

character of superpower policy , it is necessary to develop a set of crisis

outcomes that denotes various stages on the chain of ends and means. In

some cases the most important “outcomes” of a crisis (in the eyes of the

evaluating superpower) may lie outside of the immediate crisis theater.

Indeed, in some cases the most significant outcomes may be internal to the

superpower itself. For example, Jones (1975) has argued that one of the

major factors inhibiting large scale commitments of Soviet forces in dis-

tant conflicts is the Soviet leadership ’s fear of the domestic political

repercussions that might follow from an unpopular foreign involvement. In

their writings, the Soviets have been quick to point out such repercus-

sions of French involvement in Algeria and U.S. involvement in Vietnam,

presenting analogies that are not likely to be missed by astute readers
(CAd , l978e).

The second aspect of the complexity of organizational processes within
- 

• 
both the United States and the Soviet Union that raises difficulties for
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analysis is the sheer range of interests pursued by both actors. One

illustration of this range is provided by Blechman and Holt (1971) who ,
relying on only one State Department publication, were able to differen-

tiate almost 50 distinct, operationally measurable aspects of U.S. “in-

terests” abroad. Each of these goals could readily be subdivided using

additional functional or regional criteria. There is no reason to expect

that Soviet goal structures will be any less complex. Indeed, at least

in the realm of ideological goals and interests, the Soviet structure is
• likely to be more involved than that of the United States.

Once again the analytical implications of this type of complexity are

fa i r ly  direct. Any realistic assessment of crisis outcome s in terms of

goals needs to include a broad sampling of those superpower interests

that might be involved in a crisis.

The -third factor that needs to be considered is the interdependency be-

tween goals and outcomes. As Mohr contends (1973), along with intent,

outcome is one of the essential elements involved in organizational goals.

Outcomes have an obvious relationship, bordering on tautological, to goals

in any assessment of an organization ’s goal structure a~id performance.

Less immediately obvious, but essential for later purposes, is the other

side of interdependency. Just as goals are obviously related to outcomes,

so are outcomes (including crisis outcomes) dependent upon goals. Any

attempt to develop performance assessments for nations not taking this

linkage into account would be critically flawed since it would, in effect,

be evaluating a nation ’s achievement of an outcome where that outcome/

goal set might not have been involved, as least from the vantage point

of the nation being assessed.

The Bureaucratic Politics Paradigm and the Problem of Value Bias

The analytical problems posed by the bureaucratic politics paradigm and
• the problem of value bias can be posed succinctly , leaving their resolution

I ~~
- •
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to the next section. In the case of the bureaucratic politics paradigm
• (elaborated in Allison and lla lperin , 1972) the d i f f icu l ty  has to do with
• the salience, particularly to policy audiences who spend a good deal of

their day to day existences involved in bureaucratic politics, of an ex—

• planatory model of national policy that places primary emphasis upon the

interplay of bureaucratic interests and actors as the determinants of c~
tional policy . This model of the policy process stands in direct opposi-

tion to the “unitary rational actor model.” of policy, in which decision—

makers have a high degree of latitude to specify and adjust goals and

• actions. Given that this project ’s methodology focuses on goals, a

purposeful form of behavior that fits most naturally (at least at first

glance) into the unitary rational actor model, the problem posed by the

bureaucratic policies paradigm is fairly obvious.

The problem of value bias (Hendricks, 1976) in the identification and

assessment of crisis outcomes is both simple and difficult to overcome.

Its simplest component is the evaluation of outcomes themselves. It is

by no means difficult to avoid drawing normative conclusions in the

course of such evaluations; one can simply focus on the state of affairs

as it exists, postcrisis. More difficult problems to overcome pertain

to the selection of outcomes to measure and the selection of indices for

these outcomes. Given the wide variety of outcomes that could be assessed,

and the existence of multiple (and not necessarily congruent) indicators

for  each, it is apparent that bias could easily creep into the analysis

in the form of selective attention to a limited range of outcomes and out-

come measures.

RESEARCH DESIGN

This section outlines the research design employed to identify and eval—

uate the outcomes of recent Soviet and American crises. Some of the major

• 
- 

components of this design are developed in succeeding chapters and appen—

dices, with Chapters 3 and 4 presenting the rationales for the sets of
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goals/outcomes selected for the United States and the Soviet Union and

Appendices A and B providing a detailed codebook for each of the outcome

variables. The argument in this section is divided into two parts. The

first focuses on the advantages of a goal—based approach to the assess-

ment of crisis outcomes. The second presents the research design and the

key assumptions that figure in it.

The Advantages of a Goal—Based Approach to the Assessment of Outcomes

In this project the outcomes of superpower crises from 1966 through 1978

are assessed in terms of goal achievement —— the extent to which either

the United States or the Soviet Union satisfied those of their self—

defined national interests involved in each of the incidents.

Policy goals were identified by examining primary source materials. In

the case of the United States, the sources consulted included the records

of Presidential press conferences , Presidential papers and memoirs, and

publications issues by the Departments of State and Defense.5 For the

Soviets , Soviet Party Congress materials , books published by the Soviets

dealing with international affairs, and statements in the Soviet press

were employed (Chapters 3 and 4 present both the U.S. and Soviet sources

in greater detail).6

In the course of reviewing these materials, a very deliberate attemp t

was made to outline the major dimensions of external policy bearing on

• national security interests , as presented in the writings of both super-

powers. Essentially , an attempt was made to identify all of the major

• In addition , some of the standard American foreign and defense policy
textbooks were also reviewed, for example, Spanier (1977). These texts
are often very close in orientation to national policy and have the ad-
vantage of presenting detailed depictions of some of the goals, as is
shown in the discussions in Chapter 3.

6 In a few policy arenas, where the Soviets are notoriously reticent
• 

• concerning their actions and objectives , supplementary Western materials
were also used , as is detailed in Chapter 4.
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external policy goals that occurred with some frequency in the sources

• reviewed and might be affected by international political—military crises.

In ma ny cases the source materials also suggested the appropriate indices
to assess the achievement of the goals. Reflecting the structure of pol’-

icy in both nations, both functional (for example, ideolog ical , economic,
military) and regional coals were identified for both superpowers. Con-

sistent with the complex character of superpowers ’ self—defined national

interests, the goals included some instrumental aims (for example, cer-

tain access and military capability variables) in addition to goals whose

outcomes are most appropriately assessed in terms of events occurring in

foreign nations (for example, the survival of friendly regimes and par—

ties).

The use of a broad ensemble of Soviet and U.S. goals has a number of

advantages. The first is that it helps to locate the crisis management

activities and concerns of the superpowers within the broader ranges of

Soviet and American policy and interests. Crises, while important, are
only a part of the picture; the more general goals of the two superpowers

cut across all aspects of it.

Second, the use of a broad range of goals derived from each nation ’s pub—

lie statements answers the obvious question of why some outcomes are

assessed in preference to others in the course of developing performance

assessmen ts f or Soviet and U.S. crises. The value bias problems that

would arise if researchers ’ judgments, rather than the statements of na-

tional leaders, were used to specify outcomes, are avoided in this manner.

Naturally , one can question whether either superpowers ’s leadership is

completely forthright in its statements concerning its goals and objec—

tives. Without attempting to settle this question in any final sense, we

think the answer to the question is a qualified yes. Both superpowers

are aware of the importance of public communications , particularly in

• 
• crisis management (CAd , l978e). ~Thile neither is likely to say every—

• thing that is of concern to it, we believe that it is reasonable to
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assume that the core self—defined interests of each state are communi-
cated through the media we have examined. Public signals of the type

examined in this project have significance and import simply by virtue

of being public statements concerning self—defined national interests.7

Focusing on a broad range of goals, any one of which might be involved

in any given crisis, rather than upon a narrower range of interests, also
has a number of analytical advantages. Most obviously, it allows us to

keep “score” from the perspective of the relevant superpower. This is

done by assessing the relevance of each goal in a particular crisis and

evaluating outcomes only for those aims relevant in that specific inci-

dent. By doing this, the outcome assessments match the actual range of

superpower concerns during the incidents instead of evaluating the out-

comes in terms of the set chosen by an outside observer.

By the same token, the initial determination of the relevance of each goal

(and attendent outcome assessments for that aim) provides valuable informa-

tion concerning the ways in which different types of superpower interests

vary across crises and various categories of crises. At the same time,

the inclusion of important values that may not be frequently challenged

during recent crises serves an important role by presenting an opportunity

for the identification of low threshold threats to those values. Finally ,

a goal—oriented approach lends itself to subsequent aggregation and dis—

j aggregation in analysis (for  exa mple , by combining outcomes in given func—
9 tional categories such as military—economic national security interests).

In the data collection phase of this project, two types of crisis outcomes

are examined , crisis—specific and general. Consistent with the preceding

arguments, most of the data generation effort is focused on the crisis—

specific outcomes based ,..n the ensembles of superpower goals identified

The Soviets are particulary constrained in this regard, as they attemp t
to “sell” their “line” to a host of foreign Marxist—Leninist parties and
mo vements.
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in Chapters 3 and 4. These are termed crisis—specific outcomes because

the subset of situationally relevant superpower goals varies radically .
~ 

)
across crises. Because they concern complex policy outcomes, these var-
iables are assessed judgmentally.8 Because of the importance of these

judgments, unusual care is taken in the codebooks (Appendices A and B)

to show how these judgments are generated. The codebook entry for each

crisis specific outcome moves from general to particular, beginning with

a generalized statement of the superpower, goal the performance of which

the outcome indexes. Next follows a set of measures or indices consulted

in the course of assessing the outcome, followed , at the most specific
• level, with the outcome assessment scale that is used to code the vari-

able. As a reflection of the primary source materials used to identify

the goals , and in order to capture some of the “flavor ” of each super-
power ’s self—defined interests, each crisis—specific goal is discussed

• from the perspective of the superpower holding it.

In addition to the crisis—specific goals/outcomes, which are the most
• important part of the data collection effort , modest amounts of effort

are devoted to the collection of general crisis outcomes coded for all

crises, irrespective of their relevance to crisis—specific superpower

goals. These general crisis outcomes provide benchmarks representing

basic economic, political, and military contacts between the United

States and/or the Soviet Union and the other states involved in each

j  crisis. Their inclusion provides some general comparative baselines for

the assessment of the crises. By their very nature, however, they do

not provide the same amount of in—depth information regarding superpower

crisis interests as the crisis—specific outcomes. The general crisis

outcomes are outlined in detail in Appendices A and B.

8 The reliability , validity , and general analytical utility of judgmental
variables in such roles has been demonstrated in previous DARPA—sponsored
research dealing with crisis behavior (for example, CAd , l 978e) , and the
operations of military forces (CAd , l97 8g).

4.
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Research Design

• Sequentially , the identification and analysis of crisis outcomes involves

the following stages:

1. The identification of Soviet and U.S. policy goals from
primary source materials.

2. The specification of types of evidence that are to be
used as the basis for judgments concerning the achieve—
ment of each goal (once again, relying upon primary
source materials to the extent possible).

3. The development of crisis outcome scales for the assess-
ment of goal achievement.

4. As the first step in the coding process, a determination
of the relevance of each goal/outcome set in each crisis.

5. The coding of the crisis—relevant outcomes plus the gen—
• 

— eral outcome variables.

Crisis outcomes are coded at 1— and 5—year intervals to capture both the

short— and medium—term effects and correlates of the incidents. The 1

year interval was selected as a commonly used short—term effects interval.

The 5—year interval used for medium term effects is of approximately the

same length at the longest formal policy cycles found in both superpowers

(the 4—year administrations in the United States and the 5—year cycle of

of Congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union).9

• Analysis of the crisis outcomes variables will focus on both causal and

concomitant relationships between these outcomes and other factors. Given

The crisis—specific outcomes are also structured to reflect another
type of short term/medium term distinction. For the most part , the goals
and outcomes included in the functional categories (military, economic,
ideological, tend to have longer periods of validity than those grouped
under regional headings , which are more subject to change in response to
the evolution of events in each region.
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the complexi ty of international politics , it would be unreasonable to ex-

pect to find a large number of clear—cut decisive causal effects with the

crises being the only direct influences upon the outcomes, pacticularly
over a 5—year span. During the coding process, the strength of the

causal linkages that appear to have existed between the crisis—relevant

outcome s and the crises are coded. These additional judgmental variables,

presented in Appendices A and B , provide the most practical assessment

available of the strength of the linkage J,etween putative cause (crisis)

and effect  (outcome).

The crises analyzed for both the United States and the Soviet Union over
the period 1966—1978 are updated versions of data sets developed by CACI

for  the Cybernetics Technology Off ice  of the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA/CTO) (1976, 1978e). Both consist of events in

which the superpowers have indicated by either physical or verbal actions

their particular concern with these events out of the myriad of postwar

crises. (CAd , 1976 and l978e explicate the operational definitions used
to identify these cases in greater detail). In the case of both the

United States and the Soviet Union, 1966 stands as a threshold denoting

the beginning of a new phase in crisis management activities. In the

case of the U .S. , 1966 was a break point year (Mahoney , 1978), with the
average number of crises being considerably higher before that point and

lower afterwards. In the Soviet case , it is likely that the increase in

4 the crisis activity of the Soviet Navy, which formally began with the June
War of 1967 , was the result of policy deliberations concomitant with the
23r d Congres s of the CPSU in 1966 , (McConnell and Dismukes , 1979).

Reliabili ty and validity are approached in seve ral ways. The primary fac—
• 

• tor contributing to the validity of the approach adopted is the use of

Soviet and American s ta tements  to identify the goals whose outcomes are to

be assessed. Reliability is being maintained by intercoder reliability

checks , comparisons of the coding of the same outcome across crises (par-

ticularly similar crises), and comparisons of s imilar cases. While a
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deliberate attempt has been made to generate outcome scales including as

many as seven values, these scales will be collapsed, as required, to en-
hance the reliability of the research, as is the standard practice in

psychometric research from which such scales originate (Summers, 1979).

In the analysis of superpower goals and outcomes, the assumption of a
“unitary rational actor” criticized by students of bureaucratic politics

is not being made, (cf. the critique of Allison, 1971). Instead, we make

a less demanding set of assumptions. We assume that both superpowers are

adaptive organizations seeking to achieve goals in fairly stable environ-

ments. We assume that over a reasonably short period of time there is

some consistency of intent in these actors ’ aims —— an assumption that we

feel has been confirmed by our review of the primary source materials.

While this approach does not capture the interplay of bureaucratic pro-
cess, this interplay is largely irrelevant for our purposes.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has presented the goal—oriented way in which the outcomes of

recent (1966—1978) S.viet and American crises are being assessed in this
project. The following sections elaborate this sketch, with Chapter 3

and 4 presenting and explaining U.S. and Soviet policy goals over this

period. Chapter 5 provides a brief outline sketch of the remainder of

the project. Chapter 6 introduces the crisis goals codebooks contained

in the appendices. Finally , Appendix A and Appendix B present the core

methodological product of the project —— the codebooks for the assessment

of crisis outcomes in terms of goal achievement.

10 The bureaucratic politics paradigm tends to be most persuasive when
policy is viewed over very short periods of time, from the perspective
of those within the bureaucracy. Viewing policy over the medium term,
greater degrees of consistency of purpose are often evident. Over even
longe r terms , for  example, 30 year periods, structural and contextual
factors begin to have more evident salience.
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CHAPTER 3. U.S. POLICY GOALS

INTRODUCTION

This is the first of two chapters detailing the political-military pol-

icy goals of the two superpowers. Such goals play a crucial role in the

assessment of crisis outcomes in terms of’ goal achievement —— the method-
ological strategy presented in Chapter 2.

It is by no means easy to compare Soviet and U.S. goals. American re-

searchers have a natural bias towards the latter. In response to this

tendency , very deliberate attempts have been made to approach the goals
of both superpowers from the perspective of “outsiders.” Primary source

materials (Soviet and American) have been used to identify the declara—

torTaims of each power. This results, necessarily , in a certain styl-

istic “tone” in each chapter. In the interest of later comparative anal-

yses, however , this approach is essential.

Substantively, an understanding of goaJs is critical for an understanding

of American policy. As a “superpowe r , ” the Un ited St ates by definition

must show special and detailed concern for it8 preferences and principles

within the international milieu in which it acts. The actual coherence

of its political-military policy in many respects reflects the internal
consistencies of the goals and objectives it pursues. TherefoL , exam-

ination of U.S. policy goals allows analysts to evaluate individual pol-

icies plus the more holistic designs the United States has for the world.

• Indeed, the way a country, particularly a superpower, spec if ies its goals
• reflects its world view and describes its ideal world organization.

The U.S . world view is complex , dynamic, and not easily categorized.
Phenomena such as the liberal democratic tradition,’ geographical size

See Hollander and Skard (1968).
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and location, cyclical historical periods,2 executive—congressional rela—

tions,3 public opinion,4 and the med ia5 are but a few of numerous factors
that scholars suggest help shape American political-military policy. In-

stead of deductively focusing on a number of previously specified vari-

ables from other studies in compiling and categorizing political-military

• policy goals of the United States, the research design focused on primary

souce materials of American political—military policy decisian—makers.

• Table 1 presents the complete list of sou~rces consulted in the compila-

tion of U.S. international policy goals for the years 1966—1978. As the

subheadings of Table 1 suggest, these sources fall into several general

categor ies:

1. American statements in the United Nations,

2. State of the Union addresses,

3. Presidential books and memoirs,

4. State Department bulletins and reports,

5. Annual reports of the Secretary of Defense,

6. Prestigious international relations journals, and

7. Miscellaneous academic materials.

These sources are not viewed as definitive , but we would suggest that

they are as authoritative as any unclassified sources can be. This does

9 not mean, however, that they are free of weaknesses. Many of the m di—

vidual sources used have internalized or institutionalized systematic

biases. For example, the Defense Department materials, as would be
expected , pr imarily focus on mor e narr owly defined military—security

2 See Klingberg (1952).

See Wilcox (1971).

- - See Almond (1950).

See Cohen (1963).
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TABLE 1
Source Mater ials for the • -

Compilation of American Policy Coals, 1966—1978

American Statements in the United Nations, 1966—1970

Provisional Verbatim Records of the General Assembly, 1966—1978.
New York: United Nations.

Presidential State of the Union Addresses, 1966—1978

Department of State Bulletins: Washlngton: U.S. Government

Volume 54 , Number 1388: 150—155 (Johnson, 1966)
Volume 56 , Number 1440: 158—163 (Johnson, 1967)
Volume 58, Number 1493: 161—163 (Johnson, 1968)

• Volume 60 , Number 1545: 89—91 (Johnson , 1969)
Volume 62, Number 1598: 145—147 (Nixon, 1970)
Volume 66 , Number 1702: 141—151 (Nixon, 1972)
Volume 68, Number 1757: 217—219 (Nixon, 1973)
Volume 70 , Number 1808: 157—169 (Nixon , 1974)
Volume 72 , Number 1858: 133—137 (Ford, 1975)
Volume 76, Number 1963: 97—101 (Ford, 1977)

- — Volume 79, Number 2023: 1—2 (Carter, 1978)

Presidential Books, Memoirs, and Biographies

CARTER , J. (1976) Why Not the Best? New York: Bantam Books.

JOHN SON, L.B. (1971) The Vantage Point. New York: Popular Library.

• NIXON, R.M. (1970—1973) U.S. Foreign Policy for the 1970’s, Vol-
umes I—IV. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

State Department Materials

Department of State Bulletin: The Official Monthly Record of
United States Foreign Policy (1966—1979) 54, 1384—79, 2023.

ROGERS , W. (1973) United States Foreign Policy, 1972: A Report
of the Secretary of State. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment.

(1972) United States Foreign Policy, 1971: A Report of the
Secretary of State. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Government.

(1971) United States Foreign Policy, 1969—1970: A Report of
the Secretary of State. Washington , D.C: U.S. Government.

Continued
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Table 1
Source Materials of American Policy Goals
Continued

Defense Department Materials

t BROWN , H. (1978) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY79.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

CLIFFORD , C.M. (1969) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense,
FY70. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

LAIRD , M.R. (1972) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY73.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

(1971) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY72.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

(1970) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense FY71. Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

McNAMARA , R.S. (1968) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense,
FY69. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Government.

— (1967) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY68.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

(1966) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY67.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

• RICHARD SON , E.L. (1973) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense,
• FY74. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Government.

RUMSFELD , D.R. (1977) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense,
FY78. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Government.

j (1976) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense, FY77. Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government.

SCHLESINGER , J.R. (1974) Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense,
FY75. Washington , D.C.: U.S. Government.

International Relations Scholarly Journals

Foreign Affairs (1966—1978) 44—56.

Foreign Policy (1970—1978/79).

Continued
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Table 1
Source Materials of American Policy Goals
Continued

Miscellaneous Scholarly Materials

BLOOMFIELD , L.P. (1974) In Search of American Foreign Policy.
New York: Oxford University.

BIJTTERWORT H, R.L. (1976) Managing Interstate Conflict, 1945—1974:
Data With Synopses. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh.

Department of Defense (1971) The Pentagon Papers. Boston: Beacon.

FERRELL , R.H. (1975) American Diplomacy. New York: Norton.

FULBRI GHT , W.J. (1972) The Crippled Giant. New York: Vintage Books.

GEORGE, A.L. and R. SMOKE (1974) Deterrence in American Foreign
Policy. New York: Columbia University.

(1971) The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy . Boston: Little,

— 
Brown.

IIALBERSTAN , D. (1965) The Best and the Brightest. New York: Random
• House.

HALPERIN, N.H. (1971) Defense Strategies for the Seventies. Boston:
Litt le , Brown.

HEAD , R.G. and E.J. ROKKLE (eds. ) (1973) American Defense Policy,
3rd Edition. Baltimore: John Hopkins University.

HOFFMAN , S. (1968) Gulliver ’s Troubles on the Setting of Anerican
Foreign Policy. N~w York: McGraw—Hill.

KENNAN , G.F. (1967) Memoirs. Boston: Little , Brown.

KISSINGER , H.A. (1969) American Foreign Policy. New York: Norton.

(1966) The Troubled Partnership . New York: Anchor Books.

(1957) Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy. New York: Harper
and Brothers.

KOLKO, G. and J. KOLKO (1969) The Limits of Power. New York:
¶ Harper and Row.
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Table 1
Source Materials of American Policy Goals
Continued

NATHAN , J.A. and J.K. OLIVER (1976) United States Foreign Policy
and World Order. Boston: Little, Brown.

SCHURMAN , F. (1974) The Logic of World Power: An Inquiry Into the
Origins, Currents, and Contradictions of World Politics. New
York: Pantheon.

SPANIER , J. (1977) American Foreign’ Policy Since World War II,
7th Edition. New York: Praeger.

STOESSINGER , J.G. (1976) Henry Kissinger: The Anguish of Power.
New York: Norton.
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issues and goals and neglect political and ideological concerns. On the 
•

other hand, public speeches (such the State of the Union and addresses - •

before the United Nations) and State Department materials concentrate

on more general ideological goals and political and economic objectives.

In many respects the parochial nature of one source was offset or neu-

tralized by one of the other sources used.

- • A more problematic aspect of some of the sources was that they were Un—

• systematic , forcing reading “between the lines” to infer the relevant

policy goals presented. Moreover, the vast majority of sources were void

of any conceptual foundation or underpinning. Instead of systematically

reviewing each of the individual objectives of American political—military

policy as they relate to more general American policy pursuits, the usual

descriptive method was to present a series of near, past, or present in-

ternational policy concerns of Washington and methods used to secure them.

In Itself, there is nothing inherently wrong with this presentation style.

Indeed, it reflects the traditional administration and deployment of re-

sources by the institutions of American foreign policy. Policy—makers

“muddle through” successive incremental policies toward some desired ob-

jective (Lindblom, 1959: 86). Moreover, truly shared assumptions and

objectives do not require constant repetition. One major task in com-

piling our list of American foreign policy goals, however, was to inte—
• grate individual decision—makers ’ inferences from primary source material

in such a way to form a mosaic of general American policy pursuits  for
the relevant t ime period.

An immediate analytical problem involved in compiling the U.S. goal list
• dealt with the distinctions between “long—term” and short—term” goals.

This became particularly problematical in primary source materials. Long—

term goals are the more general, static , or ultimate designs a state holds

toward the international system. They usually reflect cherished values

of a society and its leaders. They are basically invariant over time and

space and the pursuit of them often tends to be fraught with polemics,
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complexities, and ambiguities (Hoisti, 1972). Short—term goals, on the

other hand, relate to a particular demand or series of demands. The ac-

tual time period of such a goal can be limited to a number of days or as

long as a number of years. The actual time period of the goal’s pursuit

is not as useful in the distinction between the two types of goals as the
• overall importance attributed to each. For example, a dominant, long—

term American foreign policy goal is “the preservation of a balance of

power that would safeguard democractic values in the United States and

other basically Western countries” (Spanier, 1977: 235). Shorter—term

objectives or goals sought in order to achieve this, however, have
changed significantly over the years from policies of “containment of

Communism” in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, to the “rolling back of

Communism ” in the 1950’s, tu more recent policies based , in part, on

“detente” or the relaxation of tensions between the two superpowers.

Tabl~ 2 presents the compiled list of dominant American international

policy goals for the years 1966 to 1978. The goals are grouped under

nine main categories. The first three —— ideological, military—security,

and economic —— contain long—term goals. These goals have been strongly

held by all postwar administrations and correspond to what Harold and

Margaret Sprout (1957) call the “psychological” environment of policy

or the circumstances constantly sought and perceived in an almost objec-

tive way by American policy—makers. The other six categories of goals

relate more to area—specific phenomena and thus have a shorter—term

focus (not necessarily ~shorter” or more limited , in terms of time but

rather in terms of geographical scope).

IDEOLOGICAL GOALS

The tradition of American international policy is founded on an image of

the United States as a “new protean society based on the ideas of the

3—8
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TABLE 2
Major American Policy Goals, 1966—1978

Ideological

1. Support democratic values and countries

2. Promote peace and the peaceful resolution to conflict

3. Advance global welfare and human rights

4. Support international law and international organizations

5. Ensure the prestige and dignity of the United States

Military Security

1. Maintain/increase military capability for defending U.S. territorial
integrity and U.S. possessions

2. Maintain/increase military capability for defending major industrial
democracies (W. Europe, Japan)

3. Maintain/increase military capability for defending strategically
important LDC ’s

4. Maintain/increase military capability for defending U.S. overseas
maritime interests

5. Maintain/increase military capability for “show of force” and demon-
strating ability to intervene in overseas conflict arenas

6. Maintain/increase military capability for defending U.S. commercial
interests and U.S. citizens in foreign countries

7. Assist friendly or neutral developing countries in strengthening
their military capability for regional stability purposes

8. Assist friendly or neutral developing countries in developing their
military/policy capability for domestic stability purposes

U.S. Economic Goals

1. Support orderly expansion and performance of U.S. commercial inter-
ests and relations

2. Support international economic order/system compatible with U.S.
economic interests

Continued
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Table 2
Major American Policy Goals, 1966—1978
Continued

3. Promote the stability of international commodity prices and supplies

4. Promote the economic development of Third World non—Communist coun-
tries

U.S. Goals Toward Communist States (Particularly the USSR and PRC)

1. Reduce chances of war with major Communist states

2. Contain/restrain/deter the expansion of Communist influence

3. Encourage “polycentrisni” within the Communist world

4. Encourage liberalization trends in Communist states

5. Promote normalization of relations between the U.S. and the Communist
world

Goals Toward Europe

1. Guarantee the security and independence of Western Europe

• 2. Maintain/enhance strong cooperative ties with countries of Western
Europe

3. Work for the economic stability and the economic, military , and
political integration of Western Europe

4. Promote the stabilization of potential or realized conflict arenas
in Europe

5. Improve relations between the U.S. and Eastern Europe

U.S. Goals Toward Asia

- • 1. Avoid direct military confrontation with PRC and/or USSR (196O ’s)

- 
~~

- 

2. Contain the expansion of Communist aggression and influence in Asia
( 196O ’ s)

3. Promote the stability of and ~~intain defense forces for protecting
Japan, Australia, New Zealand , S~~ith Korea, and Taiwan

4. Support the stability of other non—Communist Asian countries

Continued
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Table 2
Major American Pol icy Goals , 1966—1978
Continued

5. Contain Soviet expansionism in Asia (1970’s)

6. Maintain/enhance U.S. relations with Japan

7. Promote economic development/stability in non—Communist developing
Asian countries

U.S. Goals Toward the Middle East

1. Promote an end to conflict in the Middle East

2. Guarantee Israeli security

3. Minimize Soviet influence in the Middle East

4. Promote/support political stability in the Middle East

5. Promote economic stability/development of countries in the Middle
East

6. Maintain/ increase U.S. access to markets and raw materials in the
Middle East

U.S. Goals Toward Latin America

1. Promote economic stability/development in Latin American countries

2. Continue/strengthen American economic presence in Latin America

3. Keep Latin America free of external “hostile” aggression and influence

4. Promote democratic institutions in Latin America

5. Promote/support the political stability of Latin American countries

- 
I 

- U.S. Goals Toward Africa

1. Promote peaceful transition of African countries to independence
(1960’s)

2. Promote economic stability/development in African countries

3. Increase/promote U .S. economic relations with African countries

Continued
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Table 2
Major Amer ican Pol icy Goals , 1966—1978
Continued

4. Promote democractic institutions in Africa

5. Promote/support non—Communist political stability in African countries

6. Promote security of Cape route and other aiajor sea lines of communi—
cation around Africa

7. Promote better diplomatic relations with Africa

‘II
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Enl ightment” (Wilcox, 1976: 36).6 American international policy for the

las t 200 years has been moral istic and cr usad ing while at the same time
often isolationist. America ’s geographical isolation and self—perception

as a beacon of hope versus the traditional conflict—laden and secret di-
plomacy of the old European order contributed to a low international pro—

file . It was not until after World War II that the United States found
itself uncomfortably at the center of the international system. Yet even

after firmly establishing itself as the most powerful state in the world ,

its international policy maintained strong ideological underpinnings.

Spanier suggests that present American foreign policy attitudes are char-

acter ized by:

A high degre e of moralism and missionary zeal stemming f rom
the nation ’s long consideration of itself as a unique and
morally superior society....Moralism in foreign policy thus
reflected the awareness and pride of a society that believed
it had carved out a better domestic order, free of oppres—
—sion and injustice (Spanier, 1972: 325).

Even former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger whose diplomacy was struc-

tured around the “deideolization of foreign relations” focusing instead
pr imar ily on balance of powe r notions (Schles inger , 1979: 511) found it

necessary to re itera te the policy ’s ideological nature.

Our e f fo r t s  to define , preserve , and enhance respect for
the rights of man thus represent an ultimate test of inter-
national cooperation. We Americans, in the year of our
bicentennial, are conscious and proud of our own traditions.
Our founding fathers wrote 200 years ago of the equality
and inalienable rights of all men. Since then the ideals
of liberty and democracy have become the universal and
indestructible goals of mankind (U.N. (1976) 32, 18: 185).

6 For an exhaustive analysis of this image and the effect it has had on
the “style” of American foreign policy, see Hoffman (1968), Morgen thau
(1951), and Spanier (1977).
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Support Democratic Values and Countries

The preservation and protection of democractic values and countries has
been a principal declaratory thrust of American foreign policy. It has
been a primary rationale for many U.S. policy conflicts with international
rivals. Since World War II the protection of democractic social orders
as a policy rationale has been aimed primarily at the perceived threats
presented to democracy from the two major Communist powers —— the Soviet
Union and the People’s Republic of China. ‘ While the United States has
viewed itself as champion of fr eedom , self—determination, constitution—
alism, and pluralism, the Soviet Union and China have been viewed as the
world ’s primary advocates of a command economy, centralized control , and

-
• the subjugation of the individual to the state. 7

Hence , the ideological goal of safeg uard ing democracy has helped the
United States assume the role of the global leader of anti—Communist

forc~s.
8 Communism is perceived as diametrically opposed to the advance-

ment of democracy in a zero—sum way. In fact the two roles are perceived

to go hand—in—hand and their importance to American international policy

has been clearly demonstrated by empirical analysis (Holsti , 1970).
Forme r Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld lucidly pointed to the inter-
dependent nature of these roles and goals when he posited that:

History has now cast the United States in a role of world
leadership —— a role which requires large, ready forces and
places the United States in the front line rather than in
the rear of freedom ’s defense. The emblem of the American
eagle , with an olive branch in one talon and a sheaf of
arrows in the other, has become f ul ly symbol ic of our role
(R ums feld , 1977: 36).

These attitudes ~re elaborated in the discussion of U.S. goals towards
Communist states later in this chapter.

8 
Harry Truman and John Foster Dulles were the ultimate examples of

American decision—makers who followed this logic, but the Cold War cru—
sade ” and idealism also marked the foreign policy of Presidents Nixon
and Ford and is the dominant assumption of the new “Cold War idealists”

• - - person if ied by Senator Moyn ihan, for examp le , see Moynihan (1978).

• 
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The Promotion of Peace and Peaceful Resolution to Conflicts

Like the suppor t of democracy , this goal is at least partially declara-
tory. One could argue that this ideological goal has often been contra-

dicted by specific U.S. policy actions. American action in Southeast

Asia, covert action against Allende’s Chile, and recent Congressional
f indings and hear ings concer ning alleged CIA assassinatio~i attempts
against foreign leaders are cases in point. Much of the apparent confu-

sion and/or contradictions concerning this goal is due to the complex

nature and definitional/conceptual controversies surrounding notions of

“peace. ” For exampl e, by the promotion of peace does one mean simply

the quest for an absence of military conflict or the absence of war ac-

companied by certain structural “preconditions” for peace such as the

absence of hunger, ignorance, and poverty? Stanley Hoffman, in criticiz—

• ing the often stated goal of Nixon and Kissinger of an “honorable peace”

and a “stable structure of peace” points to the conceptual confusions

surrounding these objectives when he suggests that:

The ritual, incantatory assertion of our search for a
“stable structure of peace” tells us very little of sub-
stance. At most, it indicates a vague, sound set of
“philosophic” hunches, which neither amount to a genu—
the “fresh vision,” nor account for all those tactical
moves, or omissions, that are in flat contradiction with
the stated goals (Hoffman, 1973: 3).

Nevertheless, the search for peace, particularly if defined as an absence
of war, permeates U.S. international policy decision—makers’ declarations.

Absence of conflict is especially important, as would be expected, in

American policy statements concerning regions of the world viewed as stra-

tegically vital to the national interest. Few observers would dispute ,

for example, that a major objective of American policy has been the main-

tenance and enhancement of the security of strategically “crucial areas”

stretching from northern Norway to the Aleutian Islands. But this long—

standing foreign policy objective cannot be thoroughly realized in a
hostile world , so goes the argument, unless a peaceful, American—favored,
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status quo exists in these areas. Hence, a major foundation of American

foreign policy is based on policies of “collective security” among the

U.S. and its allies and friends aimed at guaranteeing the peace, terri-

torial integrity, and independence of areas such as Western Europe, the

Middle East, northeast Asia, and Africa.9 The promotion of peace based

on a strong military posture and deterrent capability is no anomaly in

American foreign policy.’0 President Carter reflected the general poi—

icy tendencies of all postwar Presidents when he argued before the

General Assembly of the United Nations in 1977 that:

Peace will not be assured until the weapons of war are finally
put away. While we work towards that goal nations will want
sufficient arms to preserve their security. The United States’
purpose is to ensure peace. it is for that reason that our
military posture and our alliances will remain as strong as
necessary to deter attack (UN, 1977 , 32/18: 4—5).

Prom~tion of Human Rights

The domestic legislation and practices of the United States, for the most

part , put it in a relatively good position to champion the third ideo-

logical goal —— the promotion of human rights around the world. Often,

however, the commitment to human rights is more moral than legal and at

times vague (Van Dyke, 1970: 105). Then again, this tends to be a char-

acteristic of the majority of American ideological policy goals or, for

that matter , most ideological goals. It must be remembered that any

benchmark by which one examines ideological goals must necessarily be

subjective in nature. The important point seems to be that, at least in

a perceptual way, the promotion of human rights has been high on the pol—

icy agenda of American decision—makers. Although all administrations

stressed this goal to one degree or another, examination of primary source

materials showed that the Carter Administration , especially during its

• See also the discussions concerning U.S. policy goals in these various
regions.

10 See the discussion concerning U.S. military—security goals.
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first year in office, gave it the greatest relative emphasis. “The basic
thr ust of human af f a irs ,” President Carter stated in his address before
the United Nations in 1977 , “points to a more universal demand for basic
human rights. ”11

Since World War II, U.S. actions in regard to the advancement of human

rights include: ratification of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and various other treaties, membership in international organiza-

tions that promote human rights , promotion of foreign aid projects, and
encouraging the expansion of the United Nations for humanitarian purposes.

Fur thermor e, the United States has pledged support for various U.N. res-
olutions condemning and sanctioning regimes, such as Rhodesia and the

Republic of South Africa, that have grossly violated basic human rights.

Yet, at the same time the United States has pursued and expanded cooper-

ative relations with governments of the authoritarian right (Greece,

Por tugal , Braz il, Chile) and of the totalitarian left (the Soviet Union,

• China, Rumania). This contradiction reveals, in part, the tension be—

tween ideological and other types of aims. The choices are often very

unpleasant.

A nation’s fundamental interest must be self—preservation,
and , when national security and promotion of human rights
[come] into genuine conflict, national security [has] to
prevail though this [is] not at all to say that the national
security bureaucracy [is] anywhere near to being the infal—
lible expositor of national security (Schlesinger , 1979:
519).

Mor eove r, while the United States has emphasized and promoted individual

• human r ights (f or example, freedom from torture, cr uel , inhuman or de-
grading punishment, arbitrary arrest or imprisonment; rights to civil

and political liberties; freedom of thought, religion, assembly , speech,
and the press), it has paid relatively less attention to collective

As quoted in Bull (1979: 460). For an excellent discussion of Carter’s
human rights policies, see Schlesinger (1979: 503—526).
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r ights and economi c and social rights such as f r eedom from hunger , pov—
erty , and ignorance. This relative stress on “classical” human rights

factors create tension for U.S. relations with the Third World countries

that emphasize economic/distributional goals (Bull, 1979: 460).

Support for International Law and Organizations

The ideological goal of American support of international law and organ—

izations has generally been one of the more prominent declaratory goals

of U.S. decision—makers in the period since the mid—1960’s. Statements

such as, “the rule of law in a world beset by global problems must of

necessity be a matter of priority” (Nixon, 1973: 212) were expounded

fairly frequently. in practice, the relevance and importance attached

to this goal has varied markedly across situations. (For example, in

situations involving expropriation of the property of American multina-

tional firms, it has had high salience.)

Although officially promoting the United Nations, the last decade has

seen the United States’ view of this organization change drastically.

During the early Cold War period, the U.S. had virtual control over the

United Nations. Here one saw strong American promotion of U.N. activ-

ities, such as the utilization of peacekeeping forces in conflict arenas.

With the emergence in the early l96 0’s the Afro—Asian/Third World major-
ity in the U.N., however , the United States at times became disenchanted
with the organization. This was especially prevalent during Daniel

Moynihan ’s tenure as U.S. Ambassador to the U.N.

Ensure U.S. Prestige and Dignity

The last ideological goal consistently found in the writings and public

addresses of American foreign policy decision—makers was to ensure the

prestige and dignity of the United States. Unlike some of the previous

- 

‘ ideological goals, whose pursuit at time appear more symbolic than sub—

stantive , this goa) appears to be consistently “sought.” One of the
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main substantive components of this objective is maintenance of the

United States’ image as a solid trustworthy alliance partner. American

decision—makers between 1966 and 1978 constantly reiterated their com-
mitments to the United State ’s alliances, treaties, and friends. Indeed,

• such commitments are a major requirement of a wide range of deterrence

policies followed by the United States (George and Smoke, 1975: 4).

I - Former Secretary of State William Rogers refers to this phenomenon when

he suggests that:

Doubts about our ability to fulfill our security commitments
would adversely affect our alliances, discouraging our allies
from strengthening their contribution to the common defense.
Our adversaries might conclude that they could resort to the
threat or use of force to settle differences (Rogers, 1972:
76).

As with its relationship with policies of deterrence, the goal of ensur—

ing the United States’ prestige and dignity is seldom an end in itself.

Rather, it is usually one of the instruments by which the United States

seeks other objectives. For example, American prestige and dignity have
been often used, particularly during the Cold War, to prove to develop-

ing countries that Western democratic systems deserved their support

rather than rival Communist systems. More recently , many have argued

that the United States’ experience in Vietnam was an excellent example

of the United States trying to uphold its prestige and dignity and avoid

embarrassment. Once President Johnson realized that the U.S. was “over—

• committed,” these observers argue, he proceeded to escalate the war not

only to avoid defeat but also to avoid an embarrassing defeat that would

tarnish America’s global image and reputation. Indeed, once this dynamic

was institutionalized , it was not only the American client who was at

stake; rather it was the United States itself (Nathan and Oliver, 197 6:
374). Henry Kissinger made a related point concerning the United States

and Vietnam when he wrote:

The commitment of five hundred thousand Americans settled
the issue of the importance of Vietnam for what is involved
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now is confidence in American promises. However, fashion-
able it is to ridicule the terms “credibility” or “prestige”
they are not empty phrases; other nations can gear their
actions to ours only if they can count on our steadiness
(Kissinger , 1969: 112),

No matter how abstract and exaggerated terms such as “prestige,” “dignity ,”

and “integrity,” are in decision—maker ’s statements concerning interna-

tional affairs, they are as real and as important to the relations of

nation—states as they are to individuals In their relations with others

(Uorgenthau , 1973: 74).

MILITARY—SECURITY COALS

The military—security goals of the United States are much more integrated
- and interdependent than the ideological goals just discussed. All of

these goals concern enhancing and promoting the continued survival of the

United States, for this has to be the utmost value sought by decision—

• makers. Since World War II, the major concern has been the avoidance and

deterrence of thermonuclear war with the Soviet Union. Hence, the United

States has found It necessary to maintain a strong nuclear deterrent to

defend its immediate territorial integrity and the territory and inter-

ests of allies and friends who might be threatened by “nuclear blackmail.”

President Nixon, writing in 1973, echoed to one degree or another the

statements of all recent Presidents when he suggested that:

Deterrence of war is the primary goal of our strategic pol—
icy and the principal function of our nuclear forces. Thus,
our objective continues to be:

— To deter all—out attack on the United States or its
allies,

— To face any potential aggressor contemplating less
than all—out attack with unacceptable risks, and

— To maintain a stable political environment within
which the threat of aggression or coercion against
the United States or its allies is minimized (Nixon,
1973: 182).
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Since World War It , the United States and Soviet Union together have spent
well over $2 trillion on defense. Much of this money has been spent in

an attempt to maintain the ability to deter the other from a nuclear first

H strike. For the period prior to the early 1960’s, the United States had

a virtual nuclear monopoly. Since, the Soviet Union has accelerated its

development of strategic capabilities and appears to have gained strategic

parity.

* 
The United States ’ nuclear policy has revolved around a “Triad” of forces
— —  ICEM ’s, submarine—launched ballistic missiles (SLEM ’s), and heavy bom-

bers —— each of which presents different problems to a would—be attacker.

This nuclear Triad is compl-amented by theater nuclear capabilities and

conventional forces. The military—security goals of the United States

presented in Table 2 recognize these different types of forces and capa-

bilities and focus them to more specific objectives.

In addition to the goal of maintaining sufficient military capabilities to

directly defend its own territorial integrity , maintaining the military

capabilities for defending Western Europe is perhaps the United States ’

second important international policy commitment.’2 Actually these two

goals are not easily separated. This defense strategy again depends on

both nuclear and conventional deterrence. Both the U.S. and NATO poli-

cies have been aimed at denying the Soviets and/or any Warsaw Pact coun-

try the ability to control or coerce Western Europe through aggression.

Just as the United States has its Triad of forces in its own direct de—

fense, it maintains a Triad of forces to defend Western Europe. The

overall American strategy in Western Europe has been governed larg.~1y

by the treaty obligations of NATO. This basic strategy (Rumsfeld , 1977:
35) can be summarized as:

1. Maintain military deterrence capability for defending
Western Europe,

12 
See the discussion of the United States ’ foreign policy goals towards

Europe later in this chapter for a more detailed discussion of this re—
lationship.
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2. Promote the cohesion of NATO,

3. Encourage major European contributions to NATO and
ensure their complementarity and effectiveness,

4. Encourage the collective strengths of Western Europe
to be able to resist Soviet pressures and influence,
and

5. Seek to reduce tension in East—West military rela—
I tionships in Europe (for example, Berlin, MBFR, and

so forth).

Although its relations with its NATO allies have not been free from major

disagreements over military strategy , few could suggest a more important

region of the world for American foreign policy. Secretary of Defense

Harold Brown recently reaffirmed its importance when he wrote:

A goal of the highest priority for this administration is to
— ensure stability in the vital European region....The task is
challenging and difficult. But we are determined to strive
for a stronger and more rational NATO defense posture, with
greater interoperability and standardization of armaments
(Brown; 1978: 23).

While American security relationships with Japan lack the historical and

cultural importance of those with Western Europe, the preservation of

U.S. military capabilities for the defense of Japan is a key American

policy goal. The American—Japanese Mutual Security Treaty is a major

factor in America ’s world view.13 This alliance is viewed as central

to the security of northeast Asia and America ’s position in the Pacific.

The fundamental U.S. security objectives vis—a—vis Japan are:

1. Ensure Japanese security against a Soviet and/or
Chinese nuclear attack ,

2. Defend (or at least help defend) Japan against con-
ventional attacks as outlined by the Mutual Security

• 
Treaty ,

13 
See also the later discussion of United States ’ foreign policy goals

- 
- 

~ i -  toward Asia.
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3. Encourage Japan to “shoulder large responsibilities”
for Asian regional security (Nixon, 1970: 54 ) ,  and

4. Help Japan build up its military capabilities to
defend itself but encourage close consultations, com-
patibility and complementarity between military doc-
trines and forces (Rumsfeld, 1977: 39).

In addition to maintaining capabilities for the defense of U.S. territor-

ial integrity and t’hat of other major industrial democracies (primarily

* 

Western Europe and Japan), the United States, for the years 1966—1978,

also to one degree or another sought to maintain or increase their mili—

tary capabilities for defending strategically important less developed

countries (LDC’s) (for example , South Korea, Taiwan, Pak istan , Iran ,
Thailand , Vietnam , Laos, Saudi Arabia , and so forth).

A core dynamic of this objective has been based on the perceived neces-

sity of containing the aggression and expansion of both the Soviet and

Chinese versions of Communism which are perceived to threaten the Third

World countries.’4

If the military capabilities of the United States were not so devoted ,

the argument goes, Communist expansion could endanger American survival.

Hence , a series of treaty commitments make clear the objective of defend-

ing strategic Third World countries from Communist aggression (for example,

the Rio Pact, SEATO, and CENTO). Moreover, as a matter of general policy ,

the United States has been willing to directly use its military capabil-

ities to preserve the status quo from the radical shifts of Communist

expansion. The two most costly examples of this, of course, are the U.S.

experience in Korea from 1950 to 1953 and in Southeast Asia from 1961 to

• 1975.

14 
See the discussion of U.S. foreign policy goals toward Communist states.
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In general terms, according to our examination of primary source mate-

rials, the goal of defending strategically important LDC’s can be red uced
to the following military objectives:

1. Maintain/acquire military bases and/or access to mili-
tary facilities,

2. Help sustain regional cooperation and balances of power
that will preserve the independence of U.S. friends,

3. Deter hostile aggression while ‘seeking political resolu-
tions to conflicts (for example, Vietnam and Korea),

4. Help non—Communist LDC’s to strengthen their military
capabilities by supplying financial and material assis-
tance ,

5. Maintain access for the U.S. and its allies to vital
lines of communication through important areas,

6. Prevent the expansion of Communist or Communist—supported

— 
radical influence , and

7. Defend major neutral countries (for example, India and
Yugoslavia) against hostile attack. 

-

One final aspect of LDC security that deserves mention is the American

assumption that underdevelopment and political instability are interre—

lated and that these phenomena often lead to international repercussions.

According to this view , underdevelopment with its associated poverty often

leads to frustrations that the United States views as easily exploitable

by Communist penetration. Thus, internal Third World problems have on

occasion spilled over into the external arena as the United States has

attempted to counteract Communist penetration of these power vacuums.

The most obvious examples of such events are: Southeast Asia (1962—1973),

the Congo (1960), the Pakistan/Bangladesh war ( 1971) , Angola (1975) ,  and
Ethiopia (1977). For this reason the United States has not only helped

friendly LDC’s to strengthen their military capabilities against exter-

nal threats and for regional stability purposes, but has also assisted

f r iendl y or neutral LDC’s in developing their internal paramilitary and

4
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police forces. Foreign aid programs have often been sold to Congress and

the American public as vital aspects of the fight against domestic in-

stability. One objective here is to help LDC’s deter any internal con-

flict before it has a chance to escalate and possibly spill over into a

confrontation between the United States and Soviet Union.

One final military—security goal of American foreign policy has been to

maintain the capabilities needed for defepding U.S. citizens and commer-

cial interests abroad. The two key dynamics of this goal, as evidenced

by analysis of primary source materials, are:

1. Maintain/increase capability for rescuing American
citizens and properties from hostile groups, and

2. Maintain the capability for punitive reprisals
against groups or countries threating American cit-
izens and properties.

The three most spectacular recent examples of U.S. commitment to this

goal were the April 1975 events in Saigon, the Lebanon evacuations of

• 1976, and the evacuation of Iran in February 1979. In all instances, the

planning of American operations gained the attention of top foreign pol-

icy decision—makers.

ECONOMIC GOALS

While the United States is no longer the predominant economic power it

was during the immediate postwar years, it must still be considered by

all standards the leading global economic power. Although some states

• exercise more economic influence in certain regions, none comes near the

United States in terms of the breadth and intensity of its economic link-

ages around the world. Consider, for example, that in 1978 alone the

United States exported $143 billion worth of goods and services repre—

senting over 7 percent of U.S. GNP and imported $183 billion (IMF, 1979:
36—37). Moreover, American citizens and corporations own substantially

more than these amounts in foreign assets.
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The reasons for this Immense economic power can be attributed not only
to America ’s overall economic size , vigor, and stability but also to the

fact that the United States was the only major power to emerge from

World War II with its economic base and industrial sector intact. The

early postwar years saw the United States account for half of the non—

Communist world’ s economic output and the vast majority of international

investment. Therefore , it was not surprising that the U.S. became the
driving force in the creation of the postwar international economic order.

It wanted this system to be based on institutions and policies that would

prevent the explicitly competitive “beggar thy neighbor” foreign economic

policies that characterized the 1930’s. The three most important insti-

tutions created were the:

1. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that
codified the rules of conduct for international trade ,

2. International Monetary Fund (IMF) designed to promote
the stabilization and liberalization of international
monetary transactions , and

3. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) which was to help provide needed capital to
support developing countries.

These organizations were later joined by the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD) created to help coordinate policies

among the individual countries of North America, Western Europe , and Japan.

Together these economic institutions helped promote American economic

interests by making the dollar the world ’s primary reserve and key trans-

action currency. The postwar international monetary system , which was

devised at Bretton Woods in 1944, served the United States and the inter—

• national system well for over a quarter of a century. This period was

characterized by rapid and sustained economic growth and stability. But,

finally in the early 1970’s the U.S. balance of payment deficits , global
inflation , and a wide variety of economic problems led to the collapse of

the “Bretton Woods System” and the creation of new rules of conduct for

international trade and monetary affairs. The role of the dollar as the
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world ’s reserve currency was redefined and the United States gradually

lost part of its dominant position. —

The United States still remains the world ’s single greatest economic

power, but phenominal growth rates in Japan and Europe have altered its

relative standing. Primary and secondary source materials for the years

1966—1978 revealed four general economic goals pursued over this time

period by the United States (see Table 2);

1. Support orderly expansion and performance of U.S. com-
mercial interests and relations,

2. Support international economic systems and processes
compatible with U.S. economic interests,

3. Promote stability of international commodity prices
- - and supplies, and

— 4. Promote the economic development of Third World non—
Communist countries.

The first economic goal is obvious and noncontroversial considering that

the United States is the world’s major tnternation’d. economic actor and

market. Within the structure of U.S. capitalism, the Government has

played an active role in expanding American foreign markets, helping U.S.

firms gain contracts abroad, promoting U.S. trade and investment, and so

forth. Moreover, the United States has pursued very active policies in

trying to improve the means by which U.S. firms adjust to foreign economic

competition. Tariffs and quota agreements have been two major strategies
followed to protect less competitive firms and promote more competitive
ones.

Other key dynamics of the U.S. foreign economic goal of supporting the

expansion and performance of its commercial interests and relations, re—

vealed through policy primary sources, are to maintain/increase U.S. eco—
nomic growth, promote a favorable balance of trade, dispose of U.S. agri—

cultural surpluses overseas , protect agains t the impact of economic crises
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abroad, promote a stable U.S. dollar, and discourage the uncompensated
expropriations of U.S. firms.

The second general economic goal of American policy —— support interna-
tional economic systems and processes compatible with U.S. economic in-

terests —— is again self—evident. As suggested above, the postwar inter-

national economic system, to a large extent , has been a basic reflection

of the economic wants and needs of the United States. It continues to

support GATT, IMF , IBRD, and OECD , the key international economic insti-
tutions. A second major aspect of this goal revolves around promotion

and support for the expansion of liberalized trading policies. Feeling

that it has a comparative advantage in many economic sectors, the United

States has traditionally fought against economic barriers and obstruc—

tions that would block the free flow of goods and capital across national

borders. The 1930’s and its intense economic rivalries and conflict

proved to be a bitter experience for the United States. But such a gen-

eral policy has not inhibited it from retaliating against countries that

• are following trade policies perceived to unfairly impede U.S. exports

in the world market. In fact , the Nixon administration submitted trade

legislation in 1969 that gave the President new authority to counter the

actions of countries following “unfair” trade policies.

The realization of global economic interdependence has made the promotion

of international economic growth and cooperation, especially among the

world’s industrial democracies, an additional salient characteristic of

an international economic order compatible with American interests. As

William Rogers suggested in 1972:

Bilaterial approaches are no longer sufficient to handle the
growing agenda of common political and economic concerns. A
substantially higher level of worldwide coordination and coop-
eration is required among Japan , Canada, Western Europe,

a Australia, New Zealand, and the United States if we are to
solve common trade and monetary problems , continue the rapid
expansion of the world ’s economy , and assist in the growth
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of the developing world.. . .No longer can any of us satisfac-
torily think solely in Asian terms , in European terms, or in
North American terms. For the health and strength of us all
we must think and act in terms of us all (Rogers, 1972:
XIII).

The 1970’s have witnessed how events and policies in other countries can

profoundly effect the well—being of the United States. Inflation and

unemployment, for example, cannot be viewed as isolated national phenom-
ena. The domestic economic trends in any one of a number of countries

have a direct and real influence on the U.S. economy. Similarly, the

dynamic exchange rate of the US. dollar depends as much upon the deci-

sions and the flow of capital investments by non—Americans as by any

policy made in. Washington. The increasingly interdependent nature of

the world economy has made economic relations more political.’5

The last two general economic goals of American foreign policy —— promote
the stability of the price and supplies of international commodities and

promote -the economic development of non—Communist Third World countries

—— are primarily directed at U.S. relations with the Third World.

Although commodity price and supply stability is important to economic

relations in the developed world, the OPEC oil embargo of 1973 and 1974

explicitly focused future American attention concerning commodity price

and supply stability in a large part on the Third World. Interest here,

of course, primarily concerns the supply of Middle Eastern oil. The

United States and the rest of the industrial world runs, quite literally ,

on oil and the Third World, especially the Persian Gulf, has the vast
majority of the worlds ’ known oil reserves. The promotion of an unin-

terrupted flow of oil, the discouragement of raw material cartels, and

policies aimed at stockpiling certain raw materials or finding alterna-

tive sources are additional key dynamics to this goal. The last decade

has seen the traditional relationship between suppliers and consumers

15 For example, see Diebold (1972: 18—36).
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of petroleum radically, and probably irrevocably , change. The goal of

stabilizing raw material prices and supplies is an aim that most likely

will continue to hold the attention of American policy planners.

The last general economic goal that permeates the writings of American

decision—makers for the years 1966—1978 is that of promoting Third World

economic development. Considering that the gap in wealth between the

United States and most Third World countries is getting larger rather

than smaller, this goal has been viewed by many, particularly Third

World observers, as basically declaratory.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that some type of development policy

is required by the United States to hopefully help offset hostile Third

World nationalism and associated threats to a number of vital interests

of the United States. Such a strategy was surely followed during the

Cold War.

GOALS TOWARD THE MAJOR COMMUNIST STATES —— THE SOVIET UNION AND PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF CHI NA

Relations with the major Communist states have been the dominant theme

of American foreign policy since World War II, so dominant , in fact, that

a close examination of the goals of American foreign policy presented in
Table 2 will reveal few goals that are not associated in some degree to

U.S. relations with the Soviet Union (USSR) and People ’s Republic of

China (PRC).

As suggested earlier , the Soviet Union is perceived to represent the basic

challenge to the “American way of life.” This threat exists (in part) be-

cause the USSR is the only country in the world other than the U.S. with

the capabilities to conquer Europe and Asia. Moreover, it is the only

country that poses a serious and real threat to the United States. De

Toqueville ’s prediction of a world eventually dominated by American and
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• Soviet (Russian) power has been realized, at least in part. But as dis-

cussed earlier, it is not merely the power capabilities of each country

that has resulted in their highly competitive and at times conflictual
relations. Rather, much of this must be attributed to the ideological

nature of their rivalry. At its center has been the doctrine of coa—

tainment —— a policy aimed at both the USSR and PRC. Indeed, containment

has been the basic U.S. orientation toward the Communist world. As men-

tioned earlier, the essence of this policy has been based on a global al-

liance system and American deterrence of ‘perceived Communist aggression.

Although the United States would prefer to use conventional weapons to

deter this expansion (for example, Korea, 1950—1953; Southeast Asia, 1961—

1975), if necessary American policymakers have been willing to confront
Communist countries with the full realization of the possibility of ther—

- 

- monuclear war (Cuban missile crisis (1962).

The character of this containment has changed ove r the years just as the

basi~ global political configurations and balance of power have changed.

The military strategy followed during the 1950’s, for example, which

placed great reliance on the strategic nuclear capacity of the United

States, was referred to as “massive retaliation. ” This strategy basic-

ally suggested that any hostile aggression against the United States

would be countered by promp t nuclear punishment. The early 1960’s saw

the development of a new doctrine of “flexible response” as the Soviets

began to first seriously counter American nuclear capabilities. This

doctrine placed less emphasis on a nuclear response to threats while sug—

gesting that the United States had to be prepared to fight a wide variety

of wars from all—out nuclear exchanges to counter—insurgency operations.

Present strategy is more difficult to classify because it recognizes a

wide variety of dynamics that were not operable in the 1950’s and 1960’ s.

By the end of the 1960’s, the United States switched to a policy of
“detente ” toward both the Soviet Union and China. The basic principles

of this policy are:

1. Avoid military confrontations and prevent the outbreak
• of war by reducing military tension,
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2. Engage in negotiations in an effort to resolve out—
standing issues,

3. Build rational relationships with potential adversaries,

4. Encourage constructive collaboration on such interna-
tional problems as arms control, nuclear proliferation,
terrorism, and so forth, that affect the mutual national
security interests of the U.S., USSR, and PRC,

5. Continue to deter unilateral Soviet or Chinese efforts
to exploit local conflicts to their advantage, and

6. Encourage liberalization trends in Communist states.

Speaking before the United Nations in 1975, Henry Kissinger summarized

this policy by suggesting that:

In recent years, the bipolar confrontation of the last genera—
tion has given way to the beginning of dialogue and an easing

—of direct conflict....We shall firmly defend our vital inter-
ests and those of our friends. But we shall also never lose
sight of the fact that, in our age, peace is a practical neces-
sity and a moral imperative. We shall pursue the relaxation
of tensions on the basis of strict reciprocity. We know the
differences between posturing and policy; we will not encour-
age the belief that anyone can benefit from artificial ten-
sions. We are deeply conscious that we owe it to future
generations not to be swayed by momentary passions (U.N. , 31,
11: 180).

U.S. detente policies recognize that the international system has become
more complex than the clear—cut bipolar relations that existed during the

Cold War. But the focus of detente must still be viewed as an attempt to

maintain American—Soviet balance and, therefore, an essential continuity

in past policy. In the 1950’s and 1960’s the United States, in pursuing

a balance of power, felt compelled to justify policy in terms of a cru—
• 

• 

sading ideological style that was often inflexible (Halperln , 1974). This

new policy recognized that all sides had something to gain from cooperat—

ing with each other. By establishing diplomatic relations with the PRC,

Moscow ’s bitter rival, Peking could be used to provide Moscow with an

incentive to act with greater restraint (Spanier, 1977: 263). Likew ise ,
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the U.S. could, therefore, be more fle,cj~ble in its policies toward the

Communist world and try to gain agreements and advantages with both

regimes while remaining inflexible about preventing additional Communist

expansion. As Secretary of Defense Brown (1979: 23) has suggested,

“effective relations with the People’s Republic of China are important...

because China is a strategic counterweight to the Soviet Union.”

Of course, such a strategy is only operable as long as the USSR and the

PRC do not exist in a monolithic Communist world. For this reason, an

additional goal of American foreign policy evidenced in Table 2 is the

encouragement of “polycentrism” within the Communist world. The disin—

tegration of the Sino—Soviet alliance must be viewed as one of the most

significant events of the postwar era for American foreign policy. In-’

deed, closer rapprochement between the Soviets and Chinese would undoubt—

edly have a profound effect on U.S. foreign policy. Policies of detente

and -eoexistence must be viewed in the American case to be intimately

linked to the Sino—Soviet split.

REGIONAL GOALS

This section summarizes recent U.S. goals in five regions: Europe, Asia,

the Middle East, Latin America, and Africa. Discussing the goals towards

each of these regions separately is not meant to suggest that the region—

specific goals of American policy are independent of one another. On

the contrary , 7olicies and goals in one region are often inextricably

related to policies in another. Separate discussion of each region is

utilized only to fac i l i t a te  the overall discussion of American foreign

policy.

U.S. Policy Goals Toward Europe

Europe is the core area of American international policy and through the
I 

- years the United States has been strongly committed to these oldest and
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closest allies. For Western Europe since World War II, the United States

has been the sole source of military security and the ultimate provider

of economic security as well (Walt, 1979: 572). American—European rela-

tions, however , have not been free of tension and disagreement. In the

early 1960’s, Frances’ President de Gaulle led a major assault on the

U.S. position in Europe and recent years have seen some ominous cracks

in the Western alliance. During the late 1960’s and early 1970’s the

United States was preoccupied with the war in Southeast Asia and its re-

lations with the Soviet Union and People’s Republic of China. In Europe,

the United States seemed to some observers to have lost its sense of pri-

orities. Major strains resulted in NATO. Moreover, many European lead-

ers accused the United States in the early 1970’s of placing U.S.—Soviet

detente before the interests of Europe (Stoessinger, 1976: 138). Even-

tually, Kissinger in 1973, called for a “New Atlantic Charter” and an-

nounced the “Year of Europe” in an attempt to shore up some of the leaks

in trans—Atlantic relations. But the Middle Eastern war of October 1973

and the domestic Watergate crisis halted Kissinger ’s design for all prac-

tical purposes and American—European relations continued to be troubled.

The last decade has also been marked by increased economic tensions be—

tween the United States and Europe. Economic competition has widened

between the two areas while individual governments have failed to hold

down inflation and unemployment. Protectionist trade policies and the

creation of trading blocs have further dampened relations.

President Carter , however, has recently placed more emphasis on America ’s

relations with Europe. This has lead some observers to posit that Carter

has repaired some of the damage done by the neglect of his predecessors,

especially in the economic area where he has sought closer consultation

and collaboratio t between the United States and Europe (Bull, 1979: 446).

Even though the years 1966—1978 have seen some troubled times in the re—

lations between the United States and Europe , the maintenance of a stable
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and secure Europe must still be considered vital to American policy as

the U.S. continues to carry the responsibility for defending that area.

No mat te r  wha t fu ture  controversies unfold in these relations, the U.S.
will remain a European—oriented society with a European set of values ,
interests , and expectations.’6 Former President Nixon, writing in 1973,

summarized the U.S. view of Europe succinctly when he wrote:

The alliance between the United States and Western Europe has
been a fundamental factor in the postwa r era. It provided
the essential security framework for American engagement in
Europe and for Western defense...and it was the principal
means of f orging the commo n pol icies that were the sou rce
of Western strength in an era of tension and confrontation
(Nixon, 1973: 76).

Five genera l U.S. forei gn policy goals t oward Europe were identified from

the review of primary source materials. They are:

1. Guarantee the security and independence of Western
Europe ,

2. Maintain/enhance strong cooperative ties with Western
Europe ,

3. Support the economic stability and the economic, mili-
tary , and political integration of Western Europe,

4. Promote the stabilization of potential or realized con-
flict arenas in Europe , and

5. Improve relations between the United States and Eastern
- : Europe.

The first three identified goals have already been commented on. The

foreign policy goal of promoting the stabilization of conflict areas in

Europe pr imari ly  concerns U .S.  policies directed at the Soviet presence

in Easteru and Centra l Europe. Especially relevant has been the promo—

tion of Western access to Berlin which has been a major friction point

in East—West relations during the postwar period. Other key dynamics

16 See Kaiser (1973).
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of this goal relate to the promotion of peace and stability along NATO’s

southern flank (Cyprus, Greece, and Turkey), U.S. support (starting in

the late 1960’s) of policies initiated by West Germany to improve its

relations with Eastern Europe, and the promotion of detente between the

Soviet Union and Western Europe. The quadripartite accords on Berlin

were one of several major milestones in this process.

Finally , improving U.S. relations with Eaptern Europe has been a major

policy directive. Although recognizing Eastern Europe as within the

Soviet sphere of influence, major strides have been taken toward this

goal since the early 1970’s. Both Presidents Nixon and Carter visited

this region in an effort to promote broader relations. In recent years

the U.S. has sought ways to expand its economic, scientific, technolog—
— ical, and cultural contacts in Eastern Europe. Moreover, in the 1970’s

- - the United States has reaffirmed its cordial relations with Yugoslavia,

perceived as the area’s most important nonaligned country.

U.S. Foreign Policy Goals Toward Asia

Our research revealed seven general foreign policy goals pursued by the

United States relative to Asia for the year 1966—1978:

1. Avoid direct military confrontation with the PRC and
USSR,

2. Contain the expansion of Communist aggression and
influence in Asia (1960’s),

3. Promote the stability of Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
South Korea, and Taiwan and maintain the forces needed

4 for protecting them ,

4. Support the politica l stability of other non—Communist
Asian countries ,

5. Contain Soviet expansionism in Asia (1970’s),

6. Maintain/enhance U.S. relations with Japan, and

7. Promote the economic developnent and stability of non—
Communist developing Asian countries.
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These goals, like so many other U.S. regional objectives, primarily in—

volve America’s view of and relationships with Communist states.

The 1960’s and early 1970’ s were marked with the long U.S. involvement
in the Southeast Asian war. In 1968, U.S. commitment to the defense of

South Vietnam from Communist North Vietnam invol~ed 550,000 troops and

weekly combat deaths averaging nearly 300. Finally , in April 1975 ,
Saigon fell to the North Vietnamese army marking the collapse of an ally

in whom the United States had invested so ‘much in energy and resources.

Although theories abound to explain the reasons for the Vietnam experi-

ence, for our purposes it suggests that the containment of Communist ag-

gression and influence in Asia must be viewed as an important goal of

American foreign policy.

The 1970’s have witnessed dramatic changes in U.S. policy pursuits in

Asia; The single most dramatic change (or series of events) has been the

normalization of relations between the United States and the People ’s

Republic of China which on New Years Day 1979 resulted in establishment

of formal diplomatic relations between the two countries. Several fac-

tors in the 1970’s made Sino—Anierican reconciliation possible. The dis-

appearance of the radicalism of the Chinese cultural revolution, Sino—

Soviet border disputes , and the U.S. Vietnam war negotiations all con-

tributed to the reconciliation in one way or another. A dominant factor

contributing to these new relations, however, must be viewed as the ef-

fect they have on isolating Soviet influence in Asia (Ulam , 1979). Hence,

the U.S. goal of containing Soviet expansion in Asia in the 1970’s has

been based on America ’s new China policy. Presently, the only firm area

of Soviet influence in Asia is Vietnam , which has joined the Soviet—

promoted ~MEA and in 1978 concluded a Treaty of Peace and Friendship with

the USSR and the United States has a vested interest in inhibiting the

expansion of further Soviet influence in the area.’7

17 See the discussion of U.S. goals towards the Communist states and
military—security goals of the United States.
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Moreover, the reconciliation of Sino—American relations in the context of

Sino—Soviet disputes has explicit strategic implications for the U.S.,

as suggested by forme r Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld :

The United States continues to seek more normal relations....
We cannot wholly ignore the PRC for purposes of force plan—
ning....U.S. force planning cannot ignore the existence of
the substantial military buildup that has occurred on the
frontiers of the PRC, or the history- of border clashes be-
tween the USSR and the PRC since 1969. The extent to which
this situation should affect the defense posture of the
United States, broadly defined , requires continuing review
(Rumsfeld , 1977: 22).

The second most important object of American Asian policy is Japan.

Japan ’s rapid economic growth in the 1960’ s has resulted in drama tic

increases in Japanese—American economic interdependence. This can be

seen_ in enormous increases in Japanese exports to the U.S. that have had

a serious effect on U.S. balance—of—payment deficits and have provoked

American countermeasures. On the other hand , Japan has important stra-

tegic implications to America ’s Asian policy, and, as a Western—style

democracy has unique political kinship. The United States has continued

to guarantee Japan ’s security against hostile threats. However, it has

also encouraged Japan to “shoulder larger responsibilities ” for the

political—military security of Asia. This could be evidenced in the goals

put forth by the “Nixon Doctrine. ”

The United States also continues to hold a number of treaty alliances in

Asia. Through bilatera l and multilateral agreements the United States ,

to one degree or another , has become the guarantor of the security of

many non—Communist Asian nations from Japan and Korea around the rim of

Asia and southward to Australia and New Zealand. Agains t this background ,

the United States served as a principal source of military and economic

assistance in the area.
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U.S. Policy Goals Toward the Middle East

U.S. Middle Eastern policy , for the years 1966—1978 , was ve ry dynamic and
dominated by its close relationships with Israel , the strategic importance
of the area , and the oil wealth of the Persian Gulf. In general terms

these concerns can be summarized by the following goals pursued by the
United States in the region:

1. Promote an end to conflicts in ‘the Middle East,

2. Guarantee Israeli security,

3. Minimize Soviet influence in the Middle East ,

4. Promote/support political stability in the Middle East

5. Promote the economic stability and development of
friendly and neutral countries in the Middle East,
and

— 

6. Maintain/increase U.S. access to markets and raw mate-
rials in the Middle East.

While recognizing the strategic location of this area, the traditional

primary focus of American attention in the region has centered on the 30

years of conflict between Israel and her Arab neighbors. Since its crea-

tion as a state, Israel and the United States have had close relationships.

Much of this stems from widely shared American beliefs that the U.S. has

a special obligation to the security and survival of Israel. After the

1967 war and until 1973, the United States sought to guarantee the re-

gional military superiority of Israel. This policy of the first Nixon

administration saw Israel’s role as an adversary of Soviet client states
in the area. After 1973, however , basic American policy changed. Henry

Kiss inger ’s step—by—step diplomacy in the area after the October 1973
war v i r tual ly  shut out the Soviet Union from the peacemaking process.
Moreover, in 1972 President Sadat expelled Soviet advisors from Egypt.

The waning of Soviet influence in the area and changes in U.S. economic
interests drastically affected the context of U.S. relations and policy.
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These fac tors , together with increased Arab confidence and the substan-
tial power displayed by several Arab oil—producing states during the

1973—1974 oil embargo proved to the United States that the Cold War con—
siderations that drove U.S. policy in the 1960’s and early 1970’s were
no longer viable.

Moreover, U.S.—Egyptian relations were greatly improved in the early

1970’s while the United States took a new, vigorous diplomatic role as

peace mediator. Eventually new understandings were developed with Egypt

and Syria and the U.S. scored a major diplomatic victory in arranging

the 1975 Egyptian—Israeli disengagement agreement, which split Arab

solidarity, enhanced Israel’s security , and further diminished Soviet

presence in the area (Wilcox, 1976: 51). Hence , the United States

found itself gaining influence in the Arab world , without losing its

special relationship with Israel.

The United States further distinguished itself as a peacemaker after

Egyptian President Sadat ’s historic trip to Israel in 1977. In 1978,

it scored a dramatic success in the September Camp David agreements.

Finally, in April of 1979 israel and Egypt signed a peace treaty in
Washington securing , at least for the time being , the U.S. goal of pro-

moting an end to conflict in the area.

As suggested earlier , oil also has to be considered a key dynamic of Amer-

ican policy in the Middle East. In fact , the stability of the Persian

Gulf region and American access to its oil reserves has great importance

to the global balance of power and the economic well—being of the indus-

trial world (Campbell, 1979: 613). In the past the United States has

tried to preserve these interests by promoting the stability of the tra-

ditional regimes of Iran and Saudi Arabia. In fact , these two countries

have been keystones to American policy in the area and major sources of

Western oil. Moreover , both President Nixon and Ford saw these countries

as the source of regional stability. The recent events in Iran that led
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to the downfall of the Shah most likely will have profound repercussions

- 
- to American presence in the Persian Gulf area and may very well be a major

dynamic in the future global balance of power. Such an area, where the

interests of the major power converge, will continue to play a major role

in international political, economic, and military affairs and will con-

tinue to be high on the agenda of U.S. policy.

U.S. Goals Toward Latin America and Africa

Over the past 4 years, our interest has been focused on, and
our energies dedicated to, a number of supremely important
tasks in the world arena....The time and concentration that
have gone into these complicated but absolu~ely crucial
efforts have produced allegations that we were neglecting
other problems, other areas, and especially other friendly
nations. In Latin America this feeling has been particu—
larly widespread, and it is quite understandable (Nixon,
1973: 115).

As the above statement suggests, the United States has often been criti-

cized by the developing countries of Latin America and sub—Saharan Africa

for its lack of policy attention. Indeed, other than recent modest dip-

lomatic attempts aimed at stabilizing conflicts in Southern Africa and

rhetoric concerning Soviet and Cuban interaction in Af rica, neither

Black Africa nor Latin American has been a major focal point of American

international policy since President Kennedy ’s Latin American policies

concerning the Alliance for Progress. This has especially been true in

Latin America where the last decade has seen American promotion of the

Panama Canal Treaty in 1977 and little else in the way of major policy

— initiatives. Nevertheless, primary source materials reveal numerous pol—

icy statements concerning both Latin America and Africa. Because rela-

tively little action has been taken to secure these goals, many can be
considered basically declaratory. The goals of the United States in

these two areas (see Tabl e 2) can b~ summarized as:

( _ ._
_

_ 1 1. Promote the economic development and stability of Latin
- 

- America and sub—Saharan Africa,
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2. Promote/support the political stability of friendly
regimes in Latin American and sub—Saharan Africa ,

3. Promote democratic institutions and human rights in these
two areas ,

4. Continue/increase American economic presence in Latin
America and sub—Saharan Africa,

5. Promote better/positive diplomatic relations in Latin
America and sub—Saharan Africa ,

6. Keep Latin America free of external “hostile” aggression
and influence,

7. Promote a peaceful transition to independence for African
countries, and

8. Promote/enhance the security of the Cape Route and other
major sea lanes of communication around Africa.

In a relative sense, sub—Saharan Africa has received more attention by

American political—military decision—makers than Latin America . Much

of this attention has been focused on conflict areas such as Angola and

the Horn of Africa where Soviet and Cuban activities have been realized.

Hence, in many respects, one could argue that Africa only becomes salient

to U.S. military policy in the context of the East—West struggle. In

much instances Africa becomes a “testing ground” for the foreign policies

of the superpowers. The United States has pursued positive bilateral

relations, supported political and economic development , and promoted

self—reliance and independence but not in a fashion comparable to other

regions of the world.

The same dynamics basically hold for Latin America as well. Few observers

would suggest that the last decade has witnessed an active U.S. policy in

the region. Other than isolated incidents, the attention of American for-

eign policy—makers are focused at areas that are perceived as having a

more immediate payoff in the global balance of power and superpower ri—

valries.
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CHAPTER 4. SOVIET GOALS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of five sections. The first discusses the general

orientation of Soviet policy. The next two describe the sources and

methodological approaches used to identify Soviet goals. The fourth and

longest section discusses the major Soviet goals identified in this study

while the final section describes five measures for assessing Soviet goal

outcomes that were considered valuable enough to code for all crises with-
out any consideration of their relevance to each specific crisis. The

former correspond to the crisis—specific goals discussed in Chapter 2

while the latter are general crisis goals. To illustrate Soviet perspec-

tives, portions of the discussion are deliberately written from a Soviet

vantagepoint.

ORIENTATION OF SOVIET POLICY

Soviet writers see their international policy as having several Marxist—

Leninist characteristics that set it apart from the bouregois policies

of capitalist countries. These distinctions include:

• A working class orientation that gives a socialist
character to state political—military policy ,

• A democratic and humane orientation that lifts Soviet
external policy above narrow nationalist and chauvin-
istic tendencies,

• A peaceful orientation that encourages mutually bene-
ficial cooperation between socialist and nonsocialist
countries and averts war and nuclear holocaust,

• A scientific orientation that enhances the creative
charac ter of its international policy and allows proper
adjustment to changes in the international scene, and

• A theoretical orientation that enhances the ideologi—
cal unity of socialist societies and strengthens the
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prestige of Marxism—Leninism (see Ovsyany et al., 1975;
Sanakoyev and Kapchenko , 1976; Brezhnev, 1973 and 1976).

In contrast, Soviet writers view the external policy of capitalist coun-

tries as controlled undemocratically by ruling circles, for the benefit

of the small capitalist class. This policy is seen as exploitative of

working classes in the capitalist countries. In addition, developing

countries are seen as being exploited by capitalist countries through

imperial, colonial, and neocolonial relationships (see Marushkin, 1975;

Panfilov et al., 1972; and Brezhnev, 1976).

Principal Objective of Soviet External Policy

Soviet writers see the external policy of any socialist country as an

instrument in the service of the international socialist community. More-

over , they see Soviet policy as having a disproportionately greater role

to play than other socialist countries because of the greater resources

of the Soviet Union and its role as the first socialist state. Thus,

the Soviet ’s principal international policy objective is:

To secure the most favorable external conditions for the
building of socialism and Communism (Ovsyany et al., 1975:
12).

In the short run this objective requires united struggle for the survival

and consolidation of the world socialist community. Soviet writers inter-

pret this as material , political, and ideological support for Communist

parties, socialist countries , and other progressive movements such as na—

tional liberation groups. In the longer run, Soviet international policy

seeks to achieve more abstract goals of worldwide “peace, freedom, secur-

ity , social progress, and socialism ,” (Ovsyany et al. , 1975: 12). As

would be expected, the distinction between general/long—term goals and

more specific/immediate goals is somewhat arbitrary , but, wherever it

can be identified , it provides a useful analytical framework for study.
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General/Long—Term Goals

Soviet general/long term goals are very wide ranging and their scope is

increasing as the Soviet Union ’s capabilities, interests, and activities

increase. They include abstract and often vaguely defined goals that are

not attainable in the foreseeable future, and goals such as survival of

the Party and the State that are perennially of major importance. Some

of the most commonly cited Soviet goals include:

• Defend “the first socialist state,”

• Support the proletarian movements for socialism,

• Support the national—liberation movements (even when
led by bourgeois—democratic groups),

• Work toward elimination of the capitalist system,

• Prevent thermonuclear war,

• Promote “peaceful coexistance,”

• Strengthen the “world socialist system,”

• Promote the economic independence of LDC’s,

• Promote the unity of the “world socialist system,”

• Strengthen relations with fraternal countries and their
Communist and Workers parties,

• Promote economic mutual assistance and cooperation among
socialist countries,

• Promote socialist development through investment in
science and technology,

• Frustrate imperialist aggressors’ plans by maintaining
a strong world socialist system and taking firm actions,

• Promote peaceful coexistence and mutually beneficial co—
production as the foundation for the relations between
socialist and capitalist countries,

• Support elimination of the colonial system ’s remnants,
a, -
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• Support the present day liberation movement that has
begun to grow into a struggle against feudal and/or
capitalist exploitative relations,

• Assist states (even small and weak nations) steering
towards the building of socialism,

• Strengthen the economic and defense potential of the
USSR and the socialist community ,

• Strengthen international support for peace and prevent
imperialist reaction from pushi’ng peaceful competition
into a world nuclear conflict, and

• Support U.N. peacekeeping efforts.

The above list is far from exhaustive. There are many other likely Soviet

goals that are seldom mentioned by Soviet writers or are only stated in

vague terms. Nevertheless, the list includes most of the basic general!

long—term goals. Most potentially missing goals tend to be more specific

or dial with military subjects, an area in which Soviet writers tread

gingerly.

SOURCES

The Soviet goals in this study were obtained chiefly from primary sources. 1

That is, most goals are based on speeches and writings of Soviet leaders,

academicians, and journalists. Western sources were used mainly to fill

some of the gaps on sensitive political issues that Soviet writers tend

to avoid. The vast majority of the sources used can be summarized by the

following categories:

• Books published and distributed in the Soviet Union,

• Books published in the Soviet Union mainly for over-
seas distribution ,

The utility of such primary sources for the analysis of Soviet exter—
nal policy has already been demonstrated in CACI (1978e).
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• Speeches at the CPSU Party Congresses,

• Soviet daily newspapers and other periodicals,

• Soviet radio broadcasts (transcripts monitored by the
West),

• Speeches by Soviet diplomats at the United Nations,

• Western press coverage of the Soviet Union,

• Western academic studies of the’Soviet Union,

• Unclassified works on the Soviet Union by the U.S.
military—security community, and

• Anti—Soviet literature published in the West.

The degree of goal consistency over time and among different Soviet

sources was found to be quite high. Consistency of Soviet sources with

the works of well established scholars of Soviet affairs (such as Diner—

stei~t, 1968; Ulam, 1974; and Simes, 1977) was found to range from low to

fairly high depending on the issue area.2 But there was no agreement in

any issue area between Soviet sources and Western anti—Soviet writers.

APPROACH

The approach used to identify Soviet goals consisted of five steps:

1. Soviet writings and speeches were examined to identify
Soviet goals from their own point of view,

2. Soviet goals identified by Western Soviet scholars were
examined for their consistency with the general Soviet
foreign policy goals identified in the preceding step,

3. Selected goals were taken from the works of Western
scholars of Soviet affairs to fill the gaps for some
issue areas , such as military goals, which Soviet
writers cover incompletely (Newhouse , 1973),

- 
~ - . 2 The disagreements generally are greater over how goals are imp lemented

by the Soviet leadership than over what the major goals are.
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4. Soviet foreign policy behavior since the 1917 Revolu—
tion was examined to check the consistency of goals
and infer additional goals from Soviet historical
actions, and

5. Western anti—Soviet literature was examined to obtain
a critical perspective for reviewing the above goals.
(In most cases however, this exercise prove d of little
value.)

The final set of goals were organized under five issue areas and seven

geographic/regional areas:

1. The issue—related or functional goals included:

— Ideological goals,
— Interparty affairs,
— Domestic stability,

- — Military goals, and

— Economi c goals.

2. Regional/geographic goals were:

— Goals toward the capitalist countries,
— European goals,
— Goals toward the Third World ,
— Asian goals,
— Middle Eastern/South Asian goals,
— African goals, and
— Latin American goals.

Thus, there are a total of twelve goal sets. Each consists of a number
• of major goals (usually three to five) and generally each major goal en-

compasses several more specific related or associated goals. Frequently ,

the latter are goals formulated in order to imp lement the more general

goals. Therefore, each of the more specific goals may be relevant to

more than one general goal.

- ~~~~ -.
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Problems

The most serious potential problems in dealing with Soviet goals result

from Soviet secrecy including possible misinformation and Western anti—

Soviet propaganda that combine to complicate attempts to separate fact

from fiction. The approach taken in this study involves accepti:~g Soviet

writers ’ and policymakers’ own views of their goals and supplementing

these with some of the Soviet goals identified by more objective (nonprop—

agandistic) Western experts of Soviet affairs. In general, the goals re-

flect Soviet leaders ’ perception of their world policy. In other words,

they do not reflect the view of the anti—Soviet Western writers.3 Some

of the common criticisms of taking such an approach are:

• 1. It is not known whether Soviet leaders and writers
“tell the truth” about their goals. They may hide
their real intentions and in fact tell the public

— only what suits them.

2. Soviet public goal statements are designec. to deceive
the West, their own people, their Communist allies,
or world public opinion.

3. Soviet leaders have a history of publicly emphasizing
their peaceful intentions while secretly harboring
more sinister, aggressive goals such as world con-
quest.

4. Soviet leaders pay little attention to goals but are
opportunists who seek to expand their power wherever

9 the West shows weakness.

5. Soviet goals obviously are world conquest and Commu— -

nization. Everything else they say is meaningless
propaganda.

The validity of the above criticisms is open to question. The most polit-

ically naive criticisms (such as the last two) can be dismissed easily ,

but the others present possibly valid points.

- ~
.- - 

- 
However, the major goals can sometimes be interpreted to reflect anti—

Soviet views.

- ~~
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In defense of the approach taken in the present study , it can be stated

that all nations have to state most of their major goals publicly in

order to transmit correct signals to their allies and friendly forces

and, in many instances, their potential adversaries. To do otherwise

would create misinformation and lead to future difficulties in communi—

eating with friends and foes. The most obvious self—defeating aspect of

creating misinformation about one’s national goals is that coordination

of policies with friendly groups in other , countries will become increas-

ingly difficult as times passes.

Furthermore, even if Soviet leaders ’ publicly stated goals since 1917

have been mere propaganda, surely each succeeding leadership generation

should find it more difficult to behave inconsistently from those goals

without creating domestic popular discontent and friction in Soviet rela-

tions with fraternal parties and friendly regimes in other countries.

From_ the Soviet perspective, it can be argued that long—term education

(foreign and domestic) through public statements is far too important

to be sacrificed for the short—term expediency of deceiving adversaries

through public misinformation about Soviet goals. This is not to say,

however, that the Soviets are completely explicit about each of their

goals. The point, rather, is that publicly articulated Soviet goals are

likely to identify many of the events and processes whose outcomes are

of concern to the Soviet leadership.

MAJOR SOVIET GOALS

Table I presents the list of twelve goal sets and the ma jor goals in each

.ct .  (The more specific goals can be seen in the detailed list presented

in the last section of this chapter.)

~~~ i~~~~~ d Goals

‘i. I ‘~~ ttsu. ’reiated goals are the most basic or elemental Soviet aims

., 45S’ .r*~~n. t h y  genera l thrust of Soviet international policy. They
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TABLE 1

Major Soviet Goals
(49 goals)a

Ideology

1. Support Ma rxist—Leninist ideology
2. Maintain ideological unity of the fraternal Communist countries
3. Maintain/enhance ideological leadership of CPSU
4. Support other progressive ideologies

Interparty Affairs

1. Maintain leadership of CPSU in foreign policies of CP’s
2. Maintain unity of CP’s in foreign affairs
3. Give support to CP’s in capitalist countries
4. Give support to CP’s in developing countries

Domestic Stability

1. Maintain/restore domestic stability
2. Oppose external interference in Soviet domestic affairs
3. Maintain/restore stability of non—Russian nationalities in the Soviet

Union

Economic

1. Increase economic capacity of Soviet Union at a rapid pace
2. Increase economic cooperation with fraternal socialist countries
3. Expand mutually beneficial commercial relations with all countries
4. Assist economic independence of LDC’s

Military

1. Defend the first socialist state against external threat
2. Defend the fraternal socialist countries (and Finland, Austria , —

and Sweden)
3. Support progressive and democratic forces abroad
4. lricrease the prestige of Soviet armed forces

Goals Toward Capitalist Countries

1. Reduce chances of war with the United States and NATO
¶ 2. Increase mutually beneficial exchanges

3. Press the anticapitalist ideological struggle

a Written from a Soviet vantagepoint

Continued
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Table 1
Major Soviet Goals
Continued

Europe

1. Maintain/increase security of East European buffer states
2. Oppose revival of militarism in West Germany
3. Promote the unity of fraternal socialist parties in Europe
4. Oppose anti—Soviet European—Chinese cooperation
5. Promote peaceful, mutually beneficial cooperation with nonsocialist

European countries

Goals Toward Third World Countries

1. Defend fraternal socialist countries in the Third World
2. Defend progressive regimes and movements and socialist oriented

countries
3. Support economic independence of LDC ’s
4. Increase Soviet international prestige (among LDC ’s)
5. Contain Chinese influence among LDC’s

Asia

1. Deter/oppose China from military adventures against USSR
2. Deter/oppose China from military adventures against fraternal social-

ist countries
3. Support/defend fraternal socialist countries against other external

threats
4. Develop alternative transport routes to the Trans—Siberian railway
5. Undermine the legitimacy of China ’s territorial claims
6. Support progressive governments and countries with socialist orien-

tation
7. Support peaceful relations with Asian countries

Middle East South Asia

1. Reduce NATO/CENTO threats to the Soviet Union
2. Support progressive and socialist oriented governments in the region
3. Support progressive and democratIc movements in the region
4. Support economic independence of countries in the region
5. Secure Soviet naval access to the Indian Ocean

Africa

1. Defend/support countries proclaiming intention of building socialism
2. Support other progressive regimes and movements and socialist oriented

countries

Continued
3. -
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Table 1
Major Soviet Goals
Continued

3. Support economic independence of African countries
4. Increase Soviet influence/prestige among African countries
5. Contain Chinese influence among African countries

Latin America

1. Defend/support Cuba against external threats
2. Avoid direct military confrontation with the United States and OAS
3. Encourage independence of Latin American countries from the United

States
4. Increase solidarity among progressive and democratic forces
5. Increase Soviet influence/prestige in Latin America

Yr —~ 
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include ideological, interparty, domestic , military, and economic goals.

In the following sections each goal set is briefl y discussed and placed
in the proper (Soviet) perspective.

Ideological Coals. It is not uncommon among Soviet area experts in the

West to overemphasize the role of ideology and at the same time attrib-

ute Soviet “expansionism,” for instance, in the Middle East, to such

nonideological factors as the will of Peter the Great Soviet writers ’

polemical style reinforces some Western scholars’ tendency to overrate

the role of ideology in general discussions of Soviet international pol-

icy. Lack of access to information on Soviet policy making processes,

however, often leads Western scholars to fall back on historical and

other nonideological factors in explaining specific instances of Soviet

foreign policy behavior.4

Based on Soviet writers ’ own discussions, the two most Important ideo-

logical goals of the Soviet Union appear to be:

1. Supporting the development of Marxist—Leninist ide-
ology as a dynamic , practical doctrine for building
socialism and Communism , and

2. Maintaining the ideological unity of the fraternal
socialist countries in the face of the reacti~nary
designs of capitalist and bourgeois elements.

In addition , an examination of Soviet history shows that, under Lenin and

the post—Stalinist regimes, the Soviet Union has given considerable sup-

port to other progressive ideologies and groups such as the national liber—

ation and peace movements.

For a critical evaluation of ideology ’s role in Soviet foreign policy
see Adomeit (1973: 15—20). For general Soviet views on this issue see
Cililou (1975), Sanakoyev and Kapchenko (1976),  and Ovsyany et al. (1975),

Soviet sensitivity on these issues can be seen in Gililov (1975),
Sladkovsky (1972); Silin (1975); Momjan (1974); and Marushkin (1975).
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A major sensitive point in the area of Soviet ideological goals is the

question of the rank or status of the CPSU and Soviet government among

other CP’s and fraternal socialist countries, respectively. As the

first socialist, Marxist—Leninist country and, therefore, the first

country to have had to interpret Marxist—Leninist doctrine for practical

application under extremely threatening conditions, Soviet leaders feel

they deserve appreciation by and a certain degree of respect from other

socialist countries and CP’s. Moreover, Soviet sacrifices during the

Great Patriotic War (WWII) and the postwar Soviet military umbrella have

been beneficial for the growth and consolidation of the Marxist—Leninist

socialist community. Thus, the Soviet Union sees itself as a leading and

the most influential element of the fraternal socialist community which

has always carried the major burden of developing and defending socialism.6

The Soviet regime, however, is very sensitive to charges of domination

and -~dIktat” by other Communist countries and parties. When under such

attacks, they have generally defended themselves as a country that is a

banner bearer of socialism only in the sense that historically it was the

first socialist state and the first to have had to practice building so—
— cialism by interpreting what then were untried Marxist—Leninist doctrines.

This interpretation emphasizes the historical role of the CPSU and Soviet

Union and deemphasizes their present leadership aspirations among the so-

cialist countries. Soviet leaders see their party ’s present formal status
as being “equal” to that of other CP’s. Their informal national status

is seen as being greater than other socialist countries by the virtue of

their larger economic and military capabilities, but they claim they seek

no special privileges on the basis of these resources.

In practice , the Soviet Union and CPSU have at times deliberately exer—

cised control over other CP’s through many different instruments of powe r

including military force, financial assistance, party organization,

6 See Krushchev ’s speeches in defense of the Soviet ideological role at
the 20th CPSU Congress.
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infiltration, and terror. Such iron fist practices were most prevalent

during Stalin ’s leadership and were definitely greatly reduced after his

death. The degree to which the CPSU now controls or influences other

CP’s and socialist countries varies a great deal by case. Their influ-

ence over the Chinese, Albanian, and Yugoslav parties is minimal at best.
Their control over most well established West European CP’s is probably

not very high and exercised mainly through financial assistance. On the

other hand their control over the Mongolian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, and
Czechoslovakian CP’s and governments is considerable though the exact

degree is subject to wide ranging estimates. It is worth noting that

two East European members of the Warsaw Pact —— Poland and Rumania ——
have been increasingly Independent of CPSU and Soviet policies.

The Soviet Union ’s ideological leadership of the socialist world probably

could not be maintained peacefully if it did not demonstrate moral and

material support for “progressive and democratic movements” around the

world. Soviet leaders probably would like to support all Marxist—Leninst

and other progressive movements around the world that are not unfriendly

toward the Soviet Union. However, there are major constraints including:

1. Limited financial resources available for such opera-
tions,

2. Limited military capacity,

3. The danger of reaction by capitalists and imperialist
major powers possibly leading to war, and

4. The danger of repressive reaction by capitalist and
bou rgenis elements in the region where the Soviet aid
is targeted possibly leading to the destruction of the
groups the Soviet Union is trying to aid.

Historically Soviet leaders have shown very high restraint in supporting

progressive and democratic movements beyond their border areas in tangi—

ble terms. It was, therefore, natural that when China began to move away

- 

-
: - from the Soviet ideological leadership it increasingly attacked Soviet

lack of support for world progressive movements as a major ideological

deviation.
4—14
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Interparty Affairs. The interparty goals of the Soviet Union are closely

related to her ideological goals. Primary interparty goals relate to

maintaining Soviet leadership and world socialist unity. Secondary goals

involve maintaining some degree of influence among Communist parties

(CP’s) in the nonsocialist countries of the Third World and capitalist

nations.7

Although Soviet writers generally avoid ascribing a leadership role to

the Soviet Union or CPSU in external policy making for the socialist camp

as a whole, the Implication is present in much of their writing. For in-

stance, they emphasize the innovative role of Lenin and the CPSU in the

prewar years and seldom fail to mention the central role of the Red Army

during the post—World War II period in defending the socialist world

against the aggressive and reactionary policies of the capitalist circles

in the West.8

The Soviet Union also attaches great emphasis to maintaining socialist
unity through disciplined, united stands of fraternal parties (that is,

Communist parties) against the capitalist countries. Soviet writers

genera lly avoid discussing interparty disputes and tensions or, for that
matter, other embarrassing topics. The Soviet leadership has generally

tried to maintain Interparty unity while maintaining the CPSU’s leader-

ship of the parties. When the two have become incompatible the leader-

ship aspiration has been relaxed slightly but never enough to allow

major deviations such as the 1956 Hungarian counterrevolution or Czecho—

slovakia’s reformism.

Soviet writers generally ignore these issues. (See, for instance,
Gililov et al 1975.) Therefore, these goals are mainly inferred from
Soviet international policy behavior and writings of Western experts
on Soviet affairs.

-
- 

- 

8 
See Kovalenko etal (1977), Vorosh ilo (1971), and Marushkin (1975).
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The growing independence of West European CP’s and some East European

parties (such as the Rumanian, Polish, and Yugoslavian parties) appears

to be associated by design with another interparty development: the

gradually increasing support of the CPSU for progressive movements in

the Third World. Therefore, the latter may be a policy for compensat-

ing loss of influence among East European CP’s. Unfortunately for the

Soviet Union, very often the progressive movements in the Third World

turn against Communist parties with greater energy than the worst exam—

ples among the capitalist groups.9

Domestic Stability. The great sensitivity of Soviet leaders to any form

of domestic instability and external interference cannot be overstated.

These are reflected , respectively , by their emphases on “discipline ” and

their strong reactions to Western human rights policies, which they see

as a smokescreen for tampering with the Soviet Union’s Communist con—

struction)0 -

The importance of maintaining domestic political stability to the Soviet

leadership has its roots in the early, tumultuous history of the forma-

tion of the Soviet state, the national diversity of the country, and the

Marxist—Leninist concept of discipline. The great value placed on na-

tional discipline has historically been reinforced by the October Revo—

lucion, the Civil War, collaborationism among certain ethnic groups

during the Second World War, and the external exploitation of national—

istic ferment during the Cold War.

The cataclysmic birth of the Soviet sta te , during which the central

government headed by the small Bolshevik party was faced with internal

The most recent example is the Baath Party in Iraq , which began mass
execution of Iraqi Communists in 1978 and forced most party leaders to
flee the country in 1979.

10 
See the speeches at the 1976 CPSU Party Congress.

- :?
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as well as external enemies, has framed most Soviet attitudes toward do-

mestic stability. The tasks which faced the Soviet leadership during

those early years included, first and foremost, establishing and main-

taining discipline in the party, the bureaucracy, and the army under

the complete control of party leaders)1 Then using these instruments,

the leadership was faced with accomplishing three major goals in order

to establish domestic stability:

1. Repulse and crush the counterrevolutionary “white”
forces,

2. Restore central control over the non—Russian nation-
alities in the territories of the former Tsarist
Empire, and

3. Eliminate intervention and in’-erference in Soviet
affairs by foreign powers an- - neighboring countries.

For the most part these goals were accomplished by the niId—l920’s but

the price paid in terms of lives and economic dislocations were huge.

The great costs of restoring order during the early years of the Soviet

Union is probably a major reason why domestic stability became the sine

- - - non of Soviet policy.

The great value of internal stability to Soviet policy was further rein-

forced by the experiences of the Soviet Union during the Great Patriotic

War (WWII) and the Cold War, when external adversaries exploited inter-

nal Soviet weaknesses, particularly the nationalities problem)2

Military Goals. Soviet military goals are the most controversial sub—

jects treated by Western students of Soviet affairs. In addition to the

11 See Voroshilov (1971), Kovalenko et al. (1977), Zenushkina (1.975), and
Marushkin (1975).

12 For Soviet sensitivity to their nationalities problem see Marushkin
- - l . ..~ - (1975), Zenushkina (1975), Shevtsov (1975), and Uvachan (1975).

- ~~
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usual pro— and anti—Soviet groups of experts, a host of pro— and antimil—

itary groups have staked their claims on this subject area. Since the

degree of Soviet threat to the West (and consequently the size of Western

military budgets) partly depends on Soviet military intentions, Soviet

military goals have been a subject of contention between supporters and

opponents of military spending in every major Western country.

Itt order to steer clear of the maze of claims and counterclaims about

Soviet military goals, the approach used in identifying Soviet military

goals was:

1. Soviet military publications and speeches by military
leaders were used to identify many goals, and

2. Known Soviet military actions since the Second World
War were examined to infer additional goals consis-
tent with those identified previously.

None of the military goals are based on Western analytical studies (pro—

or anti—Soviet). Since Soviet sources were used, the goals reflect a

Soviet interpretation of their military policy. However, the Individual

military goals are not always inconsistant with anti—Soviet views. The

anti—Soviet writers often begin with the same goals as identified in

this study , but then interpret them differently than Soviet writers.

The Soviets view their armed forces as having an “internationalist duty.”

Of course, the primary task of the army to defend Communist construction

in the motherland, but its secondary tasks are internationalist and

generally involve the defense of socialism ’s achievements abroad. 13

The most important secondary task involves the defense of fraternal so—

cialist countries, which under current definition involves all Communist

- 

-
.

~~~ - j 13 See speeches by Soviet defense ministers at various CPSU Party Con—
greases since the 1952 Nineteenth Congress. Also see Voroshilov (1971).
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countries except China and Albania. Among these, the defense of border—

lag countries In East Europe and Mongolia are the most important because

of their close association to the defense of the Soviet Union itself and

their linkages to the idea of the permanence of post—World War II Soviet
borders.

Next to the defense of bordering countries, comes the defense of other

Communist allies: Vietnam, North Korea, J.aos, Cambodia (since early
1979), Cuba , and Yugoslavia. After these, the defense of the neutrality

of non—Communist Finland, Austria, and Sweden closely follow.

The Soviet Union’s other internationalist military duties involve giving

aid to other “progressive” and “democratic” forces abroad. These include

socialist and national liberation movements and nations fighting for their

economic independence from neocolonialism and imperialism. This aid in-

volves discouraging and deterring imperialist military intervention in

the Third World and assisting the armies of developing countries.

Economic Goals. The heavy emphasis of Marxist—Leninist doctrine on eco—

nomic variables is clearly reflected in Soviet economic policy since the

establishment of a stable socialist regime in the Soviet Union in the

early 1920’s. After the Civil War, Soviet economic planners formulated

and implemented a number of medium—term economic plans with such concen-

trated energy that, by the late 1930’s, the economy had fully recovered

from the destructions of World War I, the 1917 Revolution, and the Civil

War. Furthermore, they had started a major military industrialization

that proved crucial in stopping the German conquest and rolling the Ger-

man army back across the Balkans and East Europe to Berlin. These and

subsequent economic plans shed a great deal of light on Soviet long—term
economic goals.

These goals are not different from those of most other countries: improve—

ment of the economi c capacity of the nation in order to improve welfare,

- - -f .
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defense , and future growth. Over most of its short history , the Soviet

Union has translated its long—term economic goals into formal medium—

term plans of generally five years ’ duration.

The major objective to Soviet economic plans is, “further construction

of the material and technical base of Communism In [the Soviet Union],”

(Kosygin 1976: 112). That Soviet ideologists emphasize both economic

base and capacity is not coincidental. SQviet 5—year plans have always

reflected this bias clearly by emphasizing heavy industries and extrac—

tive (natural resource) industries. In the later 1930’s the emphasis on

heavy industries was partly justified as necessary for rapid expansion

of the Red Army ’s fighting capacity. However, the bias has been present

even during periods of military demobilization. In more recent plans,

Soviet production of consumer goods has been expanding more rapidly , but
according to Western intelligence estimates production has been slower

thaa. had been anticipated because of a high resource allocation for the

mil i tary  sector.

The economic goals most directly related to Soviet major objectives are:

rapid increases in the output of the economy that are usually analyzed

as requiring increased labor productivity; increased use of modern tech-

nology; improved efficiency in industrial management; more rapid exploita-

tion of vast natural resources; and increased trade with other countries.

Soviet planners see trade expansion as serving their internationalist

socialist duty with fraternal countries, improving detente, and helping

them improve efficiency through greater specialization.

The Soviet economic goals are ultimately dependent on the rate at which

the economy ’s output (or income) increases. Soviet planners ’ emphasis

on investment at the expense of civilian consumption is a reflection of

their bias toward heavy industries and natural resource extraction.

Their stress of research and development is closely associated with the
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Marxist—Leninist emphasis (some would say obsession) with “scientific”

methods. This strategy of high investment, low present consumption, and

overemphasis (by Western standards) on heavy industry , resource extrac-

tion, and research and development was spectacularly successful. By the

early 1950’ s, the economy had largely recovered from the horrendous devas—
tatiQns of World War II ,r.ttd was effectively transforming large segments

of partially (or yet to be) industrialized regions of the Soviet Union,

east of the Ural mountains, to fully industrialized societies. After

ext reme ly rapid growth during the immediate postwar years, the rate of

growth of aggregated income/product (GNP) declined gradually but still

remained high. The annual growth of real CNP was 5.8 and 5.1 percent

during the 1950’s and 1960’s respectively (see Gomulka, 1977 and Central

Intelligence Agency , l977a).

By the late 1960’s, however, the Soviet economic strategy had apparently

run into difficulties. GNP growth had slowed to about 4 percent. In

the 1970’s, Soviet economic planners began to substantially lower their

sights, but still proved far more optimistic than actual experience war-

ranted (see Central Intelligence Agency , l977a, 1977b).

The future growth of the Soviet economy depends on successful implementa-

tion of projects in which Soviet planners and managers have been highly

- 
successful (such as heavy industries, resource extraction, building eco-

nomic infrastructure, and scientific research) as well as progress in

areas where they have been inefficient (such as large scale manufacture

of mass consumer goods, efficient services industries, marketing, and
distribution of goods and services), Since the 1960’s the Soviet Union

has been attempting to make progress in these areas through domestic

innovation and limited imports of technology and managerial techniques

from the West (see Central Intelligence Agency , l977b).

The major Soviet economic goals identified for this study are:

• Increase the economic capacity of the Soviet Union
at a rapid pate,
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• Increase economic cooperation with fraternal social—
ist countries,

• Expand mutually beneficial commercial relations with
all countries, and

• Assist the economic independence of the developing
countries (see Kosygin, 1976).

The first goal, which is by far the most important, primarily involves

the domestic economy of the Soviet Union. The other three goals involve

primarily external economic relations. However, since Soviet leaders

strongly believe in the mutual advantages of trade and economic special-

ization, external relations often have direct implications for domestic

economic growth. Furthermore, in cases where external economic rela-

tions become a costly burden on the Soviet economy (for example, Cuba

and Vietnam), the relationship will have a potentially direct negative

impact.

It is important to always bear in mind the elemen t of “struggle” in

Soviet economic policy. All Soviet economic goals are in part designed

to promote socialism and Communism vis—a—vis capitalism, imperialism and,

in relevant situations, feudalism. Soviet economic goals are primarily

oriented toward the economic development of the Soviet Union and friendly

(fraternal) socialist countries. However, Soviet economic policy is also

directed toward reducing the economic base (that is, markets) of capital—

ist countries. In practice, this policy involves encouraging the indepen—
• dence of developing nations ’ economies from neocolonialist relationships

with capitalist countries, discouragement of “economic blocs” (such as

the Common Market) that discriminate against Soviet goods, and encourage-

ment of economic relations between socialist and capitalist countries.

Soviet economic goals toward the nonsocialist countries are constrained

by a number of factors. First , Soviet imports have always been con—

strained by shortages of hard currency because Soviet exports cannot in—

crease as rapidly as potential imports. Second, the Soviet Union has
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been subject to discriminatory trade practices by other countries during

most of its short history. Third, Soviet leaders appear ambivalent about

allowing their economy to become dependent on outside economies. Although

the deliberate isolationist practices of the first few decades of Soviet

economic history were ended after the death of Stalin, Soviet leaders are

very cautious in allowing rapid development of external linkages.

Regional/Geographic Goals

The seven regional/geographic goals of the Soviet Union are determined

by the historical development of Soviet foreign relations with specific

geographic regions and countries as well as the five basic issue—related

goals: ideology, interparty affairs, stability, military strength, and
• economic growth. The seven regional/geographic goals are often organ-

ized into two separate sets:

1. Goals oriented toward the capitalist industrialized
• countries that are sometimes broken down into three
• categories: Europe, U.S.A., and Japan; and

2. Goals oriented toward developing Third World coun-
tries that are usually broken down into four cate—
gories: Asia, Middle East/South Asia, Africa, and
Latin America.

In this study the seven regional/geographic goal sets are:

• Goals towards capitalist countries,

• European goals (includes NATO),

• Goals toward Third World countries,

• Asian goals,

• Middle Eastern/South Asian goals,

• African goals, and

• Latin American goals.
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• Goals toward the United States and Japan are generally covered by goals

toward capitalist countries and NATO (that is, Europe). Goals toward the

Third World countries are detailed in a general form as well as separately
• for each of the four Third World regions.

Goals Toward the Capitalist Countries. Soviet relationships with capital-

ist countries have been a major concern of Soviet leaders from the begin-

ning of the history of the Soviet state. • From the Marxist—Leninist per-

spective this importance of capitalist countries has two sources:

1. Capitalism is the ma jor adversary of socialism, and

2. Capitalist countries have been the only countries
capable of destroying socialism through military
aggression or more recently through worldwide
nuclear destruction.

Sovi~ t goals toward the capitalist countries are primarily determined by

the Soviet Union’s historical relationship with these countries and the

more basic ideological, interparty , military, economic, and domestic sta-

bility goals. This historical relationship of the Soviet Union with the

capitalist countries can be divided into seven stages:

1. The period of Soviet struggle against capitalist
encirclement , 1917—1925;

2. The period of economic isolation from capitalist
countries, 1925—1933;

3. The first period of limited interactions with cap—
• italist countries, 1933—1940;

4. The period of military cooperation against fascism,
1941—1945;

5. The second period of capitalist encirclement, l946
1953;

• 6. The second period of limited interactions with cap—
• italist countries, 1954—1962; and

• 4—24
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7. The period of increasing peaceful and mutually
beneficial cooperation, but continued ideological
struggle, 1963—present.

During most of its history the major thrusts of Soviet policy toward cap-

italist countries have been:’4

1. To reduce the chances of a worldwide war in which
the capitalist countries unite, against the Soviet
Union to destroy the first socialist state,

2. To encourage capitalist countries to engage in
trade and other “mutually beneficial exchanges”
with the Soviet Union, and

3. To maintain the basic ideological struggle against
capitalism and avoid the loss of socialist and Com-
munist purpose as a result of capitalist inroads.

• (See Shershnev, 1978; Kirsanov, 1975; Nalin and
Nikolayev, 1973; and Ovsyany , 1975.)

• The Soviet Union’s desire to avoid war with capitalist countries has been

the major factor behind its cautious and conservative foreign and mili-

tary policies during most of Soviet history. The Soviet leadership has

seldom encouraged “adventurist” policies.15 Their advocacy of “peaceful

coexistence” has not been inconsistent with their own interpretation of

its meaning. Finally , Soviet leaders have generally tried to interpret

their military actions as means of the last resort that should be used

only when peaceful negotiations fail and then only if there is adequate

• military capability to assure a very high probability of success.

14 
See the speeches of Krushchev and Brezhnev at various Party Congresses

and Sivachev and Yakovlev (1979), Vladimirov and Teplov (1977), Arbatov
(1973), Beryozkin (1969), and Tunkin (1969).

15 Adventurism in Soviet terminology usually implies a tendency to act
with inadequate means or attempting to act when the “correlation of forces”
is unfavorable. It also may mean attempting to achieve too much too soon.
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Even in most “worst case” Western scenarios, Soviet military power has

always been inadequate for successfully attacking major capitalist coun-

tries. Consequently , it is not surprising that the conservative Soviet

leaders have perferred peaceful means of conflict resolution. Indeed,

Soviet writers have strongly emphasized the value of peaceful coexistance

during most of their history. It is unlikely that this line of argument

has been purely Soviet propaganda or a hoax to catch the Western coun-

tries off guard. Furthermore, even in a totalitarian society it is un-

likely that a propaganda line could be maintained for more than one gen-

eration without becoming a part of the real value system of the next gen-

erations. Soviet leaderships have shown far too great an appreciation

for the impact of the spoken and written word on the Soviet people to

consistently bombard them with the advantages of peaceful coexistance

with capitalist countries and then expect them not to believe in it.16

The anticapitalist ideological struggle of the Soviet Union has been

genüally peaceful. The Soviet leadership has been careful to empha-

size that their peaceful policy toward capitalists is the most rational

approach toward Communist construction at home and the growth of social-

ism abroad. Peaceful coexistence, they argue, discourages capitalist

military adventurism and does not impede the hastening doom of the capi—

talist system. The rationale for this belief is that, as long as there

is peace, socialism inherently gathers strength while the economic base

of capitalism shrinks.

There are certain limiting factors to the Soviet concept of peaceful

relations with capitalist countries. Even if one assumes a very high

Soviet desire for rapid expansion of mutually beneficial, peaceful rela-

tions with the major capitalist countries, the growth of such relations

will be limited by several factors:

1. Shortages of hard currency for importing goods
and services,

•
~ 

16 
For a sampling of speeches on peaceful coexistence, see those made at

Party Congresses since the 20th Congress. For more recent ones see
~~~~ Brezhnev (1979).
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2. The inferiority of the Soviet Union in many scien-
tific, technological, and cultural areas,

3. The closed nature of Soviet society compared to
most major capitalist societies, and

4. Possible fears by the Soviet leaders that too much
contact may lead to an infiltration of Soviet soci-
ety by capitalism.

Coals Toward the Third World. Shortly after the death of Stalin in 1953,

the Soviet Union began to seek out potential friendly countries in the

Third World probably in order to establish broader diplomatic relations

with nonsocialist countries and break out of the isolationism that Stalin’s

foreign policy and Western containment had imposed on the Soviet Union

and her socialist allies. The first major breakthroughs came ii the mid—

1950’s in relations with the “progressive” regimes of Indonesia, India,

• and Arab countries. These successes were reinforced by the establishment

of the nonaligned group of nations which the Soviets saw as the first

stage in the breakup of the Western containment policy. The popularity

of nonalignment among Third World countries gathered momentum in the )
1960’s when many new nations gained independence from colonial powers.

By the early 1970’s the coalition of nonaligned countries was strong

enough to finally bring about victory on an issue that had become a sym-

bolic trial of strength between nonaligned countries and those Western

nations that still held to some aspects of the containment policy. The

issue was seating of the People’s Republic of China in the United Nations

• in place of Taiwan as the sole representative of the Chinese people and
• the victory took place in the fall of 1977.

Many Western analysts interpret Soviet policy in the Third World as

opportunistic. The Soviet Union is viewed as constantly on the prowl

for “power vacuums” to fill with Soviet presence or accused of creating

instability in order to “fish in muddy waters.” Such interpretations

generally ignore the historical Soviet policy positions toward a region.
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Opportunism implies no policy momentum and assumes far more flexibility

• in Soviet foreign policy than appears practical.

Soviet writers generally present the capitalist countries as the ex-

ploiters and opportunists in foreign policy. From their view, Soviet

goals toward the developing countries (Third World) are determined by

historical Soviet foreign policy experiences toward these countries as

well as interactions of major Soviet goal~ in areas such as ideology,

interparty relations, domestic stability, economy , and military af fairs.17

In the early years of Soviet history the major thrust of Soviet policy

in the Third World involved supporting small, local Communist parties

or giving symbolic support to the liberation of colonial subjected peo-

ples. Currently , Soviet support for progressive and democratic groups

• in the Third World appears to be growing in scope and intensity.

Simultaneously , Soviet support for socialist—oriented countries and re-

gimes proclaiming a Marxist orientation has been growing. To date, the

Soviet Union’s support for Third World groups has been mainly concen—
• trated in Indochina, Africa, and the Middle East. Latin American groups

other than Cubans have received very little support and Southeast Asian

groups other than the Indochinese have been largely ignored.

There are obvious economic, political, and ideological constraints on

Soviet support for progressive and democratic movements in the Third

World. These put varying limits on Soviet involvement in developing
• countries that depend partly on Soviet stakes in each country or region.

The constraints are likely to be low in Inaccessible or hostile regions

and greatest among Third World regimes deemed most deserving of Soviet

assistance. For instance, an attack by China or capitalist countries

against a socialist Third World country is very likely to lead to Soviet

intervention. The likelihood increases in proportion to the proximity

17 See Brutents (1972), Zhukov et al. (1970), Ulyanovsky (1974), Stainis
et al. (1976), Ovsyany (1975), and Sanakoyev and Kapchenko (1976).
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of the fighting to the Soviet border and centers of Soviet military power.

There is little doubt that an attack against Mongolia will lead to direct

Soviet military involvement. A major attack against Vietnam is likely to

lead to limited Soviet intervention. An attack against a Soviet socialist—

oriented ally , such as India or Iraq, is likely to lead to more limited

involvement. Finally, an attack against a nonsocialist friendly country

such as Libya is not likely to lead to any significant Soviet direct ac-

tion.

In most cases, Soviet foreign policy toward the Third World is benign

and symbolic. The Soviet Union is quick to pick up popular causes that

do not harm Soviet interests, such as antiapartheid policy in Southern

Africa , political independence of colonial peoples, and economic indepen—
dence from the foreign monopolies and capitalists. The fact that these

causes may harm Western interests may not be coincidental, but the causes

are not purely opportunistic. At least at a symbolic level, Marxist—

Leninist doctrine is committed to humanistic values that lend support

to these policies independent from their anticapitalist position. The

opportunism that Stalin and, more subtly, Lenin brought to Marxism may

have obscured its humanistic values but the symbols remain and can be

used to attempt to elicit support for such popular causes particularly

among the Third World audiences.

A relatively recent Soviet goal toward developing countries has been the

isolation of Chinese influence. This began in the mid—1960’s as rela-

tively peaceful competition for influence among liberation movements and

a controversy over strategy and tactics for fighting capitalism and im—

perialism.18 By the 1970’s it degenerated into an aggressive struggle

for the leadership of progressive movements in the Third World. The

18 For the Soviet view of the Sino—Soviet dispute see Sladkosky (1972),
• Zhelokhovtsev (1975), Borisov and Koloskov (1975). and Feoktistov (1972).
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Soviet view of this struggle blames all the problems on China’s adventur—
ism and dogmatic unrealism that:

1. Led to setbacks for progressive movements in many
Third World countries such as Indonesia, Burma, and
Cambodia,

2. Created divisions among the world progressive and
democratic forces,

3. Finally , after two decades of extreme left policies
that created havoc in China and among her misguided
allies, led China to turn to the extreme right, advo-
cate reactionary policies, and align herself with the
w,rst enemies of socialism.

Popular Soviet writers consider China as deserving no sympathy for desert-

ing the socialist path. The more official Soviet view still holds that

Chinese people are part of the socialist camp and once the leaders of

China abandon their extremism of right or left they would be welcomed

back to the socialist camp with open arms. Meanwhile, Soviet policy

appears to be one of diplomatically isolating and militarily containing

China in order to minimize her mischiefs in the Third World and deter

her from military adventures against the Soviet Union and her allies.

(See Sladkovsky (1972), Sladkovsky et al. (1975), Zhelokhovtsev (1975),
Vladimi rov ~~~ Ryazantsev (1976)).

Detailed Listing of Soviet Goals

I~’ the following pages a detailed listing of Soviet goals is provided.

Each goal set is preceded by a heading that describes an issue—related

or regional/geographic goal set. Each goal set consists of a number of

major goals and each major goal is accompanied by a set of more specific

associated goals. The latter are indented in order to distinguish them
• • from the general goals (which are underlined). All of these aims are

crisis—specific goals whose relevance varies across crises
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IDEOLOGICAL GOALSa

1. Support Marxist—Leninist Ideology

1.1 Oppose reactionary ideologies

2. Maintain/Enhance Ideological Unity of the Fraternal Communist Parties

2.1 Oppose extremists of the right and the left

2.2 Oppose narrow nationalism

2.3 Support diverse development of socialism

• 2.4 Avoid charges of dominiation of CP’s or socialist countries

3. Maintain/Enhance Ideological Leadership of CPSU
3.1 Maintain leadership in interpreting Marxist—Leninist doctrine

in foreign policy

3.2 Maintain leadership in interpreting Marxist—Leninist doctrine
in domestic policy

~3.3 Maintain/enhance prestige of CPSU

4. Support Other Progressive Ideologies

4.1 Support national liberation movements
4.2 Support democratic tendencies of social—democratic parties

4.3 Support peace movements in capitalist countries

INTERPA RT? AFFAIR GOALS
...ee .

1. Maintain/Enhance Leadership of CPSU in International Policy Making
of CP’s

1.1 Oppose revisionist CP’s

1.2 Oppose adventurist CP’ s
1.3 Support progressive movements

• 1.4 Deter imperialist/capitalist adventures against CP’s

1.5 Oppose Chinese attempts to split the CP’s

a 
Goals are deliberately written from a Soviet vantagepoint.
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2. Maintain/Enhance Unity of CP’ s in Foreign Affairs
• 2.1 Allow for some national diversity in domestic policies among

foreign ~“s

2.2 Maintain the unity of fraternal parties in foreign policy

2.3 Oppose Chinese attempts to split CP’s

2.4 Oppose capitalist attempts to split CP’s

3. Give Support to CP’s in Developed Capitalist Countries

3.1 Support peaceful transition to socialism

4. Give Support to CP’ s in Developing Countries
4.1 Give moral and financial support
4.2 Oppose persecution of CP members by military/police forces

DOMESTIC STABILITY GOALS

1. Maintain/Restore Domestic Stability in the Soviet Union
1.1 MaIntain/re store domestic disci pline (law and order)

2. Oppose External Interference in Soviet Domestic Af fa i r s
2.1 Oppose interference by bourgeois intellectuals from capitalist

countries

2.2 Oppose interference by governments of capitalist countries
2.3 Oppose interference by social—democratic parties

3. Maintain/Restore Stability of Non—Russian Nationalities in the Soviet
Union

3.1 Maintain/restore stability among Moslem nationalities

3.2 Maintain/restore stability among European nationalities

3.3 Maintain/restore stability among Eastern nationalities (e.g.,
Mongols , Koreans, Chinese)

3.4 Maintain/restore stability among the Northern nationalities
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MILITARY GOALS

1. Defend the First Socialist State Against External Threats

1.1 Avoid worldwide nuclear war

1.2 Survive a nuclear attack

2. Defend the Fraternal Socialist Countries (and Finland, Austria, Sweden)

2.1 Increase military cooperation with fraternal armies of social—
1st countries

2.2 Oppose militarism and foreign military bases in Finland,
Austria, and Sweden

3. Support Progressive and Democratic Forces Abroad

3.1 Assist national liberation movements

3.2 Support countries fighting against imperialist domination

3.3 Support forces fighting against white racism
• 3.4 Support progressive Arab states against Israeli aggression

4. Increase the Prestige of Soviet Armed Forces

4.1 Deter capitalist/imperialist adventurism

4.2 Deter Chinese military adventurism against Asian Communist
count n e c

ECONOMIC GOALS

Hi 
____________  _________________________________________1. Increase Ec nomic Capacity of the Soviet Union at a Rapid Rate

1.1 In cr t , ag e  investment  in industry , manpowe r , and natural resources
• 1.2 Increabe investment in we lfare of Soviet citizens
• 1.3 Increase investment in defense forces and mili tary industries

2. Increase Economic Cooperation with Fraternal Socialist Countries

2.1 Increase trade and specialization among socialist countries
• 2.2 Increase integration of economic plans among socialist

countries

• 2.3 Cooperate in resolving regional problems such as energy
shortages
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3. Expand Mutually Beneficial Peaceful Relations With all Countries

3.1 Increase trade with capitalist countries

3.2 Increase trade with developing countries

3.3 Cooperate with other countries in solving international eco—
nomic problems

4. Assist Economic Independence of Developing Countries

4.1 Give economic credit for expansion of trade with developing
countries

4.2 Assist development of industries in developing countries

4.3 Assist developing countries in exploration and development of
their natural resources

4.4 Assist developing countries in training and education of their
technical manpower

4.5 Oppose imperialist and neocolonialist domination of developing
countries

COALS TOWARD CAPITALIST COUNTRIES

1. Reduce Chances of War With U.S.A. and NATO

1.1 Deter capitalist adventurism against fraternal socialist
• countries

1.2 Encourage military detente with U.S. and NATO

1.3 Discourage militarism and nuclear proliferation in Germany!
Japan

• 1.4 Encourage noninterference in internal affairs of socialist
countries

2. Increase Mutually Beneficial Exchanges with Capitalist Countries

2.1 Increase imitually beneficial trade with capitalist countries

2.2 Increase selected cultural and scientific exchanges

2.3 Increase practical science and technology exchanges

2.4 Increase cooperation in resolving world problems (e.g., energy ,
oceans , environment)

3. Press the Anticapitalist Ideological Struggle
3.1 Support CP’s and progressive forces in capitalist countries
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3.2 Expose the aggressive nature of capitalism

3.3 Expose the hollowness of revisions of capitalist ideology

• 3.4 Reject capitalist concepts of convergence of the two systems

EUROPEAN GOALS

1. Maintain/Increase Security of the East European Buffer States

1.1 Reduce sources of international, tension in central Europe

1.2 Promote arms reduction and dismantling of aggressive blocs
• in Europe

1.3 Promote withdrawal of U.S. forces from Europe

1.4 Promote recognition of existing boundaries in Europe

1.5 Promote recognition of East Germany by all governments

1.6 Promote independence of West Europe from the United States

1.7 Avoid inducing arms race mentalities in NATO countries

— 
1.8 Support a European collective security system

2. Oppose Revival of Militarism in West Germany

2.1 Oppose nuclear weapon acquisition by West Germany
2.2 Oppose stationing of NATO nuclear weapons in West Germany

2.3 Encourage nuclear nonproliferation in Europe

2.4 Discourage increased military spending by West Germany

2.5 Discourage West German participation in overseas military
adve ntures

3. Promote the Unity of Fraternal Socialist Parties in Europe

3.1 Discourage anti—Soviet activities by Yugoslavia and Albania

3.2 Promote normalization of relations with Yugoslavia and
Alba nia

3.3 Oppose narrow nationalism, regionalism, and Euro—Communism

3.4 Oppose reformism among East European CP’s

3.5 Support further integration of CMEA and Warsaw Pact countries

• 4. Oppose Anti—Soviet European—Chinese Cooperation

4.1. Oppose European military assistance for China
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4.2 Oppose anti—Soviet economic cooperation between Europe and
China

• 5. Promote Peaceful, Mutualll Beneficial Cooperation with Nonsocialist
Europe — 

5.1 Promote increase of trade with nonsocialist Europe

5.2 Increase practica] science and technology exchanges

5.3 Increase selected cultural exchanges with nonsocialist Europe

5.4 Increase cooperation in resolvihg regional European problems

GOALS TOWARD THE THIRD WORLD

1. Defend Fraternal Socialist Countries in the Third World

1.1 Deter capitalist/imperialist military intervention

1.2 Deter Chinese military intervention against fraternal Third
World countries

—1.3 Assist military development of fraternal armies

2. Defend Progressive Regimes and Movements and Socialist Oriented
Countries

2.1 Support national liberation in the developing countries

2.2 Oppose colonial and white racist regimes

2.3 Oppose capitalist/imperialist intervention

3. Support Economic Independence of Developing Countries

I

• 4. Increase Soviet International Prestige Among Developing Countries
• 4.1 Increase Soviet aid, trade, and cultural contacts

5. Contain Chinese Influence Among Developing Countries

5.1 Provide alternative support for countries subject to Chinese
penetration

• ASIAN COALS

1. Deter/Oppose China from Military Adventurism Against the Soviet
Union

) 
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2. Deter/Oppose China From Military Adventurism Against Fraternal
Socialist Countries

2.1 Increase the capability of Asian fraternal armies

3. Support Socialist Countries in Asia Against Other (Imperialist)
Threats

3 1  Increase the capability of Asian fraternal armies

4. Develop Alternative Transport Routes ~o the Present Trans—SiberianRailway

• 4.1 Improve long—range air transport

4.2 Improve security of Indian Ocean sea route

4.3 Improve/expand the second Siberian rail route (BAN)

4.4 Improve road transport in Siberia

5. Undermine the Leg~~imacy of China ’s Territorial Claims Against Its
Neighbors (except Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao)

5.1 Oppose China’s territorial claims against the Soviet Union

5.2 Oppose China’s territorial claims against Vietnam and Laos

5.3 Oppose China’s territorial claims against India and Burma

6. Support Progressive Governments and Countries With Socialist
Orientation

6.1 Give material and moral support to progressive regimes

6.2 Support mutual defense and friendship agreements

7. Support Peaceful and Mutually Beneficial Relations With Nonsocial—
ist Countries

7.1 Support Asian collective security system

7.2 Support concepts of “nuclear free” and “peace” zones
7.3 Increase trade and mutually beneficial exchanges

7.4 Support nonaggression pacts with nonsocialist countries

MIDDLE EASTERN/SOUTH ASIAN GOALS

1. Reduce NATO/CENTO Threats to the Soviet Union

1.1 Encourage dissolution of NATO/CENTO
• 4— 37
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1.2 Discourage cooperation of regional governments with NATO forces

1.3 Encourage peaceful relations with all countries in the region

1.4 Maintain/improve relations with Malta and Cyprus

1.5 Increase aid to neutral and friendly countries

2. Support/Defend Progressive and Socialist—Oriented Governments in the
Region

2.1 Give military support to Arab countries fighting aggression

2.2 Give economic and moral support to Arab countries

2.3 Give moral and material support to the Palestine Liberation
Organization

3. Support/Defend Progressive and Democratic Movements in the Region

3.1 Support national liberation movements

3.2 Support the idea of a national homeland for Palestinians

3.3 Oppose Zionist expansionism

3.4 Oppose reactionary forces

3.5 Support Arab socialism

3.6 Support the right of Israel to exist

4. Support Economic Independence of the Region from Capitalist Countries

4.1 Support nationalization of foreign businesses

4.2 Support OPEC/OAPEC attemp t to gain control of oil resources

4.3 Improve industrial base of countries in the region

5. Secure Soviet Naval Access to the Indian Ocean

AFRICAN GOALS

1. Defend/Support Countries Proclaiming Intention of Moving Toward
Building Socialism

2. Support Other Progressive Regimes and Movements and Socialist-Oriented
Countries

2.1 Support national liberation

(-)
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2.2 Oppose colonial and white racist regimes
2.3 Oppose neocolonialiam and economic exploitation

2.4 Oppose capitalist/imperialist intervention

3. Support Independence of African Countries

4. Increase Soviet Influence/Prestige Among African Countries

4.1 Increase aid, trade, and cultural contacts

5. Contain Chinese Influence Among African Countries

5.1 Provide alternative support for countries subject to Chinese
penetration

LATIN ANERICAN GOALS

1. Defend/Support Cuba Against External Threats

1.1 Defend Cuba against U.S. military intervention

1.2 Defend Cuba against U.S. economic blockade

1.3 Defend Cuba against reactionary Cuban exiles

1.4 Provide support f or progressive Cuban military actions overseas

1.5 Increase/maintain the capability of Cuban military forces

2. Avoid Direct Military Confrontation with U.S. (and OAS) in Latin
America

2.1 Discourage provocative acts by Cuba against major U.S. interests

2.2 Avoid deploying excessive military forces in Latin America

• 2.3 Oppose excessive adventurism by Latin American CP’s (support
peaceful transition to socialism)

2.4 Support normalization of relations between Cuba and U.S.
• (and rest of Latin America)

2.5 Encourage acceptance of local CP’s and socialist governments by
Western Hemisphere countries

• 
3. Encourage Independence of Latin American Countries from the U.S.

3.1 Increase trade with Latin American countries

3.2 Increase cultural and scientific exchanges

439
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3.3 Assist the development of local armed forces
• 3.4 Encourage dissolution of OAS and other anti—Soviet blocs

4. Increase Solidarity Among Progressive and Democratic Forces in Latin
America

4.1 Oppose anti—Communist fascist regimes in Latin America

4.2 Expose torture and persecution of progressive elements

4.3 Give financial and moral support to local CP’s

4.4 Give moral and material assistance to progressive governments

4.5 Oppose China’s anti—Soviet activities in Latin America

5. Increase Soviet Influence/Prestige in Latin America

5.1 Support peaceful resolution of conflicts

5.2 Support nonproliferation of nuclear weapons in Latin America

• SELECTED GENERAL GOAL OUTCOME MEASURES

In addition to the goals listed in the preceding sections, which are coded
only for crises where they are judged relevant, five additional outcomes

measures for goals will be coded for each crisis. These measures were

selected for their general importance to Soviet foreign policy goals. To

the degree feasible, they were selected in order to minimize coder judg-

ment. The five measures are:

1. Soviet trade relations,

2. Soviet economic assistance,

3. Soviet military transfers,

- 
• 

4. World perceptions of Soviet international standing, and

5. The number of local Communist party members in parties
friendly to the Soviet Union.

These measures are important indicators for several major Soviet goals,

• - particularly the goals of decreasing the historical isolation of the
Soviet Union and increasing Soviet international prestige.

4—40
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CHAPTER 5 • FURTHER RESEARCH

The remainder of the project ’ will have two principal thrusts:

• Completion of the collection of data concerning Soviet
• and U.S. crisis outcomes (including both crisis—specific

• and more general goal/outcome indices), and associated
data generation efforts.

• Integration of the new databases into the executive aid
for crisis decision—makers previously developed by CAd
for the analysis of U.S. and Soviet crises (1978b, 197Sf).

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Two types of data collection will take place during the remainder of the
• project. The first involves updating both the Soviet and US, crisis

• lists through the end of 1978 and coding all of the cases identified over
the period 1966—1978 for crisis characteristics, actions, objectives, and
problems. The second, and major , data collection task entails the cod-
ing of crisis outcomes (both general and crisis—specific) for all Soviet

and American cases over the period 1966—1978 .

These new data files, coupled with information on Soviet and U.S. crises

previously collected by CACI for the Defense Advanced Research Projects

• Agency/Cybernetics Technology Off ice (DARPA/CTO) (for example, 1978a,
1978c , 1978e) will provide the basis for two interrelated sets of anal-

yses. In the first, the comprehensive database dealing with recent U.S.

and Soviet crisis attributes (1966—1978) will be examined to identify

• key trends and patterns. This analysis is required to determine if pre-

vious conclusions regarding crisis behavior during this period (f or exam-

pie, those of CAd , 1976) need to be modif ied, if at all, following the

As has been the case throughout this volume, this discussion omits the
collection and analysis of data regarding Chinese crisis concer ns and
operations. This aspect of the research is treated in detail in a sepa—

• I rate volume (CAd , 1979).
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add ition of new cases to the da tabases, to identify significant trends
• and evolutions in crisis behavior over this span ,2 and to provide U.S.

crisis planners and managers with a summa ry ana lytical overview of the
crisis operations of the superpowers during the period.

The principal thrust will be the integration and analysis of the cri-

sis outcomes data collected for U.S. and Soviet crises from 1966—1978.

Major research emphases will include: -

• Comparative analyses of Soviet and U.S. crisis perf or—
• mances (complementing the preceding analytical thrust),

focusing on the relative extents to which each super-
power achieved certain types of goals during the period

• surveyed.

• Identification of the types of outcomes that are most
or least often achieved.

— • Assessments of the relative efficacy of actions and
mixes of actions.

• Identification of the types of crisis management prob-
lems that are most often associated with the achieve-
ment (or nonachievement) of certain classes of goals.

The primary emphasis during this ana lysis will be placed on the f irst two
types of investigations, which focus on the outcomes themselves.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE AID FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT

When a crisis occurs or is anticipated as part of a planning exercise,
U.S. crisis managers and planners customarily seek information concerning

past crises (U.S., Soviet, and Chinese). Their objective is to inform

2 This form of analys is could not be performed previously because of the
gaps in coding coverage.
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their selection of action options and contingency planning. The inf or—

mation requirements of these planners encompass several categories of

da ta:

• Information regarding previous U.S. crisis operations
similar to the situation being considered, including
the characteristics of these incidents, U.S. actions
and objectives, and the typical crisis management prob-
lems encountered in the operation.

• Comparable data on the crisis characteristics, actions,
objectives , and problems of the Soviet Union and
People’s Republic of China —— both actors of tremen-
dous salience to U.S. crisis managers.

• Information concerning the consequences and concomi-
tants of previous crises that are prerequisites for
evaluating the efficacy of the actions undertaken in
past operations.

• Direct comparisons of the crisis experiences of the
two superpowers.

CACI’s Executive Aid (1978b, 197Sf) is a highly user—oriented decision

aiding system designed to respond to these requirements. It is delib-

erately structured for the noncomputer—oriented policy user. The ~id is

designed to allow planners to conduct precedent searches in the course
of considering and evaluating crisis management options.

At the beginning of the present f iscal year , the Executive Aid consisted
of six databases:

• U.S. crisis characteristics,

• • U.S. crisis actions and objectives,

• U.S. crisis management problems,

• Soviet crisis characteristics,

• Soviet crisis actions and objectives, and

• Soviet crisis management problems.
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Two significant types of enhancements will be made to this aiding system.

The first will employ the expanded (through the end of calendar 1978)

Soviet and U.S. crisis databases developed under Task 1 of the project

- • to produce a “two—sided” aid module that will allow U.S. and Soviet

crisis characteristics, actions, objectives, and pro~1.eas.~to be directly
compared for crises in both databases.

The second enhancement involves incorporation of the databases developed
in Tasks 1 , 2, and 3 of the research into the Executive Aid. These data-

bases concern:

• Outcome assessments developed for Soviet and U.S. cri-
ses, 1966—1978.

• • Updated data files on Soviet and U.S. crises through the
end of 1978.

— 
• Data on Chinese crisis characteristics.3

By providing these databases in highly usable forms, the Executive Aid

will significantly enhance the analytical capabilities of U.S. crisis

managers. The aid will be made available in two forms: a stand—alone

Tektronix 4051 version and as part of the integrated system of crisis

management and indications and warning aids available at DARPA/CTO’s

Demonstration and Development Facility. Associated with the aid will

be sample output and program documentation; the first will play an

essential role in the transfer and demonstration of the expanded aiding

system; the second, in transfer to user facilities.

These data are discussed in a companion report (CAd , 1979).
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CHAPTER 6. INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDICES

OVERVIEW

Appendices A and B present the codebooks used for the assessment of Soviet

and U.S. crisis outcomes. The methodological strategy underlying the

codebooks is presented in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 explicate the

rationales for the superpower crisis goals whose outcomes are assessed

using this coding document. The codebooks have been designed for use,

• and therefore do not read as standard narrative exposition of the variety

presented in the main body of the report.

Two codebooks are presented:

— 

• U.S. Crisis Goals (Appendix A).

• Soviet Crisis Goals (Appendix B).

Some stylistic differences exist between the U.S. and Soviet goals/out-

comes sections. These are primarily due to the differing research prob—

lens each poses (Soviet materials are, for example, more difficult to

obtain than comparable information concerning U.S. crisis objectives.)

To a lesser extent they are due to the research styles of the analysts

who serve as coordinators for the collection of each type of data (Dr.

Farid Abolfathi for the Soviet outcomes and Mr. Thomas H. Johnson for

the U.S. materials). Dispite the minor differences in presentation for-

mat, both are designed to produce the same type of final data: general

crisis goals/outcomes for all U.S. and Soviet incidents from 1966 through

1978 and codings for the relevant crisis—specific goals.

• ~~
-
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GENERAL OUTCOME MEASURES

As argued in Chapter 2, the most important goals (and associated out-

comes) in superpower crisis dip lomacy are likely to be those that apply

to only a subset of the crises and are best assessed (because of their

intrinsic complexity) in terms of judgmental indices. Such crisis—

specific goals/outcomes make up the bulk of both appendices.

At the same time, however, their is merit in engaging in some basic
“score—keeping” regarding general factors that might be affected by

almost any type of crisis and are likely to be of at least moderate

salience to the two superpowers. This section pertains to these general

outcome measures which are assessed for each crisis. These variables
• address the basic dimensions of Soviet and U.S. contacts with crisis—

affected nations: economic, military, and political.

CODEBOOK STRUCTU RE

Both the U.S. Crisis Goals and Soviet Goals appendices are structured

into the same subsections:

• Description of the crisis,

• General outcome measures,

• Assessment of the relevance of goals, and

• Crisis—specfic goals:

— Outcome,
— Measures,
— Technical No tes,
— Outcome Assessment, and
— Notes)

(
_

) 

Notes and Technical Notes are provided only when necessary

_ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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For convenience, the remainder of this overview describes the substantive

sections and subsections in tetms of these categories.

Descr iption of the Crisis

This is a straightforward section. It provides a set of standard ques-

tions concerning the crisis and its background. Use of standard ques—

• tions helps to ensure uniformity of treatment over the entire set of

cases considered. It also focuses coder attention on the crisis asa

whole, in context, rather than simply upon one aspect of the situation.

The contextual focus is important because crisis—specific goals

are only coded when relevant and both crisis—specific and gen-

eral goals’ outcomes are assessed only over the range of relevant

affected actors. Both factors are highly context—dependent.

Assessing the Relevance of Goals

For the purposes of this appendix, “relevance” has several meanings, all

of which are touched upon in this subsection of the U.S. and Soviet

presentations.

Most obviously , goal relevance relates to the crisis—specific goals.

Because of their nature, not all of these goals will be applicable in

any given crisis (for example, some crises do not involve significant

economic interests). An assessment of the crisis performance of either

the U.S. or the Soviet Union that did not take this into account would

unwittingly misrepresent their actual performance (as viewed from the

• perspective of the performers) in these events. It would , for example,

be unreasonable from this vantagepoint to evaluate the achievement of

economic goals in those crises in which this was not a crisis—relevant

outcome for either superpower.

The assessment of the crisis—specific goals in terms of their relevance

also has broader utility. Some goals are unlikely to be seriously

6—3
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challenged in crises; others may occur in a majority of incidents. To
• understand how superpower interests are affected by and in crises and to

see how their crisis policies interact with their broader structures of

political—military policy, it is important to examine these broader

ensembles in their entirety. The relevance data for the crisis—specific

goals provides information that is of substantive interest in its own
right. One component of the analysis in the final report will deal with

exactly this issue —— examining how the r~elevance of goals varies across
crises and superpowers.

Another dimension of relevance addresses the extent to which goals are

threatened during crises; relevance is clearly more than simply a dummy

variable. Accordingly, for each crisis—specific goal assessed as having

some appreciable relevance for a given crisis, a further gradation of the

degree to which this goal was threatened or challenged by the crisis

situation is provided.2

A third dimension of relevance concerns the basic reliability of the

data coded for each crisis—specific goal. Reliability has some obvious

interactions with the overall assessment of relevance itself. In the

same subsection, some additional technical information concerning the

treatment of variables is also included , for example, the ways “State”

and “change” variables are handled in the analysis.

Crisis—Specific Goals

This section comprises the bulk of both the Soviet and U.S. appendices.

In many ways (as argued in Chapter 2 and documented in Chapters 3 and 4)

2 In the codebooks, multiple value scales, usually ranging from 5—7 items ,
are employed for this evaluation. Intercoder reliability checks and

• comparisons of similar codings (e.g., the same goal in different crises
and similar crises across goals) will show the extent to which such
ranges can be supported. As required, items will be collapsed to fewer

• 
• • categories to provide for more reliable analyses, much as is done in

many Likert scaling—type evaluations (Summers, 1970.)

6—4
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• these are the most substantively interesting indicators to consider, given
the ways in which the two superpowers have practiced crisis management in

recent years. Accordingly , this section documents in considerable detail

(much more detail than is normally provided for this type of variable)

the types of information that go into the assessments of outcomes and

the ranks on the outcome assessment scales themselves.

This level of detail has been dictated by the importance and complexity

of the question being addressed. Evaluating goal achievement, while an
essential prerequisite for the develop~~nt of justifiable evaluations of

superpower crisis performances, is a most involved process, more involved

than (say) the coding of data on basic crisis attributes and actions.

Accordingly, at least three, and up to f ive, subsections are provided for
each goal. Following the presentation of the goal itself, a general

statement of the outcome is provided. The outcome assessment question

is sjated in the form of a coding scale with multiple values. A measure

section is provided that lists the types of evidence used in the assess-

ment of the goal outcome. As before, scale values (usually ranging from

1 to 5—7 scale points) will be collapsed, if reliability evaluations

suggest this is necessary. The wider ranges are used at the outset be-

cause, while one can always collapse items, one cannot expand them, and
it is extremely useful for subsequent analyses to capture as wide a range

of outcome performances for each goal as is practic~al. Where necessary ,

technical notes pertaining to measures and notes having to do with the

outcome assessment variuables are also provided. In sum the format is:

Crisis—Specific Goal

• • Outcome,

• Outcome Assessment Question ,

• Measures,

• Notes (if required), and

• Technical Notes (if required).
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APPENDIX A. U.S. CRISIS GOALS

DESCRIPTION OF THE CRISIS

This section is provided to allow the coder to write a brief , general
narrative of the crisis. All relevant information, notes , and f uture
reminders/instructions can be written in this space. In addition, there
are a number of standard questions to serve as a guide for gathering

relevant information. Some of the more important questions include:

• The general historical background of the crisis.

• Major events leading up to the crisis,

• The principal actors and their objectives in the
crisis,

• Initial U.S. perceptions and definition of the crisis
situation,

• The United States’ initial reactions to the crisis,

• Other important actors’ actions during the crisis, and

• The situation at the end of the crisis period —— both
long—term (five years af ter  the crisis) and short—term
(one year af ter  the crisis) .

-
• 

GENERAL OUTCOME MEASURE S

General outcome measures are coded for all crises. To the extent possible

these measures were selected because of their theoretical importance and

based on the magnitude of coder judgment required. We basically sought

“hard” indicators that minimized coder subjectivity.
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Trade

H Orientation value of total American trade (total imports plus total ex-

ports) with the relevant1countries as a percentage of the countries’

total foreign trade. IMF’s publication The Direction of Trade will serve

as the main data source.

Economic Assistance -

Value of total American economic aid (total grants plus total loans)

to the relevant countries. The main data source here will be the USIDA

publication, U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants and Assistance from Inter-

national Organizations.

Military Transfers

Value of American military sales and aid to the relevant countries.

Arms transfer data will be those published by SIPRI and the aid data

will come from the USIDA publication cited above.

Military Agreements/Alliances

Number of formal multilateral or bilateral security agreements between

the United States and the relevant countries. Agreements regarding arms

transfers, basing, training, etc. are included. The main sources for

these data are Treaties and Alliances of the World (1968, 1975), Mi].—
itary Balance (1966—1978), and Treaties in Forces (1966—1978).

Diplomatic Missions

Size of U.S. diplomatic missions to and from the relevant countries.

“Relevant” countries are those that are the primary targets of threats
from countries “hostile” to the United States or U.S. goals in a given
crisis.
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Various State Department publications and dipl omatic directories for the

relevant states will serve as the primary data source.

World Perceptions of the United States’ Standing

Percent of public (for countries that have public opinion polling) in

Europe and Japan with favorable attitudes towards the United States/per-

cent of public with favorable attitude toward the Soviet Union (see,

Richman, 1979). There will be substantial amounts of missing data for

this index.

TECHNICAL NOTES

Whenever possible the currency units of monetary data should be converted
into U.S. dollars at current exchange rates and then converted to constant

prices.

GOAL RELEVANCE

Relevance

- 
I The relevance of a goal to a crisis is coded whenever a primary or secon-

dary American foreign policy goal is threatened.

Primary Goals

Primary goals are those foreign policy goals that are most directly re—
lated to the crisis involvement of the United States or are most threat-

ened by the crisis adversaries of the United States.

Secondary Goals

- 
- Secondary goals are those foreign policy goals that by themselves are
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unlikely to lead to American involvement in the crisis or are indirectly

threatened by the crisis.

Threat to Goals

The level of threat to each primary and secondary goal is coded separately.

The level of threat for each relevant goal is judged separately and

by its own standards. In other words, there is no common standard such

as monetary costs or psychological value by which all goals are to be
judged comparatively.

1. Very low:

— No significant threat or danger to U.S.
interests, objectives, or security.

2. Moderate ly low :
— 

— Little threat and/or danger to U.S. interests,
objectives, or security; requires small
sacrifices or effort to secure or save them.

3. Moderate:
-

- 

I 

— Poses some threat and moderate danger,
but not severe , to U.S. personnel ,
facilities , interests, or relations;

• requires moderate sacrifice or effort to
secure or save them.

4. Moderately high:

— Moderate thrat and danger to U.S.  interests
and objectives; requires costly, but limited
sacrifice and effort to save or secure them.

• 5. Very high:

— Severe threat to U.S. interests and objec-
tives, including personnel, facilities,
and relations; danger requires massive
e f fo r t  to save and secure interests.
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Reliability

Reliability of information used to code relevance, outcomes, and the
causal linkages be tween cr isis and outcomes are coded by the foll owing
six point scale.

1. MISSING DATA — Codes are based on coder judgment
and highly unreliable information.

2. L — Codes are based on limited information and
• informe d coder judgment s.

3. M — Codes are based on reliable information with
a few major inconsistencies.

4. H — Codes are based on reliable information with
minor inconsistencies.

5. VH — Codes are based on highly reliable and consistent
data.

6. EH — No significant doubt about reliability of codes.

Type of Data Source

The type of source primarily utilized in the coding are indicated by the

following seven codes.

1. Public speeches and interviews of major American
foreign policy decision—makers.

2. American decision—makers’ memoirs , books , articles.

3. Official United States Government publications.

4. Scholarly texts.

5. Elite newspaper articles (New York Times, Washington
Pos t, etc.).

6. Coder inference from a mix of these sources.

7. Other.
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OUTCOME

The outcome of each crisis is described by either a level or change

variable. The variable outcome is coded four times:

1. Immediately before the crisis,

2. During the crisis,

3. One year after the crisis (short—term), and

4. Five years af ter  the crisis (long—term) .

When a change (i.e. , in variables , state , or level) score is used , only
the last two periods are coded. The first two periods serve as a “bench-
mark” by which change is measured.

Im pact (Causal) of the Crisis on the Outcome of the Goal

The impact of the crisis on the goal’ s outcome is a measure of the
degree to which the change of the variable state of the goal can be

directly linked to the crisis. In other words , it measures the direct

causal effect  the crisis had on the goal:

1. Very low :

— Insignif icant  or nonexist ant causal
linkage.

2. Moderately low :

— Weak causal linkage.

• 3. Moderate:

— Moderate causal linkage with many
possible exogenous factors.

4. Moderately high:

— Strong causal linkage with several
moderate exogenous factors.

a ’
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5. Very high:

— Complete (or near complete) and power-
ful direct causal linkage.

CRIS IS—SPECIFIC GOALS

There are nine categories of U.S. Crisis—Specific Goals for which detailed

sets of variables have been developed; these are:

• U.S. Ideological Goals,

• U.S. Military Goals,

• U .S.  Economi c Goals ,

• U.S . Goals Toward Communist States ,

• U.S.  Goals Toward Europe ,

-r • U.S. Goals Toward Asia,

• U.S. Goals Toward the Middle Eas t,

• U.S. Goals Toward Latin America, and

• U.S. Goals Toward Africa.

The remainder of this Appendix will introduce the categories in turn and

present the detailed coding instructions for the crisis—specific goals

within each.
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1.1 Goal: Support Democratic Values and Countries

Outcome. Was there any significant change in the status of democratic
institutions and values? Did democratic regimes replace authoritarian
or totalitarian regimes in the area?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, democratic values and institution in the area!
region have been:

1. Greatly advanced/increased :

— Major increases in the number of democratic
regimes in the area (replacing authoritarian!
undemocratic ones)-.

— Major increase in the advancement/adherence
to democratic procedures (e.g. , constitutional
procedures; development and treatment of opposi-
tion parties; increase in number of eligible
voters who vote; majority rule , etc.).

2. Moderately advanced/increased:

— Moderate increase in the number of democra tic
• regimes in the area (replacing authoritarian/

undemocratic ones).

— Moderate increase in the advancement/adherence
to democratic procedures (present regime(s)
promises gradual democratic reforms and makes
concilitory democratic gestures, etc.).

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately offset/decreased:

— Moderate decrease in the number of democratic
regimes in the area (or increase in the number
of authoritarian/undemocratic ones).

— Moderate decrease in the advancement/adherence
to democratic procedures (e.g., freely elected
regime loses some of its power to undemocratic
groups; military obtains stronger voice in
government; democratic rights of citizens
obstructed , etc.).
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5. Greatly offset/decreased:

— Major decrease in the number of democratic
regimes in the area (major increases in
the number of authoritarian regimes).

— Major decrease in the advancement/adherence
to democratic procedures (e.g., many
democratic rights of citizens repealed;
numerous human rights violations; election
mandate obstructed by authoritarian coup;
etc.).

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Status of human rights (e.g., rights of person ——
freedom from torture, and inhuman or degrading punishment.

2. Status of civil and political liberties (e.g., free-
dom of thought, religion, assembly, speech, and the press.

3. Number of democratic regimes.

4. Number of authoritarian/totalitarian regimes.

5. Adherence to constitutional procedures.

6. Development and treatment of opposition parties.

H 7. Percent of eligible voters who vote.

8. Extent to which power is vested in elected officials.

Technical Notes. It should be noted that data concerning this goal are
usually highly subjective. The coder should first check the description
of the relevant regime and its policies in the Political Handbook of the
World (published in six editions since 1963). Here pay particular atten-
tion to sections describing government and politics , political parties,
and national legislature. Useful information on “political liberties”
can also be found in the annual surveys published by the Freedom House.
Add itional ba ckground data, especially in regard to changes over time,
can be found by examining such annual publications as the U.S. Department
of State Background Notes, Keesing’s Contemporary Archives, New York Times
Index, and the World Almanac.
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1.2 Goal: Promote Peace and Peaceful Resolution to Conflicts

• Outcome. Was there any significant conflict deescalation/resolution
in the area? Have the chances for peace in the area improved?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, chances for peace (i.e., absence of conflict)
in the area/region have been:

1. Greatly improved/realized:

— Major decrease/deescalation in overt military
conflict in the area (e.g., conflicting parties
sign peace treaty).

— Major increase in negotiation processes between
conflicting parties in the area over substantive
issues.

— Major increase in the confidence/trust between
the conflicting parties.

2. Moderately improved/increased:

— 
— Moderate decrease/deescalation in overt military

conflict in the area (e.g. , conf licting parties
recognize mili tary disengagement , but limited
small—scale conflict engagement continues).

— Moderate increase in negotiation processes
between conflicting parties in the area over
substantive issues (e.g., conflicting parties
open limited dialogue/negotiations, etc.).

3. Not significantly affected/deteriorated.

4. Moderately decreased/deteriorated:

— Moderate increase/escalation in overt military
conflict  in the area (but not ful l  scale con-
flict).

• 
— Moderate decrease in negotiation processes

between conflicting parties In the area over
substantive issues (e.g., movement away from
negotiations/dialogue).
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5. Greatly decreased/deteriorated:

— Major increase/eEcalation in large—scale, over t
military conflict in the area (e.g., appearance
of new conflict actors, etc.).

— Major decrease in (or absence of) negotiation
processes (e.g., no negotiated settlement to
conflict in sight, etc.).

Measures. Relative Changes In:

1. Cooperation/conflict interactions between states as
measured by event data files (e.g., WEIS , COP DAB ,
CREON , etc.).

2. Number of overt conflict engagements.

3. Number of battle deaths.

4. Intensification/abatement of the conflict and/or
degree of spread of the conflict.

— 5. Negotiations/constructive dialogue between adversaries.

6. Official state visits/diplomatic recognition.

7. Utilization and support of mechanisms to arbitrate
disputes.

8. Respect for final settlements.

Technical Note. Although nonverbal or direct physical conflict is rela-
tively easier to assess for changes, pay particular attention to verbal
conflict and tacit communication. Here examine chronological news sources,
such as Keesing’s and the New York Times Index, for changes in statements
made by the relevant decision—makers over time. Also, events data can be
useful indicators for modifications in relations between countries.
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1.3 Goal: Advance the Welfare and Human Rights of All People

Outcome. Was there any significant change in the human rights and wel-
fare of the people involved? Were the personal liberties and freedoms
of the people in the area enhanced or hindered?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) af ter  the crisis, the human rights (e.g., rights of person ——
freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment, arbitrary
arrest or imprisonment; rights to civil and political liberties —— free-
dom of thought, religion, assembly , speech , and the press) of people
living in the area/re gion have been:

1. Strongly improved:

— Major increase or realization of the people’s
fundamental human rights in the area (e.g.,
human rights legally institutionalized; repeal
of undemocratic/racist laws; decolonialization;
freedom to all political prisoners, etc.).

2. Moderately improved:

— Moderate increase in people’s fundamental
human rights in the area (e.g., personal liber-
ties expanded; freedom of the press established!
expanded; advancement of civil rights, etc.).

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately obstructed/disrupted:

— Moderate decrease in (or violation of) people’s
fundamental human rights in the area (e.g. ,
violations of freedom of the press, speech,
religion, assembly, etc; detention of political
prisoners , etc.).

5. Strongly obstructed/disrupted:

— Major decrease in (or violation of) people’s
fundamental human rights in the area (e.g. ,
genocide; large scale arrest/mistreatment of
political prisoners; establishment of undemo—
cratic laws; large scale refugee problems/
abuse; etc.).

Measures. Relative changes in:
- I 

1. Treatment of political prisoners.
- ._ ft
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2. Extent of violation of U.S. Bill of Rights (e.g., denial
of religious freedom, confiscation of property without
due process of law).

3. Undemocratic/racist laws.

4. Refugee problems.
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1.4 Coal: Support International Law

Ou::come. Has international law been followed, advanced, or developed?
Were there violations of accepted international conduct or semilegalistic
bilateral agreements between parties?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—t erm)/ f ive years (long—
term) after the crisis observance and/or development of international
law in the area/region has been:

1. Greatly improved/realized :

— Norms governing territorial boundaries, space
and routine rights , sovereignty, human rights,
etc. , are developed and/or followed without
violations.

— Conflicting parties submit to impartial adjud-
ication/scrutiny and adhere to rulings.

— U.N. resolutions followed; treaties signed.

2. Moderately improved:

— Some but not all of the legal disputes of
relevant actors are codified and accepted.

— Actors participate in discussions/negotiations
concerning international legal questions.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately of fse t /obs t ructed :

— Some international  agreements are violated by
conflicting actors.

— Some international agreements/treaties repealed
unilaterally by actors.

— Norms regulating di p lomatic and consular
exchange circumvented.

— 
5. Greatly offset/obstructed :

— Agreed upon international laws completely
neglected by actors.

— U.N. resolutions not abided by, etc.
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Measures. Relative changes in:

• 1. Violations or adherence to norms governing territorial
boundaries, space, and marit ime rights, sovereignty,
etc.

2. Respect for U.N .  resolutions, bi— and multilateral
• treaties.

3. Violations or adherence to international conventions.

4. Status of U.S. actions in the area.

Notes. This is basically a symbolic goal that is often used or referred
to only to justify actions that have already taken place. Therefore,
treat the goal as usually symbolic and examine the event for the deeper,
more important goals. This goal will often relate to actions taken by
states in regard to the United Nations.
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1.5 Goal: Ensure the Prestige and Dignity of the United States

Outcom e. Was the prestige and dignity or respect for the United States
significantly altered? Was the United States “embarrassed” in any way?
Was its position of leadership questioned?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (sh ort—t erm)/ f ive  years (long—
term) after the crisis, the prestige and dignity of the United States
in the area/region have been:

1. Strongly improved/advanced:

— Most/majority of U.S. allies and friends favor-
ably respond to U.S. actions/policies.

— Global op inion is generally supportive of U.S.
actions/policies.

— U.S. maintains image of a solid , trustworthy
alliance partner.

2. Moderately improved/advanced :

— Most allies favor U.S. actions/policies but not
— in an overly enthusiastic fashion.

— Global opinion is somewhat supportive , but ther e
is some verbal crit icism of U.S.  actions.

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately o f f se t :

— Many U.S.  allies cri t icize U.S.  policy but not
in a strong ly overt fashion.

— General negative global opinion of U .S. actions.

— U.S. allies and fr iends questions U S .  commit-
ments .

5. Strongly o f f s e t :

— U.S. action openly criticized by its traditional
allies and f r iends .

— World opinion strongly questions and criticizes
scope and breadth of U.S. actions/foreign policy.

— U.S. criticized for not upholding commitments.
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Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Overall global prestige of the United States.

2. Image of the U.S. as a solid, trustworthy alliance
partner.

3. Image of the U.S. as a prudent, rational international
actor.

4. Treaty commi tments of the U.S.

5. Response of U.S. allies concerning U.S. policies.

6. General global opinion or statements concerning
the policies of the United States.

7. Preservation of U.S. diplomatic channels of communica-
tion.

8. Receptivity to U.S .  military aid and presence.

• Technical Note. Be aware that this goal could be loosely related to
almost any international action taken by the United States. (Few, if
any crisis actions are completely devoid of symbolism.) Code this goal

• only in instances where the U.S . appears to be directly defending
its “honor and prestige” through its policies and actions.
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2. U.S. Military Goals
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2.1 Goal: Maintain/ Increase Mili tary Capabilities for Defending U.S. Terri-
torial Integrity and Possessions

Outcome. Has the United States remained free from external threats and
invasion by maintaining strong military capabilities? Has the security
of the United States increased? Has the United States maintained rela-
tive military superiority over other states?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the military capabilities of the United States
for defending its territorial integrity and possessions have:

1. Strongly increased/improved:

— U.S. clearly has increased its ability to deter
any nuclear first strike.

— U.S. clearly has increased its ability to defend
against any surprise air and/or naval attack
(conventional).

— U.S. clearly has increased its nuclear war
survival capabilities (e.g., civil defense ,

— warning time, etc.).

2. Moderately increased/improved:

— U.S. has numerically and qualitatively increased
its strategic capabilities but only relative to
Soviet increases.

— U.S. has moderately increased its conventional
forces.

— U.S. has moderately increased its civil defense
and warning time capabilities.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— U.S. has not increased its strategic capabilities
relative to USSR changes.

— U.S. conventional forces have been moderately
decreased.

— U.S. “second strike” ability is partially
questioned.
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— U.S. nuclear war survival capabilities have
moderately decreased.

5. Strongly decreased:

— USSR has clearly gained strategic superiority
over the U.S.

— U.S. conventional forces have greatly decreased
in quantity and quality, etc.

— U.S. nuclear war survival capabilities are
highly questionable.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. U.S. nuclear deterrent forces (NORAD , Triad, SAC , etc.)
quantity and quality.

2. U.S. nuclear war survival capabilities (civil defense
programs, warning time, etc.).

3. U.S. general purpose ground and air forces.

4. Military capabilities of NATO and/or Warsaw Pact.

5. Military capabilities of the USSR and PRC.

6. Capability differentials between U.S. and USSR
strategic defense system (operational ICBM launches,
SLBM launches, intercontinental bombers, total inter-
continental strategic offensive delivery vehicles).

I
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2.2 Goal: Maintain/Increase U.S. Military Capabilities for Defending the
Major Industrial Democracies (Western Europe and Japan)

Outcome. Have the military capabilities of the U.S. to deter any hos tile
country from overthrowing or acutely threatening Western Europe and/or
Japan been maintained? Did any country in Western Europe and/or Japan
have to submit to hostile threats? Have American capabilities prevented
major hostile incursions in these vital areas?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the military capabilities of the United States
for defending the major industrial democracies (e.g., Wes tern Europe
and Japan ) have:

1. Strongly increased:

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
nuclear and/or conventional attack against
NATO Euro pe has clearl y increased.

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
and/ or PRC attack against Japan has clearly
increased.

2. Moderately increased:

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
nuclear and/or conventional attack against
NATO Europe has moderately incr eased as far
as quantity and quality of f orces is concerned ,
but capability increases are about equal to
Soviet/Warsaw Pact changes.

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
and/or PRC attack against Japan has moderately
increased as far as quantity and quality of
for ces is concerned , but capability increases
are about equal to Soviet and/or PRC changes.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

• 4. Moderately decreased:

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
and/or PRC attack against NATO Europe or
Japan has moderately decreased by not keeping
pace with Soviet and/or PRC military capabili—
ties.

.4.
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5. Strongly decreased:

— U.S. ability to deter/defend against Soviet
and/or PRC attack against NATO Europe or Japan
has strongly decreased because of major American
cutback and/or major improvements in Soviet
and a PRC military capabilities.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Qualitative and/or quantitative capabilities of U.S.
European and Pacific strategic. and conventional forces.

2. Qualitative and/or quantitative military capabilities
of NATO.

3. Degree of Soviet and Chinese military threat to these
areas.

4. Alliance cohesion between the U.S. and Western Europe ,
- 

- or Japan.

5. American military presence/access to Europe and Japan.
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2.3 Goal: Maintain/Increase Mili tary Capabilities for Defending Strategically
Important LDC ’s

Outcome. Have the military capabilites of the United States to defend
strategically important LDC’ s been significantly affected? Has the
perception of U.S. power/presence in the region increased?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the military capabilities of the United States
for defending strategically important LDC’s (e.g., Korea, Taiwan,
Pakistan, Iran, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Saudi Arabia, etc.) in the
area/ region have:

1. Strongly increased:

— U.S. military capabilities have greatly
increased in quantity and quality in the area.

— U.S. has acquired or improved military bases/
facilities in the area.

— Number of American advisors in area has greatly
• increased.

— Scope of U.S. basing rights has greatly increased.

2. Moderately increased:

— U.S. military capabilities have moderately
increased in quantity and quality in the area.

— U.S. has moderately increased the quantity
and quality of its mili tary bases/facili t ies,
basing rights , and advisors in the area.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— U.S. military capabilities have moderately
- I decreased in quantity and quality in the area.

— Quantity and quality of U.S. military bases/
facilities, basing rights, and advisors have
moderately decreased in the area.

5. Strongly decreased:

— Quantity and quality of U.S. military capabili—
ties in the area have strongly decreased.
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— U.S. has drastically cut back or lost numerous
— 

I 
military bases/facilities, basing rights , and
advisors in the area.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of U.S. military personnel stationed in the area.

2. Quantity and quality of American military bases!
facilities in the area.

3. Military capabilities of local ~armed forces.

4. Military capabilities, alignments, and installations
of hostile countries in the area.

5. U.S. multilateral and bilateral military agreements/
alliances in the area.
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2.4 Goal: Maintain Military Capability for Defending U.S. Overseas Maritime
Interests

Outcome. Have the military capabilities of the United States for defend-
ing its overseas maritime interests been significantly affected? Has
the United States maintained the capability to deter or defend against
hostile interdiction of vital maritime lines of communication and
shipping.

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the military capabilities of the United States
for defending U.S. maritime interests in .the area/region have:

1. Strongly increased:

— Major improvements in U.S. naval fleet (and
presence) in the area.

— All major waterways in the area are secure/
safe for U.S. naval and merchant ships.

2. Moderately increased:

— — Moderate improvements in U.S. naval fleet
(and presence) in the area.

— Most of major waterways in the area are secure!
safe for U.S. naval and merchant ships.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Quantity and quality of U.S. naval fleet (and
presence) in the area has moderately decreased.

— Secure/safe passage of U.S. naval and merchant
ships is questionable/challenged in a number
of major waterways in the area.

5. Strongly decreased:

— Quantity and quality of U.S. naval fleet (and
presence) in the area has greatly decreased.

— Many major waterways in the area are closed for
4 U.S. naval and merchant ships.

Measures. Relative changes in:

- 
- a. 1. Number or quality of U.S. ships and ship—days in the region.
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2. Number of U.S. port visits in the region.

- 3. Capability of the U.S. Navy for independent operations
in the region.

- 4. U.S. basing rights and other forms of facilities access
in area.
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2.5 Goal: Maintain/Increase Military Capability for “Show of Force” and
Ability to Intervene in Overseas Conflict Arenas

Outcomes. Has the ability of the United States to “show force ” and/or
intervene militarily in overseas conflict arenas been significantly
affec ted?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after  the crisis, the ability of the United States to “show
force ” or intervene militarily in the area/region has:

1. Strongly increased:

— Major increase in quantity and quality of U.S.
military presence in the area.

— U.S. mili tary assistance in area has greatly
increased.

— U.S. relations with strategically located
countries in the area have greatly improved.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in quantity and quality of
U.S. military presence in the area.

— U.S. military assistance in area has moderately
increased.

— U.S. relations with strategically loca ted
countries in the area have improved.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in quantity and quality of
U.S. military presence in the area.

— U.S. military assistance in the area has
moderately decreased.

— U.S. relations with strategically located
countries in area have become relatively
more conflictual.
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5. Strongly decreased:

— Major decrease in quantity and quality of
U.S. military presence in the area.

— U.S. military assistance in the area has
strong ly decreased or has been halted.

— U.S. relations with strategically located
countries have greatly deteriorated (have
become much more conflictual) .

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. military presence in the area.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. military assistance to the
area.

3. U.S.  relations with strategically located countries.

4. Capability of U.S . Navy to project power onshore in the
region (e.g., presence of Marines, amphibious landing

— craft, helicopters, etc.).

5. U.S.  capability for rapid , large scale mili tary logistical
support.

Notes. Although measured by mili tary capability variables , this goal is
basically symbolic. Military strength is obviously a measure of a nation’s
“power,” but its ability to project or demonstrate this power is aimed at
impressing other nations. Therefore, this goal of military preparedness
has direct li nk s to symbolic policies of prestige.

1
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2.6 Goal: Maintain/Increase the Safety and Security of U.S. Government
Offic ia ls,  U.S.  Citizens, and U.S.  Property Overseas

Outcome. Have the safety and security of U.S. citizens and property in
the area been significantly affected? Has the United States been able
to protect its citizens and property in the area from hostile elements?

Outcom e Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the safety and security of U.S. Government
off icials, U.S. citizens, and U.S. property in the area have been:

1. Greatly strengthened/improved: .

— Major decrease in (or absence of) acts of
violence (e.g., bombings; assassinations,
kidnappings, etc.) against U.S. Government
officials and/or U.S. citizens and property.

— Major increase in activities by countries
in the area to protect U.S. Government
officials and U.S. citizens and U.S. property.

2. Moderately strengthened/improved:

— Moderate decrease in acts of violence (e.g.,
bombings, assassinations; kidnappings; etc.)
against U.S. Government officials and/or
U.S. citizens and U.S. property.

- 
- — Moderate increase in activities by countries

in the area to protect U.S. Government
officials and U.S. citizens and property.

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately weakened/threatened:

— Moderate increase in acts of violence (e.g.,
bombings, assassinations; kidnappings; etc.)
against U.S. Government officials and/or
U.S. citizens and U.S. property.

— Moderate decrease in activities by (or
success of) countries in the area to protect
U.S. Government officials and/or U.S. citizens
and property.
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5. Greatly weakened/threatened:
- 

— Major increase in acts of violence (e.g. ,
bombings; assassinations; kidnappings; etc.)
agains t U.S. Government officials and/or
U . S. citizens and property.

— Major decrease in activities in the area to
protect U.S .  Government officials and/or U.S.
citizens and property.

Measu res. Relative changes in:

1. Actual acts of violence against the U.S.  is the area (e.g. ,
bombings , assassinations, kidnappings, et c.).

2. Local countries ’ activities to protect U.S.  citizens and
property in the area.

3. U.S . mili tary capabilities to protect U.S.  citizens and
property in thea area.

4. Latent danger to U.S.  citizens and property.

5. Capacity of insurgents or hostile element to carry out
acts of violence.

6. Att i tudes of locals towards terrorist  activities.
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2.7 Goal: Assist Friendly or Neutral Develop ing Countries in Strengthening
Their Military Capability for Purposes of Promoting Regional Stability

Outcomes. Has the United States through the granting of military aid
and assistance helped strengthen the military capabilities of impor-
tant (strategic) LDC ’ s? Has such aid and assistance helped secure
the LDC regime against external threats?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year ( short—term)/ f ive years (long—
te rm) a f te r  the crisis, the military capabilities of LDC’s f r iendly
to the United States in the area/region have:

— 
1. Strongly increased:

— Major increase in the quanti ty and quality of
friend ly LDC’ s military capabilities in the
area (strong ability to deter both internal
and external hostile threats) .

— Military capabilities of LDC have become
major regional stabilizing force.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in the quantity and quality
of fr iendly LDC’ s military capabilities in
the area.

— Military capabilities of friendly LDC appear
possib ly able to serve as a regional stabilizing
force.

3. Not signi f icant ly  affected/changed.

4 . Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decreases in the quantity and quality
of fr iendly LDC’ s military capabilities in
the area.

— LDC has questionable ability to deter/defend
against external and/or internal hostile attack.

5. Strongly decreased:

— Major decrease in the quantity and quality
of friendly LDC’s military capability in the area.
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— LDC does not have the ability to deter/defend
against external and/or internal hostile attack.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of U.S.  mili tary personnel and/or advisers
in the area.

2. Quality and quantity of U.S.  military aid (grants
and loans) to the area.

3. Overall capability of U.S. military forces stationed
in the area.

4. Capability of local LDC’ s’ armed forces.

5. Quality and quantity of actual external attacks
agains t the LDC’s.

Note. Reliance on “strategic” LDC’s was one of the cornerstones of the
Nixon Doctrine, which itself was a reflection of earlier U.S. policy
p r iori t ies.

I
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2.8 Goal: Help Secure the Regime Stability of Countries Allied or Friendly
to the United States

Outcome. Was the security and stability of friendly regimes affected in
any significant way? Were any friendly regimes in the area replaced by
regimes hostile to the United States?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the regime stability of countries friendly to
the U.S. in the area has been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened:-.

— Major increase in popular support for the
regime(s).

— Major decrease in domestic instability.

— Major decrease in the capacity of insurgents
to overthrow the regime(s).

— Major increase in the regime(s)’ capability
to maintain domestic order.

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate increase in the popular support
for the regime(s).

— Moderate decrease in domestic instability.

— Moderate decrease in the capacity of
insurgents to overthrow the regime(s).

— Moderate increase in the regime(s) ’ capa—
bilit y to maintain domestic order.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased/weakened:

— Moderate decrease in the popular support
for the regime(s).

— Moderate increase in domestic instability.

— Moderate increase in the capacity of
insurgents to overthrow the regime(s).

— Moderate decrease in the regime( s)’ capa—
bility to maintain domestic order.
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5. Greatly decreased/weakened.

— Major decrease in (or lack of) popular support
for the regime(s).

— Major increase/escalation in domestic
instability.

— Major increase in the capacity (or realiza-
tion) of insurgents to overthrow the regime(s).

— Major decrease in the regime(s)’ capability
to maintain domestic order.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of friendly regimes in the area.

2. Capability of friendly countries’ security and
mili tary  forces.

3. Quantity and quality of hostile attacks on friendly
regimes.

4. Acts of violence/domestic turmoil in the area
( e.g. , riots , st r ikes , guerrilla warfare , etc .)
including threats and at tempts .

5. Capacity of insurgents to overthrow friendly
regi mes as measured by their organizational and
numerical strength , popular support , quant i ty
and quali ty of their arms .

6. Popular support of f r iendly regimes.

7. Overall domestic political stability of friendly
regimes (e.g., government ’s average length of time
in of f ice , peaceful succession of governments , et c.)
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2.9 Goal: Discourage or Deter the Expansion of the Military Influence of
Countries Hostile to the United States

Outcome. Have countries hostile to the United States gained military
influence and presence in the area?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/ f ive years (long—
term) af ter  the crisis, the military presence in the area of countries
hostile to the U.S. has:

1. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in Communist and/or radical
leftist military bases/facilities, military
personnel and advisors stationed in the area,
arms t ransfers , mili tary aid to the area , et c.

2. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in Communist and/or radical
leftist military bases/facilities, military

• personnel and advisors stationed in the area,
arms t ransfer , military aid to the area , etc.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in Communist and/or radical
leftist military bases/facilities, military
personnel and advisors stationed in the area,
arms t ransfers , military aid to the area, etc.

5. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in Communist and/or radical
leftist military bases/facilities, military
personnel and advisors stationed in the area,
arms t ransfers , mili tary aid to the area , etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of regimes supported by countries hostile to
the U.S. in the area.

2. Number of military bases/facilities controlled by
hostile countries in the area.

3. Number of hostile military personnel stationed in
the area.

)
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4. Scope of basing rights of hostile countries in the
area.

5. Quantity and quality of military assistance and/or
arms transfers from hostile states to the area.

a.
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3.1 Goal: Support the Orderly Expansion and Performance of U.S. Firms
Commercial Interests, and Relations

Outcomes. Have the commercial interests or relations of United States
firms been significantly affected? Have the overall U.S. economic
relations in the area contributed positively to U.S. economic growth?
Have the economic relations been marked by cooperation or conflict?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the performance and expansion of U.S. commercial
interests in the area/region have:

1. Greatly improved/increased :

— Major increase in U.S.  trade , aid, and invest-
ment in the area.

— Major increase in cooperative economic relations
between U.S. firms and countries in the area.

2. Moderately improved/ increased:

— Moderate increase in U.S. trade, aid, and invest—
- meat in the area.

— Moderate increase in cooperative economic rela—
tions between U.S. firms and countries in the
area.

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased/obstructed:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. trade, aid, and invest-
ment in the area.

— Moderate increase in economic “conflict” between
U. S. f i rms and countries in the area.

5. Greatly decreased/obstructed :

— Major decrease in (or lack of)  U.S . trade , aid,
and investment in the area.

— Very conflictual economic relations between U.S.
firms and countries in the area (e.g., “begger
thy neighbor” policies, uncompensated expropriation
of U.S. firms/industries, etc.).
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Measures. Relative changes in:

1. The ability of U.S. firms to conduct business on at
least a most favored nation (MFN) basis in the area.

2. Absolute and relative levels of U.S. trade, investment,
and aid in the area.

3. Economic agreements between relevant countries and
U.S. companies in the area.

4. Degree of cooperation or conflict in economic relations/
interactions.

5. U.S. balance of payments with the area.

6. Quantity of U.S. economic credits to the area.

1
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3.2 Goal: Support International Economic Order/Systems Compatible with U.S.
Economic Interests

Outcome. Has there been significant economic growth in the area? How
stable are the economies of the countries in the area? Has there been
an expansion of free enterprise in the area?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the economic growth and stability of the
countries in the area/region have:

1. Greatly improved:

— High rates of economic growth have been
realized by the countries in the area.

— Major decrease in rates of inflation and/or
unemployment in the countries of the area.

— Major increase in the expansion of the infra-
structures in the region.

2. Moderately improved:

— Moderate rates of economic growth have been
realized by the countries in the area.

— Moderate decrease in countries’ rates of
inflation and/or unemployment.

— Moderate increase in the expansion of the
infrastructure  in the region.

3. Not significantly affected/ changed.

4. Moderately offset:

— Moderate decrease in the rates of economic
gr owth have been realized by the countries
in the area.

— Moderate increase in countries’ r at es of
inf la t ion and/or unemployment.

— Moderate decrease in the expansion of the
infrastructure in the region.

5. Greatly offset:

— Large decrease in the rates of economic
growth in the countries of the area.
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— Large scale economic instability has been
realized with high rates of inflation and/or

- unemployment.

- 
— Major decrease in the expansion of the

infrastructure in the region.

- Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Growth rate of GNP’s in the area.

2. Growth rate of agricultural and/or industrial
production in the area.

- 
3. Public investment in the area —— absolute amount

and rates of growth.

- 4. Economi c stability of the area —— rate of inflation,
rate of unemployment.

5. Countries’ balance of payments.

6. Amount of capital flight from the area.

7. Expansion of free enterprise institutions in the area.

8. Expansion of the countries’ infrastructure.
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3.3 Goal: Promote the Stability of International Commodities’ Prices and
Supplies

Outcome. Has the United States haà adequate access to markets and raw
materials? Rave there been attempts to interrupt economic exchange
with the United States? Have commodity prices been relatively stable?
Has U.S.  dependence on regional raw materials or commodities been dis—
ruptive to the U.S.  economy ?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—t erm)Jf ive years (long—
term) af ter  the crisis, the prices and supplies of the areas’/regions’
commodities have become:

1. Very stable:

— Very little fluctuation in commodity prices
and supplies has been realized.

— U.S. access to markets in the area has
greatly increased.

2. Moderately stable :

— — Some fluctuation in commodity prices and
supplies has been realized , but they are

• not overly disruptive to the U .S.

— U.S . access to markets in the area has
moderately increased.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately unstable:

— Fluctuations in commodity prices and supplies
have increased and are proving disruptive to
the U .S.

— U.S. access to markets in the area has
moderately decreased.

5. Very unstable:

— Major f luctuations in commodity prices and
supplies have greatly increased and are
proving very disruptive to the U.S. (e.g.,
establishment of commodity/resource cartels) .

— Limited (or lack of)  access of U.S.  to
markets in the area.
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— Interruption of economic exchange with the
U.S. has greatly increased.

Measures. Relat ive change in:

1. Quantity and quality of embargoes against the U.S. in
the area.

2. The price stability of the areas’ commodities.

3. The dependence of the U.S. on the areas’ commodities
and/or raw materials (U.S. import of the regions’
commodities or raw materials/U.S . total import of the
commodities or raw materials).

4 . Commodity or raw material cartels in the area.

5. Overall stability of the production and supply of
the regions’ commodities or raw materials .

:4
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3.4 Goal: Promote the Economic Development of Non—Communist Third World
Countries

Outcome. Has there been any significant change in the level of economic
development in the count ry?

4 Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—t erm)/ f ive  years (long—
term) a f t e r  the crisis, the economic development of “Third World”
countries in the area/region has been:

1. Greatly improved/realized:

— Rates of economic growth of LDC ’ s in the
region have greatly increased.

— Expansion of LDC’ s’ infrastructures has
greatly increased.

— Major increases in industrial and/or
agricultural production in the LDC’ s in
the a rea.

2. Moderately improved/realized:

— Rates of LDC’ s ’ econ.,mic growth have moder-
ately increased.

— Some expansion of LDC’ s’ inf rast ructure
has been realized.

— Moderate increases in LDC’ s’ indust rial and/
or agrLcu l tu ra l  p roduction.

3. Not s ignificantly a f fec ted/cha nged.

4. Moderately o f f se t :

— Moderate slowdown in rates of LDC’ s’
economic growth.

— No expansion of LDC ’ s’ infrast ructure .

• — Moderate slowd own in growth rates of
industr ial  and/or agricultural  production.

5. Greatly offset/hindered:

— Major slowdown in rates of LDC’ s ’ economic
growth (or negative growth is experienced).
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— No new attempts/programs at expanding LDC’s’
infrastructure.

— No growth or negative growth in LDC’s’ industrial
and/or agricultural production.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. LDC ’ s’ GNP growth rate.

2. LDC’s’ agricultural and/or industrial production
growth rates.

3. LDC’ s ’ domestic public investment.

4. LDC’ s’ energy consumption/capita.

5. LDC’ s’ inf ras t ructure  development (e.g. , number of access
roads built) .

~1
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4. U .S .  Goals Toward Communist States
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4.1 Goal: Reduce Chances of War With the Peoples Republic of China (PRC)

Outcome. Has the United States managed to keep the likelihood of war
with the PRC at a low level? Has there been an increase in constructive
relationships between the U.S. and PRC?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the chances of direct military confrontation
between the United States and Peoples Republic of China (PRC) have been:

1. Greatly reduced:

— Both U.S.  and PRC have greatly increased
attempts to normalize relations with one
another.

— Major reduction in (or lack of) aggressive
acts, threats, accusations, demonstrations,

— etc., by both U.S. and PRC toward the other.

— Greatly increased cooperation between the
U.S. and PRC in attempts to resolve regional
and global problems.

2. Moderately reduced:

— Both U.S. and PRC have moderately increased
their attempts to normalize relations with one
another.

— Moderate reduction in explicit verbal threats
and accusations and very few, if any, aggressive
acts and/or demonstrations by either the U.S.
or PRC towards the other.

.4 
— Moderate increase in constructive negotiations

and arbitration attempts between the U.S. and
PR C.

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately increased/escalated:

— Moderate increase in explicit verbal threats
accusations, isolated aggressive acts, and demon-
strations by either the U.S. or PRC towards the
other.
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— Both U.S.  and PRC view each other as exploiting
some local/regma l conflicts but not in areas
viewed as strategically important.

— Moderate increase in military alerts by
either U.S .  or PRC .

5. Greatly increased/escalated:

— Large scale escalation of aggressive acts ,
thr eats , accusations , demonstrations , etc.
by both the U.S.  and PRC. towards the other.

— Both U.S. and PRC view and accuse the other
as exp loiting local/regional conflicts by

• aiding and abett ing “client ” states in an
area viewed as strategically important.

— Major increase in number of mil i tary alerts
by both U.S.  ai3d PRC.

- 
— Near total ab8ence of constructive negotia-

tions and/or mechanisms to arbitrate dispute
- between the U.S. and PRC.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quali ty of aggressive acts , threats,
ac cusation s , demonstrations , etc. between the U .S .
and PRC (as measured by events data sources —— COPDAB ,
WEI S).

2. Quant i ty  and quali ty of Chinese aggression against
U.S. friend or allies.

3. Quanti ty of PRC promoted “people’s wars. ”

4. Number of serious international  crises involving the
U.S. and PRC .

5. Quanti ty and qual i ty  of negotiations and attempts at
normalization of relations between the U.S. and PRC
(i.e. , the Warsaw talks).
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4.2 Goal: Reduce Chances of War With the USSR

Outcome. Has the United States managed to keep the likelihood of war
with the Sov iet Union at a low level? Has there been an increase in
constructive relationships between the U.S. and USSR?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the chances of direct military confrontation
between the United States and the Soviet Union have been:

1. Greatly reduced:

— Both U.S. and USSR restrain actions towards
each other.

— Greatly increased cooperation between the
U.S. and USSR in attempts to resolve regional
and global problems.

— Military threats and/or actions greatly
reduced by both actors.

— Major increase in mutually beneficial
- cooperative enterprises between the U.S.

and USSR (e.g., peaceful coexistence,
detente, reduction in tensions, etc.).

2. Moderately reduced:

— Moderate reduction in explicit verbal
threats and accusations and very few if
any aggressive acts and/or demonstrations
by either the U.S. or USSR towards the
other.

— Moderate increase in negotiations and
arbitration attempts between U.S. and
USSR.

— Moderate increase in mutually beneficial
cooperative enterprises between the U.S.
and USSR (e.g. , peaceful coe xis tence ,
detente, reduction in tensions, etc.).

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately increased /escal ated:

— Moderate increase in explicit verbal
threats and accusations but few (or
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isolated) aggressive acts and demonstrations
by either the U.S. or USSR toward the other.

— Both U.S. and USSR view each other as exploiting
some local/regional conflicts but not in
areas viewed as strategically important.

— Moderate increase in military alerts by
either U.S. or USSR.

5. Greatly increased/escalated:

— Large scale escalation of aggressive acts,
threats, accusations, demonstrations, etc.,
by both the U.S. and USSR towards the other.

— Both U.S. and USSR view and accuse the
other as exploiting local/regional conflicts
by aiding and abetting “client” states in
an area viewed as strategically important.

— Major increase in number of military alerts
by both U .S.  and USSR.

— Near total absence of constructive negotia-
tions and/or mechanisms to arbitrate disputes
bet ween the U.S. and USSR.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of aggressive acts, threats, accusa-
tions, demonstrations, etc., between the U.S. and USSR
(as measured by events data sources —— COPDAB , WEt S) and
level of international tension.

2. Number of military alerts in the U.S. or USSR.

3. Quantity and quality of USSR and/or U.S. “client”
states’ conflicts.

4. Number of Soviet—promoted “wars of national liberation.”

5. Number of serious international crises involving the
U.S. and USSR.

6. Number of conflicts or quality of domestic instability
in countries (or regions) viewed as strategically
important by the U.S .  or USSR.

I 
-~~~ 7. Quantity and quality of negotiations between the U.S.

and USSR (e.g., SALT).
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4.3 Goal: Contain/ResLrain/Deter the Expansion of Communist Influence

Outcome. Has Communist infl uence in the area expanded? Have friend ly
countries been overrun by Communist forces or has a friendly regime
been over thrown ?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the expansion of Communist influence in the
area/r egion has been:

1. Greatly reduced:

— Major reduction or absence of Communist
promoted “wars of national liberation” and/
or major reduction in (or lack of) capacity
of Communist insurgents to carry out acts
of violence in the area.

— Major reduc tion in (or lack of) Communis t
controlled military bases /fac ilities and/ or
arms contact in the area.

— Major increase in non—Communist regime
— stability in the area.

— Major reduc tion in (or lack of) Communist
backed or allied regimes in the area.

2. Moderately reduced:

— Moderate reduction and/or absence of Communist
promoted “wars of national liberation” and/or
moderate reduction in capacity of Communist
insurgents tc carry out acts of violence in
the area.

— Moderate reduction in Communist controlled
military bases/facilities and/or arms contact
in the area.

— Moderate increase in non—Communist regime
• stability in the area.

— Moderate reduction in Communist backed regimes
in the area.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately increased:

— Moder ate esc alation and/or pres ence of
Communist promoted “wars of national libera—
tion’ and/or improvement in the capability
of Communist insurgents to carry out acts
of viole nce in the area.

— Moderate increase in Communist controlled
military bases/facilities and/or arms con-
tact in the area.

— Moderate increase in non—Communist and
regime instability in the area.

— Moderate increase in Communist backed or
allied regimes in the area.

5. Greatly increased :

— Major escalation and/or presence of
Communist promoted “wars of national libera—
tion” and major improvement in the capability

— of Communist insurgents to carry out acts of
violence in the area.

— Major increase in Communist controlled
military bases/facilities and arms contact
in the area.

— Major increase in non—Communist and domestic
regime instability in the area.

— Major increase in Communist backed or allied
regimes in the area.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of Communist aided (e.g. , those receiving military
aid from USSR and/or PRC) regimes in the area.

2. Quantity and quality of forma l or informa l acts establishing
closer relations between countries in the area and Communist
states (as measured by event data sources —— COPDAB , WEtS).

3. Size of Communist dip lomatic missions in the area.

I - 
- 

- 
4. Size of Co~imunist trade and aid with  the area.
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5. Number of Communist military bases/facilities
in the area.

6. Quantity and quality of Communist military assistance
and/or arms transfers to the area.

7. Capacity of Communist insurgents to overthrow
friendly regimes (as measured by organizational
and numerical strength, popular support, quality,
and arms types).
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4.4 Goal: Encourage “ Polycentr ism Within the Communist World

Outcome. Has there been a significant change in the degree of indepen—
dence or diversity displayed in the ideologies , policies , and actions
between the USSR and PRC? What degree of autonomy do Communist states
and parties have fro m the USSR or PRC?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, movement towards “polycentrism” within the
Communist world has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Complete or near complete “ independence”
(e.g. , automony , diversity) of PRC and USSR
in their ideologies , policies , and actions.

— Major increase in ideological, domestic, and
foreign policy diversity among Communist parties

- - and states (e.g. , greater independence of
Eastern Et. . pe from USSR, etc.).

2. Moderately increased: ‘

— Moderate increase in independence (diversity)
of PRC and USSR in their ideologies, pol icies ,
and actions.

- - 
— Moderate increase in ideological, domestic,

- - and foreign policy diversity among Communist
parties and states (e.g., moder ate independence
of Eastern Europe from USSR, etc.).

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate increase in the unity of PRC and
USSR in their ideologies, policies, and
actions.

— Moderate increase in the unity of Communist
parties and states (e.g., less autonomy
of Eastern Europe from USSR, etc.).

5. Greatly decreased:

— Complete or near unity (little diversity)
of PRC and USSR in their ideolog ies , policies ,
and actions (e.g., “monolithic” Communist

- ~~~;- . - 1 world).
i_ _I~
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V

— Great increase in the unity (lack of diversity)
- 

of Communist parties and states (e.g., little
autonomy/greater unity between Eastern Europe
and USSR , etc.) .

Measures. Relative changes in:
- 

1. Overall degree of autonomy/independence between the
PRC and USSR.

2. Quantity and quality of aggressive acts , threats ,
accusations , demonstrations, etc., between the
USSR and PRC .

- 

3. Overall degree of autonomy/independence between the
USSR and Eastern Europe and between satellites
dependent on PRC.

4. Percentage of trade and aid of Communist states
with non—Communist states.
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4.5 Goal: Encourage Liberalization Trends in Communist States

Outcome. Have the internal policies of Communist stdtes been modified
in any way to allow for greater personal freedom and liberties for
their citizens? Have the positions of those leaders in Communist
states who perceive coexistence as possible been reinforced?

Outcome - Assessment Questions. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, liberalization trends in major Communist
states (e.g., USSR and PRC) have:

1. Greatly increased/promoted:

— Major increase in human rights and “political
freedoms ” of people living in Communist states
(e.g., increased emigration of Soviet Jewry).

— Major increase in selected social and economic
interaction between U.S. and Communist states.

— Major increase in free enterprise trends in
Communist states, etc.

— 2. Moderately increased/promoted:

— Moderate increase in human rights and “political
freedoms” of people living in Communist states
(e.g., moderate increase in emigration of Soviet
Jewry) .

— Moder ate incre ase in selected social and economic
interaction between U.S. and Communist states.

— Moderate increase in free enterprise trends in
Communist states.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased/offset:

— Moderate decrease in human rights and “political
fre edoms” of people living in Communist states.

— Moderate decrease in selected social and economic
interaction between U.S. and Communist states.

— Moderate decrease in free enterprise trends in
Communist states.
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5. Greatly decr eased/of fse t:

— Major increase in human rights violations and
lack of “political freedoms ” of people living
in Communist states.

— Major decrease in (or lack of)  selected social
and economic interaction between U .S. and
Communist states.

— Major  decrease in (or lack of)  free enter-
prise trends in Communis.t states , etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Human r ights and political freedoms of people living
in Communist states (e.g. ,  violations) .

2. Government control of immigration and travel (e.g. ,
number of immigrant visas issued).

3. Societal interactions (e.g. , commercial , social)
between Communist states and the West (e.g. , number of

— U.S.  citizen passports issued or renewed) .
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4.6 Goal: Promote Normalization of Relations Between the U . S.  and the
Communist World (e.g.,  USSR and PRC)

Outcom e. Has there been a reduction in tensions between the United
States and the USSR and/or PRC? Have relations between the U.S. and
the USSR and/or PRC become more positive and stable with more
collaboration resulting concerning international problems such as
arms control , nuclear proliferation, terrorism, law of the sea, etc?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/ f ive years (long—
term ) a f t e r  the crisis , normalization of relationc between the United
States and the major Communist states (e.g., USSR and PRC) has:

1. Greatly increased :

— Major ir4crease in cooperation between the U.S.
and Communist states in resolving regional and
global problems (e.g. , detente, reduction of
tensions, peaceful coexistence, etc.).

— Major increase in negotiations concerning and
pr oscriptions of certain mili tary behavior
between the U.S. and Communist states (e.g.,

- SALT).

— Major increase in mutually beneficial exchanges
between the U.S. and Communist states (e.g.,
trade, cultural, and scientific exchanges, etc.).

2. Moderately increased/promoted:

— Moderate increase in cooperation between the
U.S. and Communist states in resolving regional
and global problems (e.g. , detente , reduction of
tensions , peaceful coexistence, etc.).

— Moderate increase in negotiations concerning
and proscription of certain mili tary behavior
between the U.S. and Communist states (e.g. SALT).

— Moderate increase in mutually beneficial
exchanges between the U.S. and Communist states
(e.g., trade , cultural, and scientific exchange,
etc.) .

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4 . Moderately decreased/offset:

— Moderate increase in conflict (tensions) between
the U.S. and Communist states concerning regional
and global problems.

— Moderate decrease in negotiations concerning
and proscription of certain military behavior
between the U.S. and Communist states (e.g.,
nuclear nonproliferation, test bans, etc.).

— Moderate decrease in mutually beneficial
exchange between the U.S. and Communist states.

5. Strongly decreased/offset

— Major increase in conflict (tensions) between
U.S. and Communist states concerning regional
and global problems.

— Major decrease in (or lack of) negotiations
concerning and proscriptions of certain military
behavior between the U.S. and Communist states

— 
(e.g., nuclear nonproliferation, test bans, etc.).

— Major decrease in (or lack of) mutually benef icial
exchanges between the U.S. and Communist states.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Overall degree of cooperation between the U.S. and the
USSR and PRC (as measured by events data —— WEI S , COPDAB).

2. Level of international tension.

3. Quantity and quality of negotiations between the U.S.
and the USSR and/or PRC (e.g., SALT).

4. Total trade between the U.S. and the USSR and/or PRC.

5. Pro—U.S. votes or positions in U.N. and other international
groups taken by USSR and/or PRC.

6. Status of diplomatic channels (e.g., size of diplomatic
mission).

7. Control of immigration and travel (e.g., number of U.S.
citizen passports issued or renewed).
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• 5.1 Goal: Guarantee the Security and Independence of Western Europe

Outcome. Has the stability, security, and confidence of Western Europe
been affected in any significant way? Has the United States maintained
a strong defense posture In Western Europe? Have there been any threats
or challenges to Western European order and security?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the security and independence of Western Europe
have been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened:.

— Major decrease in the probability of Soviet
nuclear and/or conventional attack against
Western Europe.

— Major increase in U.S. defense position (or
commitment) in Western Europe (e.g., strong
nuclear and conventional U.S. forces).

— Major increase in military capabilities of
NATO and Western European countries.

• — Major increase in economic and political
stability of Western Europe.

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate decrease in the probability of
Soviet nuclear and/or conventional attack
against Western Europe.

— Moderate increase in U.S. defense position
(or commitment) in Western Europe (e.g.,
nuclear and conventional U.S. forces).

— Moderate increase in economic and political
stability of Western Europe.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately threatened/disrupted :

— Moderate increase in the probability of
Soviet nuclear and/or conventional attack
against Western Europe.

— Moderate withdrawal/reduction in U e S .  defense
position (or commitment) In Western Europe.

~
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— Moderate decrease in military capabilities
(or cohesion) of NATO and Western European
countries.

— Moderate decrease in economic and political
stability of Western Europe.

5. Greatly threatened/disrupted:

— Major increase in the probability of Soviet
nuclear and/or conventional attack against
Western Europe.

— Major withdrawal/reduction in U.S. defense
position (or commitment) in Western Europe.

— Major decrease in the military capabilities
(or cohesion) of NATO and Western European
countries.

— Major decrease in Western European regime
stability.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Hostile Western European regimes in power or
overthrow of friendly regime.

2. Likelihood of a Soviet nuclear and/or conventional
attack against Western Europe.

3. Quantity and quality of Soviet aggression against
Western Europe.

4. Quantity and quality of U.S. military capabilities
in Europe (e.g., troops, advisers, materials,
bases/facilities, assistance).

5. Quantity and quality of NATO military capabilities
(e.g., troops, advisers, materials, bases/facilities,
assistance).

6. Quantity and quality of Soviet and Warsaw Pact
military capabilities (e.g., troops, adviser s,
materials, bases/facilities, assistance).

7. Political and economic stability of Western European
regimes.
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5.2 Goal: Maintain/Enhance Strong Cooperative Ties With Western European
Countries

Outcome. Has the maintenance and/or expansion of cooperative relations
between the United States and Western Europe been affected in any way?
Is there a strong sense of political, military, and economic inter-
dependence between the United States and Western Europe?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, cooperative relations between the United States
and Western Europe have been:

1. Greatly increased/strengthened:

— Major increase in cooperative consultations
and interdependence between the U.S. and
Western European allies and friends.

— U.S. greatly expands its influence, contacts,
and presence in Western Europe.

— Major reduction in (or lack of) regimes
and/or groups hostile to the U.S. in Western

— Europe.

— Major reduction (or absence of) political
or economic conflicts between the U.S. and
Western Europe.

2. Moderately increased/strengthened:

— Moderate increase in cooperative consulta-
tions and interdependence between the U.S.
and Western European allies and friends.

— U.S. moderately expands its influence,
contacts, or presence in Western Europe.

— Moderate reductions in (or virtual lack
of) regimes and/or groups hostile to the
U.S. in Western Europe.

— Moderate reduction in political or economic
conflict between the U.S. and Western Europe.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately offset/frustrated:

— Moderate decrease in cooperative consulta-
tions and interdependence between the U.S.
and Western European allies and friends
(greater autonomy and disagreement concern-
ing major issues).

— Moderate decrease in U.S. influence, contacts,
and presence in Western Europe.

— Moderate increase in regimes and/or groups
hostile to the U.S. in Western Europe, etc.

— Moderate increase in political or economic
conflicts between the U.S. and Western
Europe.

5. Greatly offset/frustrated:

— Major decrease in cooperative consultations
and interdependence (or major increase in
conflict) between the U.S. and Western Europe.

— Major decrease in U.S. influence, contacts,
and presence in Western Europe.

— Major increase in regimes and/or groups hostile
to the U.S. in Western Europe.

II
— Major increase/escalation in political or

economic conflicts between the U.S. and
Western Europe.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Overall political cooperation consultation between the
United States and Western Europe (as measured by events
data —— WEIS).

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. —— Western European trade
and economic aid.

• 3. Status of diplomatic channels between the U.S. and
Western Europe.

4. Pro—U.S. votes or positions in U.N. and other inter—
national groups.

5. U.S. access to key Western European decision—makers.
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6. Western European responsiveness to U.S. requests and
suggestions.

7. Overall economic cooperation and consultation between
the United States and Western Europe.
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• 5.3 Goal: Work for the Economic Stability and the Economic, Military, and
Political Integration of Western Europe

Outcome. Has the economic, political, and military collaboration between
Western European countries been maintained or increased? What is the
status of organizations such as the EC that promote Western European
integration?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American promotion of the stability and inte-
gration of Western Europe has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in the diplomatic support of
the U.S. for integratiorList moves in Western
Europe.

— Major increase in economic, political, and
military collaboration among Western European
countries.

— Major increase in American support for the
— EC and its policies, etc.

• 2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in the diplomatic support
of the U.S. for integrationist moves in
Western Europe.

— Moderate increase in economic, political,
and military collaboration among Western
European countries.

— Moderate increase in American support for
the EC and its policies.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in the diplomatic support
of the U.S. for integrationist moves in
Western Europe.

— Moderate decrease in economic, political,
and military collaboration among Weste’n
European countries.

(~~i
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— Moderate decrease in American support for
the EC and its policies.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in the diplomatic support
of the U.S. for integrationist moves in
Western Europe.

— Major decrease in economic, political,
and military collaboration among Western
European countries.

— Major decrease in American support for the
EC and its policies.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Intra—European political, military, and economic
cooperation and consultation.

2. Quantity of intra—European trade (vs. total trade)
and investment (vs. total investment).

3. U.S. support for Western European integration and
the EC and its policies.

4. Quality of Western European support for EC policies.

.1
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5.4 Goal: Promote the Stabilization of Potential or Realized Conflict Arenas
in Europe

Outcome. Has there been a reduction in or resolution of conflicts
involving European countries or groups? Has there been any significant
increase in the possibility of future conflict between hostile countries
or groups?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, potential or realized conflict arenas (e.g.,
Berlin, Cyprus, Northern Ireland, etc.) in Europe have been:

1. Greatly stabilized:

— Conflicting parties/regimes greatly decrease
(or end) conflict and/or resolve potential
dispute (parties negotiate in absence of
military conflict) parties sign a peace
treaty , etc.).

— Major advances in detente between adversaries
in Europe.

— 
2. Moderately stabilized:

— Conflicting parties/regimes moderately
• decrease conflict and/or move towards

resolving potential conflicts (constructive
negotiations take place between conflicting
actors).

— Moderate advances in detente between
adversaries in Europe.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately agitated:

— Moderate conflict escalation and potential
for future conflicts/disputes increases.

— Little movement towards negotiations/dialogue
and/or conciliation between hostile parties.

5. Greatly agitated:

— Major conflict escalation.

— Appearance of new conflict actors as conflict
spreads/widens.
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— No (or very little) movement towards conflict
arbitration/negotiations, etc.

Measures. Relative change~ Jn :

1. Abstention from acts of aggression and peaceful
settlement of disputes.

2. Quantity and quality of acts of domestic violence
(e.g., bombings, assassinations, kidnappings).

3. Negotiations between hostile groups.

4. Outside attempts at mediation or conciliation.

5. Adherence to international law and conventions.

6. Degree of conflict spread or escalation.
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5.5 Goal: Improve Relations Between the United States and Eastern Europe

Outcome. Has there been an improvement in the political, eco:iomic,
and social relations between the United States and Eastern Europe?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, relations between the United States and
Eastern Europe have:

1. Greatly improved:

— Major movement towards normalization of
relations between the U.S. and Eastern
Europe.

• 
— Major increase in political, commercial,

and cultural interactions between the
U.S. and Eastern Europe.

— Major decrease in tension between the
U.S. and Eastern Europe.

2. Moderately improved:

— Moderate increase in movement towards
normalization of relations between the
U.S. and Eastern Europe.

— Moderate increase in political, commercial,
and cultural interactions between the U.S.
and Eastern Europe.

— Moderate decrease in tension between the
U.S. and Eastern Europe.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately worsened/deteriorated:

— Moderate increase in tension between the
U.S. and Eastern Europe.

• — Little (or no) increase in movement towards
normalization of relations between the U.S.
and Eastern Europe.

— Moderate decrease in political, commercial,
and cultural interactions between the U.S.
and Eastern Europe.
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5. Greatly worsened/deteriorated:

— Major increase in tension between the U.S.
and Eastern Europe.

— Major decrease (or lack of) movement towards
normalization of relations between the U.S.
and Eastern Europe.

— Major decrease (or lack of) political,
commercial, and cultural interactions between
the U.S. and Eastern Europe, etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Overall cooperation bet~ieen the United States and
Eastern Europe (as measured by WEIS and other types
of events data).

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. trade with Eastern
Europe.

3. U.S. access to key decision-makers in Eastern
— Europe (official state visits).

4. Status of diplomatic channels between U.S. and
Eastern Europe (size of diplomatic missions).

5. Number of Eastern European students in U.S.
educational institutions•.

6. Number of U.S. citizen passports issued or renewed
for Eastern Europe travel.
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6. U.S. Goals Toward Asia
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6.1 Goal: Avoid Direct Military Confrontation with the Chinese Peoples’
Republic (PRC) and the Soviet Union (USSR) in Asia

Outcome. Has the United States avoided direct military confrontation
or events that might lead to military conflict with the PRC and/or
USSR in Asia? Has the likelihood of an Asian war between the U.S.
and the PRC and/or USSR decreased?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/fi~,e years (long—
term) after the crisis, chances of military confrontation between the
United States and the PRC and/or USSR in Asia have:

1. Greatly decreased:

— Major deescalation (or elimination) of local!
regional conflicts in Asia between client
states or allies of the U.S. and PRC and/or
USSR (e.g., Southeast Asia, Korea, Taiwan,
etc.).

— Major decrease in (or elimination of) threats
directed at U.S. allies or friends by the
PRC and/or USSR in Asia or their clients/

— allies.

— Major decrease in the expansion of USSR and!
or PRC influence and aggression in Asia.

— Overall increase in the reduction of tensions
between the U.S. and USSR and/or PRC .

2. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate deescalation of local/regional
conflicts in Asia between client states or
allies of the U.S. and PRC and/or USSR.

- 
• 

— Moderate decrease in threats directed at
U.S. allies or friends by the PRC and/or
USSR in Asia or their clients/allies.

— Moderate decrease in the expansion of USSR
• and/or PRC influence and aggression in Asia.

— Moderate overall reduction of tensions
between the US . and USSR and/or PRC.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately increased/escalated:

— Moderate escalation of local/regional conflicts
in Asia between client states or allies of the
U.S. and PRC and/or USSR.

— Moderate increase in threats directed at U.S.
allies or friends by the PRC and/or USSR in
Asia or their clients/allies.

— 
— Moderate increase in the expansion of USSR and/

or PRC influence and aggression in Asia.

— Moderate increase in overall tension between
the U.S. and USSR and/or PRC.

5. Greatly increased/escalated:

— Major escalation of local/regional conflicts
in Asia between client states or allies of the
US , and PRC and/or USSR.

— Major increase in threats directed at U.S.
• allies or friends by the PRC and/or USSR or

their clients/allies.

— Major increase/escalation of USSR and/or PRC
influence and aggression in Asia.

— Major deterioration of overall relations
between the U.S. and USSR and/or PRC.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. U.S. perception of PRC and/or USSR aggression in Asia.

2. Quantity and quality of aggressive acts, threats,
accusations, demonstrations, etc., between the U.S.
and the PRC and/or USSR in Asia (as measured by events
data sources —— WEIS, COPDAB).

3. Number of serious Asian crises including the U.S. and
o PRC and/or USSR.

4. Escalation and/or spread of local or regional Asian wars.

5. Utilization and support of mechanisms to arbitrate local/
regional Asian disputes.
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- - 6. U.S., PRC , USSR respect for final settlements of Asian
conflicts/disputes.

- 7. Capacity of Communist insurgents to overthrow a

- 
friendly Asian regime.

~ )
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6.2 Goal: Contain the Expansion of Communist Aggression and Influence in Asia

Outcome. To what degree have the USSR, PRC or local Communists and/
or insurgents gained influence in Asia? Has there been a significant
increase in Communist military aggression in Asia? Has the United States
maintained a strong presence in Asia?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—tertn)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, Communist influence and aggression in Asia have
been:

1. Greatly reduced:

— Major reduction in (or elimination of) PRC
promoted “people ’s wars” in Asia and/or
comparable Soviet—backed efforts.

— Major reduction in (or elimination of) the
capacity of Communist insurgents to carry
out acts of aggression in Asia.

— Major reduction in (or elimination of)
Communist controlled military ba3es) facili—

— ties and/or arms contact in Asia.

— Major increase in the stability of non—
Communist or neutral regimes in Asia.

2. Moderately reduced:

— Moderate reduction in (or deescalation of)
PRC/USSR promoted “people’s war” in Asia.

— Moderate reduction in Communist insurgents’
capacity to carry out acts of aggression in
Asia.

— Moderate reduction in Communist controlled
military bases/facilities and/or arms
contact in Asia.

— Moderate increase in the stability of non—
Communist or neutral regimes in Asia.

3. Not significantly affected/changed:

4. Moderately increased/escalated:

- - - — Moderate increase in (or escalation of)
PRC/USSR promoted ‘people’s wars” in Asia.
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— Moderate increase in (or success of)
Communist insurgents capacity to carry

4 Out acts of aggression in Asia.

— Moderate increase in Communist controlled
military bases/facilities and/or arms
contacts in Asia.

— Moderate decrease in the stability of
non—Communist or neutral regimes in Asia.

5. Greatly increased/escalated: 
-

— Major increase/escalation in (or success of)
PRC/USSR promoted “people’s wars” in Asia.

— Major increase in (or success of) Communist
insurgents’ capacity to carry out acts of
aggression in Asia.

— Major decrease in the stability of non—Communist
or neutral regimes in Asia, etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

- • 
- 1. Number and/or escalation of Communist promoted “wars

of national liberation” in Asia.

2. USSR and/or PRC influence in Asia as measured by:

— Total trade with Asian states.
— Total economic and military aid to Asia.
— Status of diplomatic channels (size of PRC

and/or USSR diplomatic missions).
— Formal or informal alliances/treaties between

Asian countries and PRC and/or USSR.
— PRC and/or USSR military bases/facilities.

• 3. Number of hostile Asian regimes.

4. Capacity of Communist insurgents to overthrow
friendly regimes (as measured by their organizational

• and numerical strength, popular support, quantity , and
quality of arms).

5. U.S./Asian political, economic, and military presence
in Asia as measured by:

— Total U.S. troops in the area.
— Quantity and quality of U.S. military bases/

facilities in Asia.
4.
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— Quantity and quality of U.S. military and
economic assistance to Asia.

— Total U.S. trade in Asia (both absolute and
relative levels).

— Status of U.S. diplomatic channels in Asia
(size of U.S. diplomatic missions).

Notes. The wording of this goal is primarily relevant to the 1960’s.
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6.3 Goal: Promote the Security and Stability of Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
South Korea and Taiwan

Outcome. Has the stability, security, and confidence of the major indus-
trial states of Asia been affected in any significant way? Has the

• United States maintained a strong defense posture in Asia. Have there
been any significant threats or challenges to the order and security of
the major Asian industrial states?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the security and independence of the major
industrial states in Asia (e.g., Japan, Australia, New Zealand, South
Korea, and Taiwan) have been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened:

— Major decrease in the probability of a
PRC and/or tISSR attack against any or all
of the major Asian industrial non—Communist
states.

— Major increase in U.S. defense position
(or commitment) in Asia.

— Major increase in the military capabilities
and cooperation among U.S./Asian allies and
friends (e.g., major increase in regional -

•

role of Japan).

— Major increase in economic and political
stability of non—Communist, industrial, Asian

- 

- 
regimes (or region as a whole).

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate decrease in the probability of
PRC and/or USSR attack against any or all
of the major Asian industrial, non—Communist
states.

• — Moderate increase in U.S. defense position
(or commitment) in Asia. -

— Moderate increase in the military capabilities
and cooperation among IJ.S./Asian allies and
friends (e.g., moderate increase in regional
role of Japan).

— Moderate increase in the economic and political
stability of Asian industrial non—Communist
regimes (or region as a whole).
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3. Not significantly affected/changed.

I 
* 

4. Moderately threatened/disrupted:

— Moderate increase in the probability of a
PRC and/or USSR attack against any or all of
the major Asian industrial non—Communist
states.

— Moderate withdrawal/reduction in U.S. defense
position (or commitment) in Asia.

— Moderate decrease in the military capabilities
and cooperation among U.S. Asian allies and
friends (e.g., moderate decrease in regional
role of Japan).

-; — Moderate decrease in economic and political
stability of Asian industrial non—Communist
regimes (or region as a whole).

5. Greatly threatened/disrupted:

— 
— Major increase in the probability of a PRC

and/or USSR attack against any or all of the
major Asian industrial non—Communist states.

— Major withdrawal/reduction in U.S. defense
- 

- position (or commitment) in Asia.

— Major decrease in the military capabilities
and cooperation among U.S./Asian allies and
friends.

— Major decrease in economic and political
stability of Asian industrial non—Communist

-
• regimes (or region as a whole).

- 

- 
I Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Hostile influence in or regime control of the major
Asian industrial states.

2. Likelihood of PRC and/or USSR attack against U.S.
Asian industrial allies.

3. Quantity and quality of PRC and/or USSR aggression
against U.S. Asian industrial allies.
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4. Quantity and quality of U.S. military capabilities
Asia (e.g., troops, advisers, materials, bases/
facilities, assistance).

5. Quantity and quality of local allies’ armed forces
(e.g., troops, bases/facilities, materials).

6. Quantity and quality of PRC and USSR military -

capabilities in Asia (e.g., troops, advisers,
materials, bases/facilities, assistance).

7. Political and economic stability of Asian regimes.

A
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6.4 Goal: Support the Stability of Non—Communist Developing Asian Countries

Outcome. Have any of the non—Communist developing countries in Asia
been wholly or partly overrun by forces hostile to U.S. interests?
Have any of these countries been forced to submit to external threats
or aggression?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—terin)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the regime stability of non—Communist less
developed Asian countries has been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened~

— Stability of predominantly friendly regimes
in Asia is greatly increased or many Communist
regimes in the area lose power.

— Border security of non-Communist Asian regimes
is greatly enhanced.

— Major reduction in (or elimination of) local/
regional Asian conflicts.

• 
— — Major reduction in (or elimination of) the

- • capacity of Communist/leftist insurgents to
carry out acts of aggression in Asia.

2. Moderately enhanced/s trengtened:

— Stability of predominantly friendly regimes
in As ia is moderately increased or some
Communist regimes in the area lose power.

— Border security of non—Communist Asian regimes
is moderately enhanced.

— Moderate reduction in (or elimination of)
local/regional Asian conflicts.

— Moderate reduction in the capacity of
Communist/leftist insurgents to carry out

P acts of aggression in Asia.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately threatened/disrupted:

— Moderate decrease in the stability of
predominantly fr iendly regimes in As ia or
Communist regimes in the area gain some
power/influence.
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— Moderate decrease in the border security of
non-Communist Asian regimes.

— Moderate increase/escalation in local/regional
Asian conflicts.

— Moderate increase in the capacity of Communist !
leftist insurgents.

5. Greatly threatened/disrupted:

— Major decrease in the st-ability (or overthrow
of) predominantly friendly regimes in Asia or
Communist regimes in the area come to power.

— Major decrease in the border security of
non—Communist Asian regimes.

— Major increase/escalation in local/regional
Asian conflicts.

— Major increase in the capacity of Communist!
leftist insurgents to carry out acts of

— aggression.

Measures. Relative change in:

1. Number of pro—U.S. non—Communist Li)C Asian regimes (e.g.,
overthrow of friendly regimes).

- 

1 
2. Degree of threats/aggression by hostile insurgents

against friendly Asian LDC regimes.

3. Military capabilities of friendly Asian LDC regimes.

4. Capacity of insurgents to overthrow friendly Asian
LDC regimes as measured by their organizational and
numerical strength, popular support, quantity, and
quality of their arms.

5. Escalation and spread of local/regional conflicts.

6. Overall domestic political stability of Asian LDC
regimes (e.g., regimes’ average length of time in office,
peaceful succession of governments, etc).
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6.5 Coal: Contain Soviet Expansionism in Asia

Outcome. Has the Soviet Union expanded its political, military, economic
influence and/or presence in Asia? Have groups or regimes friendly to
the Soviet Union either come to power or gained influence in Asia?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American containment of Soviet influenc in
Asia has been:

1. Very successful:

— Major decrease in Soviet influence and/or
aggression in Asia.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) Soviet
exploitations of regional/local conflicts
in Asia.

— Major increase toward normalization of
relations between the U.S. and PRC.

— Major increase in U.S. presence and influence

— 
in Asia.

2. Moderately successful:

— Moderate decrease in Soviet influence and/
or aggression in Asia.

— Moderate decrease in Soviet exploitations
of regional/local conflicts in Asia.

— Moderate increase toward normalization of
relations between the U.S. and PRC.

— Moderate increase in U.S. presence and influence
in Asia.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately unsuccessful:

— Moderate increase in Soviet influence and/or
aggression in Asia.

— Moderate increase in Soviet exploitation of
regional/local conflicts in Asia.

4.
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— Moderate hardening of relations (or
• moderate increase in tension) between the

U.S. and PRC.

— Moderate withdrawal/reduction of U.S.
presence and influence in Asia.

5. Very unsuccessful:

— Major increase in Soviet influence and/
or aggression in Asia.

— Major increase in Soviet exploitation of
regional/local conflicts in Asia.

— Major increase in tension between the
PRC and U.S.

— Major withdrawal/reduction of U.S. presence
influence in Asia.

Measures. Relative changes in:

— 1. Number of pro—Soviet regimes in Asia.

2. Quantity and quality of Soviet military presence
in Asia (e.g., troops, advisers, materials, bases!
facilities, assistance).

3. Total Soviet trade in Asia.

4. Total Soviet economic aid to Asia.

5. Status of Soviet diplomatic channels in Asia (size
of Soviet diplomatic missions).

6. Quantity and quality of Soviet formal or informal
acts establishing closer relations with Asian
regimes (e.g., recognition, alliances, treaties,
acceptance of missions).

Notes. This goal is more relevant for the 1970’s than the 1960’s
when Soviet rather than “Communist” expansion
gained greater salience for American policymakers.
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6.6 Goal: Maintain/Enhance Relations with Japan

Outcome. Have the United States and Japan maintained close cooperative
relations based on mutual consultations and confidence? Have both the
United States and Japan avoided policies and actions that might under-
mine U.S./Japanese relations?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short term)/five years (long—
term ) after the crisis, cooperative relations between the United
States and Japan have been:

1. Greatly increased/strengthened:

— Major reduction in (or absenec of) political
or economic conflict/disputes between the
U.S. and Japan.

— Major increase in consultations/compatability/
complementarity between U.S. and Japanese
military forces and doctrines.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) U.S. or
Japanese policies and actions that would
undermine U.S./Japanese relations and/or

— confidence in one another.

2. Moderately increased/strengthened:

— Moderate reduction in (or absence of)
political or economic conflicts/disputes
between the US. and Japan. -

: 1  — Moderate increase in consultation/compat—
ability/complementarity between U.S. and

• Japanese military forces and doctrine.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. or Japanese
policies and actions that undermine U.S./
Japanese relat ions and/or conf idence in one
another.

P 
3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately offset/frustrated:

— Moderate increase in political or economic
conflicts/disputes between the U.S. and Japan.
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— Moderate decrease in consultations/compat—
• ability/complementarity between U.S. and

Japanese military forces and doctrine.

— Moderate increase in U.S. or Japanese
policies and actions that undermine U.S./
Japanese relations and/or confidence in
one another.

5. Greatly offset/frustrated:

— Major increase in (or presence of) politi—
cal or economic disputes between the U.S.
and Japan,-

— Major decrease in (or lack of) consulta—
tions/coinpatability/complementari ty
between U.S. and Japanese military forces
and doctrine.

— Major increase in (or presence of) U.S. or
Japanese policies and actions that under-
mine U.S./Japanese relations and/or conf i—

— dence in one another.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Overall U.S./Japanese cooperation (as measured by
events data sources —— WEIS and COPDAB).

2. Maintenance of pro—U.S. attitudes in Japan:

— Japanese students in U.S. educational
Institutions .

— Official government visits to and from
the U.S.

— Relations between U.S. and Japanese
attaches and military personnel.

— Anti—U.S. acts or demonstrations in
Japan.

— Pro-U.S. votes on positions in U.N.
and other international groups taken
by Japan.

— U.S. access to key Japanese decision—
makers.

— Japanese responsiveness to U.S. requests
and suggestions.

— Status of diplomatic channels (size of
diplomatic missions).

3. U.S./Japanese trade and U.S./Japanese balance of payments.

• (
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6.7 Goal: Promote Economic Development and Stability in Asian Non—Communist
LDC’s

Outcome. Has the United States established or expanded programs and
policies to assist Asian non—Communist LDC’s to economically develop?
Was the development aid or assistance significant in inaintaining/
improving cooperative relations between the country and the U.S?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—teriu)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American support and promotion of the economic
development/stability of non— Communist Asian LDC’ s has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. economi c and techni—
cal assistance to Asian LDC’ s.

— Major increase in U.S. support of economic
aid provided through multilateral channels
(e.g. , World Bank , IMP , etc. ) to Asian LDC’ s.

— Major increase in domestic and American
foreign investment in Asian , LDC’s.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in U.S.  economic and
technical assistance to Asian LDC’ s.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support of
economic aid provided through multilateral
channels (e.g., World Bank, IMF , etc.)
to Asian LDC’ s.

— Moderate increase in domestic and American
foreign investment in Asian LDC’s.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

• — Moderate decrease in U.S. economic and
technical assistance in Asian LDC’ s.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support of
economic aid provided thr ough multilateral
channels (e.g. , World Bank , IMP , etc.)
to Asian LDC’ s.

— Major increase in domestic and American
~~

• foreign investment in Asian LDC’ s.
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5. Greatly decreased :

— Major decrease in (or absence of) U.S .
economic and technical assistance to
Asian LDC’ s.

— Major decrease in (or lack of)  U.S.
support of economic aid provided through
multilateral channels (e.g., World Bank,
IMP, etc.) to Asian LDC’s.

— Major decrease in (or absence of)
domestic and American foreign investment
in Asian LDC’s, etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. economic assistance
programs (e.g., grants and loans) in Asia.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. development projects
in Asia.

— 3. U.S. economic credits to Asia.

4. Quantity and quality of U.S. technological assis-
tance and transfers in Asia.

5. U.S. support of multilateral (e.g. , World Bank, IMF ,
etc.) economic aid to Asia.

6. U.S. support of Asian regional economic development
organizations/agencies.
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7. U.S. Goals Toward the Middle East
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7.1 Goal: Promote an End to Conflicts in the Middle East

Outcom e. What are the chances for peace in the Middle East? Has there
been a deescalation of military confrontations in the Middle East? Has
there been a reduction in the potential of superpowe r conflict in the
Middle East?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, chances of peace (e.g., absence of military
conflict) in the Middle East have:

1. Strongly improved:

— Major increase in the chances of success
P in negotiations between Israel and the Arab

states and an absence of direct military
confrontations.

— Major steps taken towards military disengage-
ment between Israel and Arab states.

— Chances of major power conflict in the
Middle East greatly reduced.

— Major movement towards creation of regional
balances of power in the Middle East.

2. Moderately improved:

— Moderate increase in the chances of success
in negotiations between Israel and the Arab
states and an absence of direct military
confrontation.

— Moderate steps taken toward mili tary disengage-
ment between Israel and the Arab states.

— Moderate reduction in chances of major power
conflict in the Middle East.

— Moderate movement toward creation of regional
balances of power in the Middle East.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately deteriorated:

— Moderate decrease in the possibility of nego—
• 

- tiations between Israel and the Arab states.
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— Moderate escalation in conflict behavior
between Israel and the Arab states.

— Moderate increase in the chances of major
power confrontation in the Middle East.

— Moderate escalation of the Middle Eastern
“arms race.”

5. Strongly deteriorated : 
-

— Little, if any , possibility of constructive
negotiations between Israel and the Arab
states.

— Large scale escalation of conflict between
Israel and the Arab states.

— Major increase in the chances of major power
confrontation in the Middle East

— Major escalation of the Middle Eastern “arms
race. ”

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of actual military confrontations
in the Middle East (e.g., battle deaths).

2. Overall cooperation/conflict in the Middle East
(as measured by events data sources —— WEIS, COPDAB).

3. Quantity and quality of aggressive actions in the
Middle East (e.g. , mili tary alerts) .

6. Utilization and support of mechanisms to arbitrate
disputes in the Middle East.

5. Quantity and quality of negotiation processes in the
Middle East.

P 6. Chances of superpower confrontation in the Middle East.

7. Adherence/violation of U.S. resolutions/cease—fires.
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7.2 Goal: Guarantee Israeli Security

Outcome. Has there been any significant change in the United States’
commitment to the security of Israel? Has Israel maintained or
increased its military capabilities? Have there been significant
threats to Israel’s “right to exist” and/or territorial integrity
(pre— 1967 borders)?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, Israeli security has been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened:.

— Major decrease in the probability of an Arab
military attack against Israel.

— Major increase in military capabilities
of Israel to deter/defend against a surprise
Arab attack.

— Major increase in U.S. commitment to Israel’s
territorial integrity and security.

— — Major increase in the border security of
Israel.

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate decrease in the probabili ty of an
Arab military attack against Israel.

— Moderate increase in military capabilities of
Israel to deter/defend against a surprise
Arab attack,

j — Moderate increase in U.S. commitment to- 9 Israel’s territorial integrity and security.

— Moderate increase in the border security of
Israel.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4 • Moderately threatened/disrupted:

— Moderate increase in the probability of an
Arab mi l i tary  attack agains t Israel.

- 
- 

P 

— Moderate decrease in mil i tary  capabilities
of Israel to deter/defend against a surprise

“-i - Arab attack.
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— Moderate decrease in U.S. commitment to Israel’s
territorial integrity and security.

— Moderate decrease in the border security of
Israel.

5. Greatly threatened/disrupted:

— Major increase in the probability (or realiza—
tion of) an Arab military attack against Israel.

— Major decrease in the military capabilities of
Israel to deter/defend against a surprise Arab
attack .

— Major decrease in U.S. commitment to Israel’s
territorial integrity and security.

— Major decrease in the border security of Israel.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. U.S. ’s commitment to Israel’s security.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. military assistance to
Israel.

3. Quantity and quality of U.S. arms exports to Israel.

4. Israel’ s overall military capabilities (e.g. , men
under arms , mil i tary/defense budget) .

5. Quantity and quality of aggressive actions directed
at Israel by hostile neighbors.

Notes. Between 1967—1973 this goal should read “maintain/increase
Israel’ s military superiority in the Middle East.”
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7.3 Goal: Minimize Soviet Influence in the Middle East

Outcome. Has the presence and influence of the Soviet Union decreased
in the Middle East?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, Soviet military influence in the Middle East
has:

1. Greatly decreased :

— Major decrease in the number of Soviet
naval vessels in the Middle East.

— Major decrease in Soviet military assis-
tance and advisers in the Middle East.

— Major decrease in Soviet controlled
military bases/facilities in the Middle
East.

‘ — Major  decrease in Soviet arms contact
with countries of the Middle East.

2. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in the number of Soviet
naval vessels in the Middle East.

— Moderate decrease in Soviet military
assistance and advisers in the Middle East.

— Moderate decrease in Soviet controlled
military bases/facilities in the Middle
East.

— Moderate decrease in Soviet arms contact
with countries of the Middle East.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

P 4. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in the number of Soviet
naval vessels in the Middle East.

— Moderate increase in Soviet military
assistance and advisers in the Middle East. —
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— Moderate increase in (or acquisition of)
Soviet controlled military bases/facilities.
in the Middle East.

— Moderate increase in Soviet arms contact
with countries of the Middle East.

5. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in the number of Soviet
naval vessels in the Middle East.

— Major increase in Soviet military assis—
tance and advisers in the Middle East.

— Major increase in (or acquisition of)
Soviet controlled mil i tary bases/facilities
in the Middle East.

— Major increase in Soviet arms contact with
countries of the Middle East.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of pro—Soviet regimes in the Middle East.

2. Quantity and quality of formal or informal acts
establishing closer relations between the USSR
and countries in the Middle East (as measured by
event data sources —— WEtS , COPDAB).

3. Status of Soviet diplomatic channels in the
Middle East (e.g. , size of di plomatic missions).

j 4. Quantity and quality of USSR trade and aid with
the Middle East.

5. Number of Soviet military bases/facilities in the
Middle East and amount of use Soviets are permitted
to make of same.

6. Quantity and quality of USSR military assistance,
advisors , and arms transfers to the Middle East.
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7.4 Goal: Promote/Support Political Stability in the Middle East

Outcome. Has the political stability of pro-Western and neutral regimes
in the Middle East increased? Have threats to the political stability
of pro—Western -and neutral regimes in the Mi !dle East increased?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the political stability of friend ly Middle
Eastern countries has:

1. Greatly increased/secured:

S 
— Major reduction (or elimination) of military

conflict in the Middle East.

— Major reduction of terrorism in the Middle
East.

— Major loss of power/influence (or elimina-
tion) of “ radical” lef t is t  regimes and
organizations in the Middle East.

— Major increase in the stability of pro—
— West or “traditional regimes” in the Middle

East (e.g. , Israe l , Jordan , Iran (pre—1979) ,
Saudi Ara bia , Morocco , etc.) .

2. Moderately increased/secured:

— Moderate reduction of military conflict in
the Middle East.

— Moderate reduction of terrorism in the
Middle East.

— Moderate loss of power/influence of “radical”
leftist regimes and organizations in the
Middle East.

— Moderate increase in the stability of pro—
West or “traditional regimes” in the Middle
East (e.g., Israel, Jordan, Iran (pre—1979),
Saudi Arabia, Morocco, etc.).

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased/threatened :

— Moderate escalation of mili tary conflict
in the Middle East.
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— Moderate increase of terrorism in the Middle
East.

— Moderate increase of power/influence of “radical”
leftist regimes and organizations in the Middle
East.

— Moderate decrease in (or increase of threats to)
the stability of pro-West or “traditional regimes”
in the Middle East (e.g., Israel, Jordan, Iran
(pre—1979), Saudi Arabia, Morocc o, etc.).

5. Greatly decreased/threatened:

— Major escalation of military conflict in
the Middle East.

— Major increase of terrorism in the Middle
East.

— Major increase of power/influence of
“radical” leftist regimes and organizations
in the Middle East.

— Major decrease in (or the elimination/over—
throw of) the stability of pro-West or
“traditional regimes” in the Middle East
(e.g., Israel, Jordan, Iran (pre—1979),
Saudi Arabia, Morocco, etc.).

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Pro-Western and neutral regimes length of time in
office.

j  2. Peaceful succession of governments in pro-Western
and neutral countries.

3. Quality of regimes’ popular support.

4. Capacity of insurgents to overthrow the government
(as measured by their organizational and numerical
strength , popular support , quantity,  and quality of arms) .

5. Capacity of terrorists to carry out acts of violence.

6. Quality and quantity of pro-Western and neutral regimes ’
internal security forces.
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7.5 Goal: Promote the Economic Stability and Development of Middle Eastern
Countries

Outcome. Has the United States established or expanded programs and
policies to assist in the economic development of Middle Easter-i
countries?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American support/promotion of the economic
development/stability of Middle Eastern countries has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. economic and
technical assistance to the Middle
East.

— Major increase in U.S. support of
economic aid provided through multi—
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank ,
IMF , etc.) to Middle Eastern countries.

— Major increase in the economic inter—
— dependence of the Middle East and the

United States, etc.

— Major increase in U.S. support for the
- - diversification of the economies of the

Middle East.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in U.S. economic and
technical assistance to the Middle East.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support of
economic aid provided through multi—
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank,
IMF , etc.) to Middle Eastern countries.

— Moderate increase in the economic inter
dependence of the Middle East and the
United States.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support for the
diversification of the economies of the
Middle East.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. economic and
technical assistance to the Middle East.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support of
economic aid provided through multi—
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank, LMF ,
etc.) to Middle Eastern countries.

— Moderate decrease in the economic inter—
dependence of the Middle East and the

S U.S.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support for the
diversification of the economies of the
Middle East.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in (or absence of) U.S.
economic and technical assistance to the
Middle East.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) U.S.
support for economic aid provided through
multilateral channels (e.g., the World Bank,
IMP, etc.) to Middle Eastern countries.

— Major decrease in the economic inter-
dependence of the Middle East and the
U.S.

— Major decrease in U.S. support for the
diversification of Middle Eastern countries.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S.  economic assistance
programs (e.g., grants and loans) in the Middle East.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. development projects in
• the Middle East.

3. U.S. economic credits to the Middle East.

4. Quanti ty and quality of U.S. technological assistance
and t ransfers  to the Middle East.
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5. U.S. promotion of economic interdependence between
Middle Eastern countries.

6. U.S. support for the diversification of Middle Eastern
economies.

7. U.S. encouragement of the recycling of Arab oil wealth.
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7.6 Goal: Maintain/Increase United States’ Access to Markets and Raw Materials
in the Middle East

Outcome. Has there been any interruptions or threat of interruptions
of the flow of Middle Eastern oil to the United States? Has the United
States had unlimited access to Middle Eastern markets and commodities
other than oil?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American access to markets and raw materials
(e.g., oil) in the Middle East has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major decrease in (or absence of) the inter-
ruption of the flow of Middle Eastern petro-
leum to the U.S.

— Major increase in U.S. foreign investment and
trade in the Middle East.

— Major increase in the stability of the major
— oil producing states and in their cooperative

relations with the U.S.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate decrease in the interruption of the
flow of Middle Eastern petroleum to the U.S.

H — Moderate increase in U.S. foreign investment
and trade in the Middle East.

— Moderate increase in the stability of the
major oil producing states and in their
cooperative relations with the U.S.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

P — Moderate increase in the interruption of
the flow of Middle Eastern petroleum to
the U.S.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. foreign investment
and trade in the Middle East.
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— Moderate decrease in the stability of the
major oil—producing states and in their
cooperative relations with the U.S.

- 5. Grea t ly decreased:

— Major increase in the interruption of the
flow of Middle Eastern petroleum to the
U.S. (e.g., OPEC embargo).

— Major decrease in U.S. foreign investment
and trade in the Middle East.

— Major decrease in the stability of the
P major oil—producing states and a major

decrease in cooperation with the U.S.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Ability of the United States to conduct business on
at least a most favored nation (MFN) basis in the
Middle East.

— 2. Threat of an OPEC oil embargo against the United
States.

3. Use (or threat of use) of oil as a political weapon.

4. U.S. foreign investment and trade in the Middle East.
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8. U.S. Goals Toward Latin America
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8.1 Goal: Promote Economic Stability/Development in non—Communist Latin
American Countries not Opposed by U.S.

Outcome. Has the United States established or expanded programs and
policies to assist Latin American economies to stabilize and develop?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American support of the economic development/
stability of Latin American countries has:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. economic and technical
assistance to Latin America.

— Major increase in U.S. support of economic
aid provided through multilateral channels
( e.g. , the World Bank , IMP , etc.) to Latin
American Countries.

— Major increase in U.S. sponsored programs
to offset  domestic economic instability
in Latin America (e.g., inflation, unemploy—

— ment, etc.).

— Major increase in U.S. support programs for
Latin American infrastructure development.

2. Moderately increased :

— Moderate increase in U.S. economic and
technical assistance in Latin America.

— Moderate increase in U.S.  support of
economic aid provided through multilateral
channels (e.g., the World Bank , IMF , etc)
to Latin American countries.

— Moderate increase in U.S.  sponsored pro-
grams to offset domestic economic insta-
bility in Latin America (e.g., inflation,
unemployment, etc.)

— Moderate increase in U.S. supported pro-
grams for Latin American infrastructure
developments.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. economic and
technical assistance to Latin America.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support of
economic aid provided through multilateral
channels (e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.) to
Latin American countries.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. sponsored pro—
— grams to offset domestic instability in

Latin America (e.g., inflation, unemploy-
ment, etc.).

— Moderate decrease in U.S. supported pro-
grams for Latin American infrastructure
development.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in U.S. economic and techni-
cal assistance to Latin America.

— Major decrease in U.S. support of economic
aid provided through multilateral channels
(e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.) to Latin
America.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) LI.’.
sponsored programs to offset domestic
economic instability in Latin America (e.g.,
inflation, unemployment, etc.).

— Major decrease in (or absence of)  U.S.
supported programs for  Latin American inf:a—
structure development.

• Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. economic assistance
programs (e.g. , grants and loans) in Latin America.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S.  development projects
in Latin America.

3. U.S. economic credits to Latin America.

4. Quantity and quality of U.S. technological assistance
and transfers to Latin America.
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5. U.S. support of economic aid provided through multi-
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank , IMP , etc.) to
Latin American Countries.

6. U.S. sponsored programs to offset Latin American
economic instability (e.g., inflation, unemployment).

7. U.S. encouragement of countries to “untie” their aid
to Latin America.

8. U.S. programs to help Latin America ease their debt
burdens.
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8.2 Goal: Continue/Strengthen American Economic Presence in Latin America

Outcome. Has the United States’ position as a major economic force
in Latin America been affected in any significant way? Have there
been any threats to the United States ’ economic presence in Latin
America?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—terin)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American economic presence in Latin America
has :

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. trade in Latin
America.

— Major increase in U.S. access to raw
materials and markets in Latin America.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) expro-
priations of U.S. firms in Latin America.

- 
- — Major increase in U.S. investment in Latin

— America.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate Increase in U.S. trade in Latin
America.

— Moderate increase in U.S. access to raw
materials and markets in Latin America.

— Moderate decrease in expropriations of
U.S. firms in Latin America.

• — Moderate increase in U.S. investment in
• Latin America.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. trade in Latin
America.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. access to raw
materials and markets in Latin America.

— Moderate increase in expropriations of
p 

U.S. f irms in Latin America.
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— Moderate decrease In U.S. investment in
Latin America.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in U.S. trade in Latin
America.

— Major decrease in U.S. access to raw
materials and markets in Latin America.

— Major increase in expropriation of U.S.
firms in Latin America.

— Major decrease in U.S. investment in
Latin America.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. trade in Latin
America. 

-

2. Latin American trade with the U.S./total Latin

— 
American trade.

3. Size of U.S. foreign investment in Latin America.

4. AbIlity of U.S. to conduct business on at least
a most favored nation basis.

5. Number of violent acts against U.S. commercial
interests and property in Latin America.

6. U.S. access to Latin American raw materials.

7. Agreements between Latin American countries
and U.S. companies.

8. Expropriations/nationalizations of U.S. companies
in Latin America.
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8.3 Goal: Keep Latin America Free of External, Hostile Aggression and
Influence

Outcome. Has the United States maintained its alliance and security
relationships in Latin America? Have hostile countries gained align—
ments , installations, or influence in Latin America?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, external “hostile” aggression and influence
in Latin America has:

1. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in (or absence of) forma l
or Informal acts establishing closer
relations between Latin America and Cuba,
the Eastern European bloc, or Asian
Communist countries (e.g., recognition,
furtherance of trade, acceptance of
missions).

— Major increase in the strength of alliances
and security relationships between U.S.

- 
and Latin America (e.g., OAS , Rio treaty , etc. )

— Major decrease in alignments or installa-
tion of hostile forces and/or material in
Latin America.

2. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in formal or informa l acts
of establishing closer relations between
Latin America and Cuba, the Eastern European
bloc, or Asian Communist countries (e.g.,
recognition, furtherance of trade , acceptance
of mission).

— Moderate increase in the strength of alliances
and security relationships between U.S. and
Latin America (e.g., OAS , Rio Treaty, etc.).

p 

— Moderate decrease in alignments or installa-
tions of hostile forces and/or material in
Latin America.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.
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4. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in formal or informa l
establishment of closer relations between
Latin America and Cuba, the Eas tern
European bloc, or Asian Communist
countries (e.g., recognition, further-
ance of trade, acceptance of mission).

— Moderate decrease in the strength of
alliances and security relationships
between the U.S. and Latin America
(e.g. , OAS , Rio Treaty, etc.) .

— Moderate increase in alignments or
Installations of hostile forces and/or
material in Latin America.

5. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in formal or inf ormal
acts establishing closer relations
between Latin America and the Eastern

— European bloc, or Asian Communist
countries (e.g., recognition, further-
ance of trade, acceptance of missions).

— Major decrease in the strength of
alliances and security relationships
between the U.S. and Latin America
(e.g., OAS , Rio Treaty, etc.).

— Major increase in alignments or installa-
tions of hostile forces and/or material
in Latin America.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of hostile regimes in Latin America .

2. U .S./Latin American alliances and security rela-
tionships (e.g. , OAS , Rio Treaty , bilateral
military agreements).

3. Latin American countries’ reaction to Cuban
threat.

4. Quantity and quality of formal or informa l acts
establishing closer relations with countries

j  hostile to the United States (e.g., recognition,
furtherance of trade, acceptance of missions).
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5. Capacity of externally—promoted insurgents to
overthrow friendly regimes (as measured by their
organizational and numeric~ 1 strength; popular
support; quantity and quality of arms).

6. Quantity and quality of U.S. military presence
in Latin America (e.g., troops , advisers ,
materials, bases/facilities, assistance).

7. Quantity and quality of local regimes’ military
capabilities.
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8.4 Goal: Promote Democratic Institutions in Latin America

Outcome. Was there any significant change in the status of Latin
¶ American democratic institutions? Did any democratic regimes

replace any authoritarian or totalitarian regimes in Latin America?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, democratic institutions and free enterprise
in Latin America have:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in the number and stability
of democratic regimes in Latin America.

— Major increase in the adherence to human
rights by Latin American regimes (e.g.,
rights of the person —— freedom of torture,
cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment,
arbitrary arrest or imprisonment; rights
to civil and political liberties —— freedom
of thought, religion, assembly , speech,
and the press).

— Major increase in Latin American economic
development in the capitalist mode.

2. Moderately Increased:

— Moderate increase in the number and stability
of democratic regimes in Latin America.

— Moderate increase in the adherence to human
rights by Latin American regimes (e.g.,
rights of the person —— freedom from torture,
cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment,
arbitrary arrest or imprisonment; rights to
civil and political liberties —— freedom of
thought, religion, assembly, speech, and
the press).

p 
— Moderate increase in economic development

in the capitalist mode.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in the number and stability
of democratic regimes in Latin America.
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— 
— Moderate decrease in the adherence to human

rights by Latin American regimes (e.g., rights
of the person —— freedom from torture, cruel,
inhuman or degrading punishment, arbitrary
arrest or imprisonment; rights to civil and
political liberties —— freedom of thought,
religion, assembly , speech , and the press).

— Moderate decrease in economic development in
the capitalist mode.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in the number and stability
of democratic regimes in Latin America.

— Major decrease in the adherence to (or major
increase in the violations of) human rights
by Latin American regimes (e.g., rights of
the person —— freedom from torture, cruel,
inhuman or degrading punishment, arbitrary
arrest or imprisonment; rights to civil and
political liberties —— freedom of thought,

— religion, assembly, speech, and the press).

— Major decrease in economic development in
the capitalist mode.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of democratic regimes in Latin America.

2. Status of human rights in Latin America (e.g.,
rights of person —— freedom from torture, cruel,
inhuman or degrading punishment, arbitrary arrest,
or imprisonment).

3. Status of civil and political liberties in Latin
America (e.g., freedom of thought, religion,
assembly , speech, and the press).

4. Adherence to constitutional principle by Latin
American regimes.

5. Development and treatment of opposition parties
in Latin America.

6. Percent of Latin American eligible voters who vote.

7. Extent to which power is vested in elected officials
in Latin America.
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8.5 Goal: Promote/Support the Political Stability of Latin American
Countries

Outcome. Has the political stability of Latin American regimes increased?
Have any friendly regimes in Latin America been wholly or partly overrun
by forces hostile to the United States?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the political stability of Latin American
countries has been:

1. Greatly enhanced/s trengthened:•

— Major increase in the capabilities of
friendly regimes to maintain domestic
order.

— Major decrease in (or elimination of)
the capacity of Communist/leftist
insurgents to carry out acts of aggression
against Latin American regime.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) disputes
— (e.g., border) between Latin American

countries.

— Major increase in the development and
support of regional cooperation and
organizations (e.g., OAS , Rio Treaty,
etc.).

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate increase in the capabilities
of friendly regtmes to maintain domes-
tic order.

— Moderate decrease in the capacity of
Communist/leftist insurgents to carry
out acts of aggression against Latin
American regimes.

— Moderate decrease in disputes (e.g.,
border) between Latin American countries.

— Moderate increase in the development
and support of regional cooperation
and organizations (e.g., OAS , RIo Treaty,
etc.).
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3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately threatened/disrupted :

— Moderate decrease in the capabilities
of friendly regimes to maintain domestic
order.

— Moderate increase in the capacity of
Communist/leftist insurgents to carry out
acts of aggression against Latin American
regimes.

— Moderate increase in disputes (e.g.,
border) between Latin American countries.

— Moderate decrease in the development
and support of regional cooperation and
organizations (e.g., OAS , Rio Treaty, etc.).

5. Grea t ly threatened/disrupted:

— Major decrease in the capabilities of
— friendly regimes to maintain order or

stay in power.

— Major increase in the capacity of
Communist/leftist insurgents to carry
out acts of aggression against Latin
American regimes.

— Major increase in disputes (e.g., border)
between Latin American countries.

— Major decrease in the development and
support of regional cooperation and
organizations (e.g., OAS , Rio Treaty, etc.).

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of friendly regimes in power.
p 

2. Degree of threats/aggression by hostile insurgents
against friendly Latin American regimes.

3. Capabilities of internal security forces of
friendly Latin American regimes.
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• 4. Capacity of insurgents to overthrow friendly Latin
American regimes as measured by their organizational
and numerical strength, popular support, quantity
and quality of their arms.

5. Overall domestic political stability in Latin America• (e.g. , governments ’ average length of time in off ice ,
peaceful succession of governments, etc.).

6. Friendly regimes’ popular support.

7. Border disputes between Latin -American countries.
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9. U.S. Goals Toward Africa
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9.1 Goal: Promote Peaceful Transition of African Countries to Independence

Outcome. Has the United States helped and/or promoted sub—Sahara African
countries in peacefully reaching independence? Has there been increased
independence? Has there been an increased movement towards “majority
rule” in Africa?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—terin)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, American promotion for the peaceful transition
to independence of African countries has:

1. Greatly increased/successful: -

— Major increase in American encouragement
of imperial powers (e.g., U.K., France,
Portugual, etc.) to voluntarily decolo—
nize in Africa.

— 

— Major increase in American support for
majority rule in Southern Africa.

— Major increase in American promotion of
U.N. involvement in difficult African
decolonization cases (e.g., Rhodesia,
South West Africa).

— Major increase in American discourage-
ment of Soviet involvement in African
countries fighting for independence.

2. Moderately increased/successful:

— Moderate increase in American encourage-
ment of imperial powers (U.K., France ,
Portugual, etc.) to voluntarially decolo-
nize in Africa.

— Moderate increase in American support
for majority rule in Southern Africa.

— Moderate increase in American promotion
S of U.N. Involvement in difficult African

decolonization cases (e.g., Rhodesia,
South West Africa).

— Moderate increase in American discourage-
ment of Soviet involvement in African
countries fighting f~ r independence, etc.
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3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased/unsuccessful:

— Moderate decrease in American encouragement
of imperial powers (e.g., U.K. France,
Portugal, etc.) to voluntarily decolonize
in Africa.

— Moderate decrease in American support for
majority rule in Southern Africa.

— Moderate decrease in American promoted U.N.
involvement in difficult African decoloniza-
tion cases (e.g., Rhodesia, South West Africa).

— Moderate increase in Soviet involvement in
- - 

African countries fighting for independence.

5. Greatly decreased/unsuccessful:

— Major decrease in the imperial powers
voluntary decolonization in Africa.

— Major decrease in American support for
majority rule in Southern Africa.

— Major decrease in American promoted U.N. )

involvement in difficult African decoloniza-
tion cases (e.g., Rhodesia, South West Africa).

— Major increase in Soviet involvement in African
countries fighting for independence.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. U.S. support for decolonization in Africa.

2. Number of “independent” sub—Saharan African states.

3. Formal U.N. activities or participation in African
S decolonization process.

4. Status of U.S.—African diplomatic channels.
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Notes. This goal is relevant primarily for American foreign policy in
the 1960’s as it relates to decolonization processes. In the 1970’s,

-
~ focus primarily on U.S. promotion of “majority rule” in Southern Africa.
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9.2 Goal: Promote Economic Stability and Development of Sub—Saharan African
Countries not Opposed by U.S.

Outcome. Has the United States established or expanded programs and
policies to assist, economically develop, and stabilize sub—Saharan Africa?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
- — term) after the crisis, American support and promotion of the economic

development/stability of African LDC’s have been:

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. economic and technical
assistance to Africa.

— Major increase in U.S. support and encourage-
ment of economic aid provided through multi-
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.)
and of aid provided from former European colonial
powers.

— Major increase in U.S. supported programs for
African infrastructure development.

— Major increase in U.S. supported foreign and
domestic investment in Africa.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in U.S. economic and technical
-

- i assistance to Africa.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support and encourage-
ment of economic aid provided through multi-
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank , IMP , etc.)
and of aid provided from former European colonial
powers.

— Moderate increase in U.S. supported programs for
African infrastructure development.

— Moderate increase in U.S. supported foreign and
domestic investment in Africa.

3. Not s ignificantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. economic and technical
assistance to Africa.
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— Moderate decrease in U.S. support and encourage-
ment of economic aid provided through multi-
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.)
and of aid provided from former European colonial
powers.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. supported programs for
African infrastructure development.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. supported foreign
and domestic investment in Africa, etc.

5. Strongly decreased:

— Majo r decrease in U.S. economic and technical
assistance to Africa.

— Major decrease in U.S. support and encourage-
ment of economic aid provided through multi-
lateral channels (e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.)
and of aid provided from former European colonial
powers.

— — Major decrease in U.S. supported programs for
• African infrastructure development.

— Major decrease in U.S. supported foreign and
domestic investment in Africa.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. economic assistance programs
(e.g., grants and loans) In sub—Saharan Africa.

2. Quantity and quality of U.S. development projects in sub—
Saharan Africa.

3. U.S. economic credits to sub—Saharan Africa.

4. U.S. support of economic aid provided through multilateral
channels (e.g., the World Bank, IMP , etc.) to sub—Saharan Africa.

5. U.S. encouragement of European countries (former colonial
power) to assist Africa in developing.

6. U.S. sponsored programs to offset African economic instability
(e.g., inflation, unemployment).

7. U.S. support of African regional economic organizations.
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9.3 Goal: Increase/Promote U.S. Economic Relations with African Countries.

Outcome. Has the United States economic presence in Africa been signif i—
cantly affected? Has the United States continued to promote its economic
interests in Africa?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, U.S. economic relations with African countries
have :

1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in U.S. trade and investment
in Africa.

— Major increase in U.S. access to African
resources and markets.

— Major increase in cooperative economic projects
between the U.S. and African states.

2. Moderately increased:

— — Moderate increase in U.S. trade and investment
In Africa.

— Moderate increase in U.S. access to African
resources and markets.

— Moderate increase in cooperative economic
projects between the U.S. and African states.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. trade and investment
in Africa.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. access to African

S 
resources and markets.

— Moderate decrease in cooperative economic projects
between the U.S. and African states.

5. Greatly decreased:

— Major decrease in U.S. trade and investment

- - 

.- in Africa.
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— Major decrease in U.S. access to African
resources and markets.

— Major decrease in cooperate economic ~ojects
between the U.S. and African states.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. trade to Africa.

2. African trade with U.S./total African trade.

3. Size of U.S. foreign investment in Africa.

4. Ability of U.S. to conduct business in Africa on at
least a most favored nation basis.

5. Number of violent acts against US. commercial
interests and property in Africa.

6. U.S. access to African raw materials.

7. Agreements between Africa and U.S. companies.

8. U.S. economic aid (e.g., loans and grants) to Africa.
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9.4 Goal: Promote Democratic Institutions in Africa

Outcome. Was there any significant change in the status of African
democratic institutions? Did any democratic regimes replace any
authoritarian or totalitarian regimes in Africa?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—teriu)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, democratic institutions and free enterprise
in sub—Saharan Africa have:

- 1. Greatly increased:

— Major increase in the number and stability of
democratic institutions and regimes in Africa.

• 
— Major increase in the adherence to human rights

by African regimes (e.g., rights of the person ——
freedom from torture, cruel, Inhuman, or degrading
punishment, arbitrary arrest imprisonment; right
to civil and political liberties —— freedom of
thought, religion, assembly, speech, and the
press).

— Major increase in African economic development
in the capitalist mode.

2. Moderately increased:

— Moderate increase in the number and stability
of democratic institutions and regimes in Africa.

• — Moderate increase in the adherence to human rights
by African regimes (e.g., rights of the person ——
freedom from torture , cruel, inhuman, or degrading
punishment, arbitrary arrest or imprisonment;
rights to civil and political liberties — —
freedom of thought, religion, assembly, speech
and the press).

— Major increase in African economic development in
the capitalist mode.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately decreased:

— Moderate decrease in the number and stability
of democratic institution and regimes in Africa.
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— Moderate decrease in the adherence to (or moderate
increases in the violations of) human rights by
African regimes (e.g., rights of the person ——
freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman, or degrading
punishment, arbitrary arrest or imprisonment; rights
to civil and political liberties —— freedom of
thought, religion, assembly, speech, and the press).

— Moderate decrease in African economic development in
the capitalist mode.

5. Greatly decreased: P

— Major decrease in the number and stability of
democratic institutions and regimes in Africa.

— Major decrease in the adherence to (or major
increase in the violations of) human rights by
African regimes (e.g., rights of the person ——
freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishment, arbitrary arrest or imprisonment; rights
to civil and political liberties —— freedom of
thought, religion, assembly , speech, and the press).

— Major decrease in African economic development
in the capitalist mode.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of democratic regimes in Africa and number of
minority—ruled regimes.

2. Status of human rights in Africa (e.g., rights of the person ——
freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman, or degrading
punishment, arbitrary arrest or imprisonment).

3. Status of civil and political liberties in Africa (e.g.,
freedom of thought, religion, assembly , speech, and the
press).

4. Adherence to constitutional principles by African regimes.

5. Number of military coups in Africa.

6. Development and treatment of opposition parties in Africa.

7. Percent of African eligible voters who vote.
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9.5 Coal: Promote/Support Non—Communist Political Stability in African
Countries

S 
Outcome. Has the ability of friendly African regimes to maintain polit-
ical stability been significantly affected? Rave any friendly African
regimes been wholly or partly overrun by forces hostile to the United
States or have any African regime established closer ties with countries
hostile to the United States?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term) after the crisis, the political stability of non—Communist African
countries has been: P

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened:

— Major increase in the capabilities of African
non—Communist regimes to maintain domestic
order.

— Major decrease in (or elimination of) the
capacity of Communist/leftist insurgents to
carry out acts of aggression against African
non—Communist regimes.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) formal or
informal acts (e.g., bases, advisers, equip-
ment/facilities, etc.) establishing closer
military relations between Africa and Cuba,
the Eastern European bloc , or Asian Communist
countries.

— Major decrease in (or elimination of) super-
power conflict , border disputes , civil wars,
and/or irredentism in or between African countries.

— Major increase in movements towards national
unification in the African countries.

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate increase in the capabilities of
African non—Communist regimes to maintain
domestic order.

— Moderate decrease in the capacity of Communist!
leftist insurgents to carry out acts of
aggression against African non—Communist

¶ regimes.
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— Moderate decrease in formal or informal acts
(e.g., bases, advisers, equipment/facilities, etc.)
establishing closer military relations between
Africa and Cuba, the Eastern European bloc, or

—I Asian Communist countries.

— Moderate decrease in superpower conflict , border
disputes , civil wars, and/or irredentisin in or
between African countries.

— Moderate increase in the movement towards national
unification in the African countries, etc.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately disrupted/threatened .

— Moderate decrease in the capabilities of African
non— Communist regimes to maintain domestic order.

- 
- 

— Moderate increase in the capacity of Communist!
leftist insurgents to carry out acts of aggression
against African non—Communist regimes.

— Moderate increase in formal or informal acts
(e.g., bases, advisers , equipment/facilities , etc.)
establishing closer military relations between
Africa and Cuba, the Eastern European bloc, or
Asian Communist countries.

— Moderate increase/escalation in superpower conflict ,
border disputes , civil wars, and/or irredentism in
or between African countries.

— Moderate decrease in the movement towards national
unification in the African countries.

5. Greatly disrupted/threatened:

— Major decrease in the capabilities of African
non—Communist regimes to maintain domestic order.

— Major increase in the capacity of Communist/leftist
insurgent to carry out acts of aggression against
African non—Communist regimes.

— Major increase in formal or informal acts (e.g.,
bases, adv isers , equipment/facilities , etc.)

- - establishing closer military relations between
- 

Africa and Cuba, the Eastern European bloc, or
Asian Communist countries.
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I

— Major increase/escalation in superpower
conflict , border disputes , civil wars , and/or
irredentism in or between African countries.

— Major decrease in the movement towards national
unification in the African countries, etc.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Number of friendly African regimes in power.

— 

2. Degree of threats/aggression by hostile insurgents
against friendly African regimes.

3. Capabilities of internal security forces of friendly
African regimes.

4. Capacity of insurgents to overthrow friendly African
regimes as measured by their organizational and
numerical strength , popular support , quantity and
quality of arms.

5. Overall domestic political stability in Africa (e.g,
— tribal disputes , governments’ average length of time

in office, number of coups, peaceful succession of
governments, etc.).

6. Popular support for friendly African regimes.

7. African border disputes.

8. Quantity and quality of forma l or informa l acts (e.g. ,
bases, advisers, equipment/facilities , etc.) establishing
closer relations between African countries and countries
hostile to the United States.
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9.6 Goal: Promote Security of Cape Route and Other Major Sea Lanes of
Communications Around Africa

Outcome. Has the security of the Cape Route been significantly affected
in any way ? Has there been any hostile interdiction of African sea
lanes of communication?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—term)/five years (long—
term ) after the crisis, the security of the Cape Route and other major
sea lanes of communication around Africa has been:

1. Greatly enhanced/strengthened :-

— Major increase in U.S. naval presence in the
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

— Major increase in U.K. and French military
presence in the Indian Ocean and South Atlaiitic.

— Major decrease in (or absence of) Soviet naval
and land facilities/bases in Africa.

— Major increase in the possibility of pe .set -

— (gradual) transition to majority rule and
stability in South Africa.

2. Moderately enhanced/strengthened:

— Moderate increase in U.S. naval presence in the
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

— Moderate increase in U.K. and French military
presence in the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic.

— Moderate decrease in Soviet naval and land
facilities/bases in Africa and/or interdiction
in lines of communication.

— Moderate increase in the possibility and
realization of peaceful (gradual) transition to
majority rule and stability in South Africa.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

— 4. Moderately threatened/disrupted:

— Moderate decrease in U.S. naval presence in
the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
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— Moderate decrease in U.K. and French military
presence in the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic. P

— Moderate increase in Soviet naval and land
facilities/bases in Africa and/or interdiction
in lines of communication.

— Moderate decrease in the possibility and
realization of peaceful (gradual) transition
to majority rule and stability in South
Africa.

5. Strongly threatened/disrupted:

— Major decrease in U.S. naval presence in South
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

— Major decrease in U.K. and French military
presence in the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic.

• — Major increase in Soviet naval and land
facilities/bases in Africa and/or interdiction
in lines of communication.

— Major decrease in possibility and realization
of peaceful (gradual) transition to majority
rule and stability in South Africa.

Measures. Relative change in:

1. Quantity and quality of U.S. naval presence in South
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

2. Quantity and quality of British and French military
presence in South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

3. U.S. facilities/military access in sub—Saharan Africa.

4. Quantity and quality of Soviet naval presence in
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

5. Quantity of Soviet military bases in Africa and
quality of Soviet basing rights.

6. Political stability in Southern Africa.
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9.7 Goal: Promote Better Diplomatic Relations with Black African Countries

Outcome. Has the United States improved its relations with Black
African countries? Have the United States’ policies toward Afr ica
been- viewed positively by Black African regimes?

Outcome Assessment Question. One year (short—terin)!five years (long-
term) after the crisis, U.S. promotion of better diplomatic
relations with Black Africa has been:

1. Greatly fulfilled/increased:

— Major increase in U.S. support for the
liberalization of racial laws in South
Africa.

— Major increase in U.S. support for a more
rapid resolution of African disputes with
Southern African white regimes.

— Major increase in U.S. pressure on Rhodesia!
South Africa for change in political and
racial policies.

— Major increase in U.S. support for moderate
African socialist countries.

2. Moderately fulfilled/increased:

— Moderate increase in U.S. support for the
liberalization of racial laws in South
Africa.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support for a
more rapid resolution of African disputes
with Southern African white regimes.

— Moderate increase in U.S. support for
moderate African socialist countries.

3. Not significantly affected/changed.

4. Moderately offset/decreased :

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support for the
liberalization of racial laws in South
Africa.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support for a
more rapid resolution of African disputes
with Southern African white regimes.
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— Moderate decrease in U.S. pressure on Rhodesia/
South Africa for change in political and racial
policies.

— Moderate decrease in U.S. support for moderate
African socialist countries.

5. Greatly offset/decreased:

— Major decrease in U.S. support for the liberal-
ization of racial laws in South Africa.

‘ — Major decrease in U.S. support for a more
rapid resolution of African disputes with
Southern African white regimes.

— Major decrease in U.S. pressure on Rhodesia/
South Africa for change in political and racial
policies.

— Major decrease in U.S. support for moderate
African socialist countries.

Measures. Relative changes in:

1. Cooperation between the United States and Black African
countries as measured by events data sources —— WEIS.

2. Black African perception of U.S. policies in Southern
Africa.

3. U.S. policies t~~ards Rhodesia and Republic of South
Africa.

4. Status of diplomatic channels between the U.S. and
Black Africa (size of missions).

5. OAU resolutions concerning the United States (positive
or negative).

6. U.S. relations with “front line” states in Southern
S 

Africa.

Notes. This goal is primarily relevant for the Ford and Carter
administrations.
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APPENDIX B. SOVIET CRISIS GOALS

CRISIS DESCRIPTION

This part of the coding form is provided for writing a general narrative

description of the crisis. All relevant information, notes, and reminders

H that the coder gathers for the crisis can be written in this space. In

addition, there are a number of standard questions listed in the corres-

ponding subsection of the U.S. crisis goals appendix that are provided in

order to focus the data collection phase of the research on the most re-

levant information.

GENERAL OUTCOME MEASURE S

Theré are five general outcome measures that are coded for all crises.

To the extent possible these measures were selected in such a way as to

minimize the need for extensive coder judgments.

• Trade: Value of foreign trade of the Soviet Union with
the relevant countries as a percent of their total trade
(fl-IF data, and so forth).

• Economic assistance: Value of Soviet economic aid to
the relevant countries.

• Military transfers: Value of Soviet military sales and
aid to the relevant countries (SIPRI, ACDA publications ,
and so forth).

• World perceptions of Soviet Union ’s standing: Percent of
* public (for countries that have public opinion polling)

in Europe and Japan and, less commonly , the Third World
with favorable attitudes toward the Soviet Union/percent
of public with favorable attitude toward the United States
(ICA polls; large amounts of missing data likely).

• Communist party members: Number of CP members in the
relevant countries (excludes Maoist parties and other

a.
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GP’s not recognized by the Soviet Union) (Hoover Insti—
tution publications, and so forth).

“Relevant” countries are those that are the primary targets of threats

(in Soviet eyes) from the United States and other capitalist countries

in a given crisis.

TECHNICAL NOTES

Wherever possible the currency units should be converted to U.S. dollars

at current exchange rates and then converted to constant prices.

GOAL RELEVANCE

The relevance of a goal to a crisis is coded whenever a primary or second—

ary Soviet goal is threatened by an adversary.

Primary goals are those that are most directly related to the crisis in-

volvement of the Soviet Union or are most directly threatened by its

adve rsaries.

Secondary goals are those that by themselves are unlikely to lead to

Soviet involvement or are indirectly threatened by the crisis.

Relevance is defined fairly narrowly to avoid over—coding. Primary goals

are the f i rs t  priority in coding.

* THREAT TO GOALS

The level of threat to each primary and secondary goal in the more selec—

tive sets of nation—specific goals are coded separately. The level of

threat for each relevant goal is judged separately and by its own stand—

- 
~~ . ards. There is no common standard such as monetary costs or psychological

value by which all goals are to be judged comparatively.
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Level of Threat to Soviet Goals During the Crisis Period’

1. EL Goal/value is in no significant danger.

2. VL Goal/va lue is in minor danger and requires very
modest efforts to save it.

3. L Goal/va lue is in mode rate danger requiring small
sacrifices to save it.

4. M Goal/value is in moderate danger requiring mod-
erate sacrifice to save it.

5. H Goal/value is in high dange r requiring costly but
limited sacrifice to save it.

— 6. VH Goal/value is in very high danger requiring mas-
sive and unlimited sacrifice to save it.

7. EH Goal/value is in danger of extinction, not even
massive Soviet effort may save it.

RELIABILITY

Reliability of information used to code relevance, outcomes, and causal

linkages are coded by a 7—point scale.

Reliability of Codes

1. EL Missing Data.

2. VL Codes are based on coder judgment and highly un-
reliable information, for example precedent Soviet

- 
actions, objectives.

3. L Codes are based on limited information and informed
coder judgments.

4. M Codes are based on reliable information with a few
major inconsistencies.

5. H Codes are based on reliable information with minor
inconsistencies.

As is the case with other scales , these values will be collapsed , if
the results of rel iabi l i ty  tests indicate the desirability of such an

4, P action.
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6. VH Codes are based on highly reliable and consistent
data.

7. ER No significant doubt about reliability of codes.

TYPE OF DATA SOURCE

The type of data that are primary sources of coding are indicated by

seven codes.

Primary Source of Data

1. Soviet sources in Russian or Western translations.

2. Soviet sources in English (Soviet translations only).

3. Journalistic Western sources.

— 4. Scholarly Western sources.

5. Anti—Soviet literature (code in preference to 3 or 4).

6. Coder inference from a mix of sources.

7. Other.

OUTCOME S

The outcome of each crisis is described by either a state or change vari-

able. For the state variables outcomes are coded four times:

1. Before crisis,

2. During crisis ,

3. 1—year a f te r  crisis ,

4. 5—year after crisis.

For the change (that is, change in a state) variables only the last two

- - 
da~a points are coded.
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IMPACT OF THE CRISIS ON THE OUTCOME

The impact of the crisis on the outcome variable is a measure of the de-

gree to which the crisis could have led to (or caused) an outcome.

1. EL Insignificant or nonexistent causal linkage.

2. VL Minor but likely causal linkage.

3. L Weak causal linkage with many exogenous factors
equally likely.

4. H Moderate causal link with many possible alterna-
tive causal factors.

5. H Strong causal link with several moderately exo—
genous factors.

6. VII Very strong causal link with a few weak exogenous
factors.

7. ElI Complete and powerful causal linkage.

CRISIS—SPECIFIC GOALS

Crisis—specific goals are detailed for the following general categories

of Soviet interest:

• Soviet ideological goals,

• Soviet interparty goals,

• Soviet stability goals,

S 
• Soviet military goals,

• Soviet economic goals ,

• Soviet goals toward capitalist countries ,

• Soviet goals toward Europe,

• Soviet goals toward the Third World ,
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• Soviet goals toward Asia,

• Soviet goals toward the Middle East and South Asia,

• Soviet goals toward Africa, and

-~ • Soviet goals toward Latin America.

H
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1.1 Goal: Support Marxist—Leninist Ideology

Outcome. To what degree did the Soviet Union give support to legitimate2
Marxist—Leninist groups under threat in the countries in the crisis?

Measures.

1. Soviet military support.

2. Soviet financial support.

3. Soviet logistical support of another Communist army
going to assistance of the CP.

4. Soviet diplomatic support (e.g., at the U.N.).

5. Soviet verbal/moral support.

6. Soviet limited covert operation support.

7. Soviet naval demonstrations.

8. Soviet advisory support.

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union often does not publicize its aid to
CP’s, particularly when they are in a country where such aid would prove
embarassing if publicized.

Outcome Assessment Question. Support for Marxist—Leninist Groups:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Limited diplomatic support with full moral support.

3. L Moderate to low financial support with full diplo-
matic support.

4. H Large financial support with minor military assis-
tance.

5. H Limited Soviet naval deployment.

6. VII Limited Soviet ground/air forces deployment.

2 
A “legitimate ” Marxist—Leninist group is one which Is not Maoist or

openly anti—Soviet and is recognized by the Soviet Union as a fraternal
party or movement. Groups declaring themselves Marxist—Leninist but not
yet recognized by the Soviet Union as legitimate are excluded from con—
sideralion in coding.
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7. EH Complete mili tary support for the groups
(unlimited support).

Notes. The escalatory nature of support is not a neatly continuous or
cumulative set of actions. Therefore, the coder should exercise a good
deal of judgment before assigning a code to the level of Soviet support
for Marxist—Leninist groups in a crisis. Nevertheless, there is evi-
dence supporting the proposition that at least some varieties of Soviet
aid form at least a rough cumulative scale (Squires, 1976).
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1.2 Goal: Maintain/Enhance Ideological. Unity of the Fraternal Communist
Parties

Outcome. Did the unity of fraternal Communist parties remain high or
decline?

Measures.

1. Did the level of criticism of policies of CPSU increase?

2. Did any member of Warsaw Pact attack common policies?

3. Did any of the CP’s advocate regionalism?

4. Did any CP publicly attack CPSU’s foreign policy?

5. Did the unity of CP’s over approach to world revolution
decline?

6. How many CP’s broke away from the “pro—Soviet ” line to
join Maoists, Trotskyites, or any other renegade groups?

7. Did any CP’s take adventurist roads against the advice
- of CPSU and other pragmatic CP’s?

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union sees narrow nationalism, regionalism,
adventurism, dogmatism, revisionism, and reformism as major dangers to
the unity of the fraternal parties.

Definition: In the Soviet Union ’s view , fraternal CP’s exclude all Maoist
parties. Yugoslavia rejoined the list of fraternal parties after the
20th CPSU Congress.

From Soviet viewpoint unity requires some degree of discipline and is not
compatible with a situation in which CP’s frequently criticize each other
publicly.

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Unity of Fraternal Parties:

- 

- 

- 1. EL Complete disunity with no identifiable groupings.

2. VL Large scale disunity with more than two major
groups.

3. L Large scale disuni ty  with two major groups.

4. H Moderate disunity with one major and one minor
group.
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5. H Frequent criticisms of common policies but no
break on major issues.

6. VII Complete unity except for occasional public crit-
icisms.

7. EH Complete unity with no significant public criticism
of common policies.

Notes. Since the Sino—Soviet dispute took an ideological flavor the level
of unity of CF’s has ranged from moderate, to low. Under Stalin, unity was
high to very high and perhaps even extremely high.
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1.3 Goal: Maintain/Enhance Ideological Leadership of CPSU

Outcome. Did the prestige and historical leadership role of CPSU in the
ideological field remain high? Did the leadership of CPSU receive any
major new challenge from another CP?

Measures.

1. Did any CP’s attack the CPSU as hegemonic?

2. Did any CP’s assert that the CPSU has inappropriate
historical experience for their countries ’ path
toward socialism?

3. Did any CP’s join China against Soviet Union?

4. Did any European CF’s advocate regionalism (i.e.,
Euro—Communism)?

5. Did the ideological prestige of CPSU suf f e r  f rom
any of its actions?

6. Did the CPSU leadership experience any disunity or
— succession crisis that gave away some of their m i —

tiative in ideological matters concerning world
Communism?

Technical Notes. Since Soviet leaders always deny any desire for the tan—
gible rewards of a leadership role among world CP’s, the coder will have
to make inferences from their speeches and actions, plus the behaviors
of other CP’s. The Italian CP’s reactions are often key signals.

“Ideological leadership” is defined as a role in which a CF maintains
initiative in interpreting Marxist—Leninist doctrines in a manner consis-
tent with its own preferences and persuades other CF’s to adopt a similar
interpretation. The instruments of persuasion need not be coercive.
There could be logical reasoning or the historical prestige of the per—
suader.

Outcome Assessment Question. Ideological Leadership of CPSU Among CP’s:

1. EL No significant CF accepts the leadership of CPSU.

2. VL Only a small group of ma jor CP’s accepts leader-
ship of CPSU.

3. 1. Many CP’a challenge CPSU for the leadership role.

4. M Most CF’s accept CPSU leadership but with frequent
criticism.
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5. H Only a few significant CF’s do not accept CPSU
leadership.

6. VII Only a few insignificant CP’s do not accept CPSU
leadership.

7. EH Absolute leadership; no significant challenge.

Notes. During the period of Sino—Soviet conflict ideological leadership
of CPSU has been at least moderate and generally high to very high.
Under Stalin the post—World War II CPSU leadership was very high to
extremely high.
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1.4 Coal: Support Progressive Ideologies (Other Than Marxism—Leninism)

Outcome. To what extent did the Soviet Union give support to progressive
movements? To what degree did the Soviet Union come to the aid of pro—
gressive groups under threat from reactionary forces?

Measures.

1. Soviet military support.

2. Soviet financial support.

3. Soviet logistical support of another Communist army
going to the assistance of a progressive group.

4. Soviet diplomatic support.

5. Soviet verbal/moral support.

6. Soviet limited covert operation support.

7. Soviet naval demonstration.

— 8. Soviet advisory support.

Technical Notes. Covert operations of the Soviet Union are generally not
covered in open sources.

The Soviet Union traditionally has symbolically supported most progres-
sive movements but has given material assistance in relatively few cases.

A progressive movement is defined as any group struggling for popular
causes such as national liberation, economic independence, racial equal-
ity , and political equality. Groups that challenge the Soviet Union’s
own record in these areas or support the anti—Soviet policies of China
are excluded.

- 
* Outcome Assessment Question. Support for  Progressive Groups:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Limited diplomatic support with full  moral support.

3. L Large financial support with full diplomatic sup—
- 

- port.

4. M Limi ted Soviet nava l demonstration.

5. H Soviet mili tary assistance (mainly materiel) .
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6. VII Limited Soviet ground/air forces deployment.
I

-. - - 7. ER Complete military support for the groups
(unlimited support).

Notes. The escalatory nature of support is not a neatly continuous or
cumulative set of actions. Therefore, the coder should exercise a good
deal of judgment before assigning a code to the level of Soviet support
for progressive groups in a crisis.
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2. Soviet Interparty Goals
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2.1 Coal: Maintain/Enhance Leadership of CPSU in International Policymaking
of CP’s

Outcome. Did CF’s support of CPSU foreign policy decline/increase? Did
any CP’s seriously challenge the de facto leadership of the CPSU in in-
ternational policy—making for the world Communist movement?

Measures.

1. Did any CP publicly attack CPSU’s foreign policy?

2. Did any CF join China/Albania CP’s in criticizing CFSU’s
foreign policy program?

3. Did any CF’s challenge the CPSU for the leadership of
CF’s foreign policy?

4. Did any CF’s claim the right to publicly deviate from
the CPSU and other CP’s on foreign policy issues?

5. Did any CP’s support foreign policy positions of reac-
tionary and capitalist groups?

— 

6. Did any CF’s advocate formation of CF’s foreign policy
according to regional groups that exclude CPSU? (e.g.,
European or Asian groups that exclude the Soviet Union.)

Technical Notes. Some degree of overlap with ideological variables should
be expected since interparty and ideological goals are not mutually exclu-
sive.

Much of the effort of the Soviet Union in pursuit of the above goal is
directed toward keeping the foreign policies of CP’s along the mainstream
of Marxism—Leninism as defined by the USSR. This generally involves tak-
ing conservative positions and discouraging extremism and adventurism
while preventing the right and left extremes from forming splinter groups.

Outcome Assessment Question. Support by World CP’s for the CPSU’s For-
eign Policy Leadership:

1. EL No significant support by any major CP’s.

2. VL Support by only a small group of small CF’s.

3. L Support by only a group of CP’s (including some
siajor CF’s).

4. M Support by most CF’s except a small group of CF’s
14.-:. (including a few large CP’s).
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5. H Support by most CF’ s except a small group of CF’ s.

6. VII Support by all CF’s except occasional criticism
by a f ew small parties.

7. ER Complete support by all CP’ s.

Notes. Support for the CPSU’s foreign policy leadership has always been
moderate or higher. Since the Sino—Soviet dispute support has ranged
from moderate to high. Under Stalin, support was high to extremely high.
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2.2 Goal: Maintain/Enhance Unity of CP’s in Foreign Affairs

Outcome. Did the unity of CF’s in the foreign policy field increase!
decrease? Did the number of CF’s supporting the common internationalist
policies of CP’s decline? Did any CF’s support China’s foreign policy?

Measures.

1. Did any CF’ s publicly criticize the common policies
of CP’ s?

2. Did any CP’s withdraw their support from common pol—
icies?

3. Did any CF’s join China on foreign policy issues?

4. Did any CP’s form a splinter group on foreign pol-
icy issues?

5. Did any CF’s support reactionary foreign policies?

6. Did any CF’s give aid to anti—Soviet groups in other
countries?

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union’s attempt to maintain the foreign
policy unity of CF’s is closely related to its efforts to maintain a
leadership role in the foreign policy formulation of the world Communist
movement. Therefore, the measures for the outcomes of both goals are
nearly identical. However, the coder should try to distinguish bet~een
attempts at leadership and efforts to maintain unity (the previous goal)
wherever feasible.

Outcome Assessment Question. Unity of CP’s in Foreign Policy Field:

1. EL Complete disunity , many changing factions.

2. VL High disunity ~iith several major hostile groupings.

3. L Disunity with two major hostile groupings.

4. M Unity is broken by a small group of CP’s (includ—
ing a major CP).

5. H Unity is broken by a small grouping of CF’s.

6. VII Unity is broken only occasionally by a few small
CP’s.

7. EN Complete unity; no significant dissent by any CP’s.
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Notes. The foreign policy unity of CF’s has generally been no lower than
moderate. Under Stalin, unity was high to extreme ly high. Since the ini-
tiation of the Sino—Soviet dispute it has ranged from moderate to high.
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2.3 Goal: Give Support to CP’s in Developed Capitalist Countries

Outcome. Did the Soviet Union give support to CP’s in capitalist coun-
tries?

Measures.

1. Financial support.

2. Political support.

3. Diplomatic support.

4. Military support.

5. Moral/verbal support.

6. Covert operation support.

Technical Notes. The nature or amount of Soviet aid to other CP’s is
seldom known publicly ; some European sources provide speculation, as does
the U.S. independent left press.

It is assumed that anti—Soviet CP’s are not eligible for Soviet aid and
should not be coded.

It is assumed that for this goal the important variables are Soviet acts
in support of CP ’s rather than what happened to the CP’s themselves. In
otherwords, a favorable image of Soviet actions in assisting fraternal
parties is the major Soviet goal.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Support to CP’s in Developed Capital-
ist Countries:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral/verbal support.

3. L Diplomatic support.

4. M Small financial aid only.

5. H Moderate financial aid only.

6. yR Large financial aid with small covert operations.

7. EH Large financial aid with covert military aid.

Notes. Soviet support to CP’s In the developed capitalist countries has
apparently fluctuated greatly but It has generally been moderate or less.
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23 Goal: Give Support to CP’s in Developed Capitalist Countries

Outcome. Did the Soviet Union give support to CP’s in capitalist coun-
tries?

Measures.

1. FInancial support.

2. Political support.

3. Diplomatic support.

4. MilItary support.

5. Moral/verbal support.

6. Covert operation support.

Technical Notes. The nature or amount of Soviet aid to other CP’s Is
seldom known publicly ; some European sources provide speculation, as does
the U.S. independent left press.

It is assumed that anti—Soviet CP’s are not eligible for Soviet aid and
should not be coded.

It is assumed that for this goal the important variables are Soviet acts
in support of CP’s rather than what happened to the CP’s themselves. In
otherwords, a favorable image of Soviet actions In assisting fraternal
parties is the major Soviet goal.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Support to CP’s in Developed Capital—
1st CountrIes:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral/verbal support.

• 3. L Diplomatic support.

4. M Small financial aid only.

5. H Moderate financial aid only.

6. VII Large financial aid with small covert operations.

7. Eli Large financial aid with covert military aid.

Notes. Soviet support to CP’s in the developed capitalist countries has
apparently fluctuated greatly but It hag generally been moderate or legs.
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Soviet support for CP’s In developing countries has generally been low
to extremely low. However, as Soviet overseas military presence in—
creases, Soviet support for CP’s in developing countries may begin to
increase.
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3. Soviet Stability Goals
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3.1 Goal: Maintain/Restore Domestic Stability

Outcome. Did any part of the Soviet Union experience political instabil-
ity, turmoil, unruly demonstrations, riots, or terrorism?

Measures.

1. Riots.

2. Revolts.

3. Demonstrations (unauthorized or unruly ones only).

4. Assassinations.

5. Acts of terrorism.

6. Hijackings.

7. Mutinies.

8. Strikes.

Technical Notes. Only events linked to international crises are relevant,
for example, unruly demonstration by Chinese students in Moscow in the
1960’s.

Ignore all orderly demonstrations that have apparent backing of the Soviet
Government.

Include events that are related to the nationalities problem. Even
though this may lead to some degree of double coding, it is justified be—
cause of its implications for domestic stability in addition to its more
direct relevance for the issue of the “nationalities problem.”

Coverage of this factor in open source materials is poor; some data is
available in Soviet dissidents ’ writings.

Outcome Assessment Question. Domestic Stability:

1. EL Widespread major instabilities of all types.

2. VL Frequent, escalating major incidents.

3. L Frequent, related major incidents.

4. M Isolated, frequent major incidents.

5. H Isolated, infrequent major incidents.
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6. VH Isolated, infrequent minor incidents.

- 7. ER No significant incidents.

Notes. During the post—World War II period, Soviet domestic stability
has been generally high to very high.
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3.2 Goal: Prevent External Interference in Soviet Domestic Affairs

Outcome. Did the level of external interference in Soviet domestic
affairs (e.g., domestic politics, human rights of Soviet citizens, oper-
ations of Soviet economy, and so on) increase? (Did the Soviet percep-
tion of such interference change?)

Measures.

1. Interferences in Soviet political processes.

2. Interferences in the operations of the Soviet economy.

3. Interferences in the development/operations of the
• Soviet armed forces.

4. Interferences in the Soviet legal system.

5. Interferences in the affairs of he Soviet nationali-
ties.

6. Interferences in the civil and political rights of
Soviet citizens.

• 7. Sending hostile propaganda into the Soviet Union from
outside.

8. Sending material assistance to Soviet dissidents, ter-
rorists, or political deviants from outside.

9. Harboring Soviet refugees hostile to the Soviet Union.

- 

I Technical Notes. The Soviet Union may sometimes blame outsiders for
disturbances that are unrelated to outside interferences. On the other
hand, it may deemphasize external interferences in order not to appear
weak against external threats.

Outcome Assessment Question. Absence of External Interference:

1. EL Widespread , systematic infiltration and subver-
sion attempts from outside.

2. VL Infrequent infiltration of men and material.

3. L Hostile propaganda encouraging instability , but
no infiltration of men and material.

4. M Critical propaganda but not excessively hostile.

5. H Infrequent but strongly critical propaganda.

1
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6. VII Infrequent and mild critical comments aimed at
Soviet population.

7. ER No significant incidence or accusation of inter-
ference.

Notes. For calibration purposes the following may be useful: during the
worst period of the U.S.—Soviet Cold War (e.g., the l95O’s), the Soviet
Union experienced very low “absence of external interf erence ” while its
experience since 1972 has been in the moderate to very high range.

“Absence of external interference” is coded because the Soviet goal is
to maximize this variable. Alternatively, the goal can be stated in
terms of minimizing external interference.

1
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3.3 Goal: Maintain/Restore Stability of Non—Russian Nationalities in the
Soviet Union

Outcome. Did any of the Soviet national states experience significant
national agitations, disturbances, riots, or rebellions?

Measures.

1. Nationalist public criticisms of Soviet system of gov-
ernment.

2. Demonstration/protests demanding nationalist autonomy.

3. Demand by states for using national languages.

4. Accusations of discrimination from nationalists against
Soviet Government.

5. Nationalist riots and/or unruly protests/demonstrations.

6. Nationalist acts of terror , hijacking, or assassination.

7. Nationalist rebellions or mutinies.

8. High receptivity by national groups of anti—Soviet
and anti—Russian propaganda.

L Technical Notes. The Soviet Government generally is reluctant to pub—
Jicize nationalistic agitations and often tries to attribute such events
to other causes such as social hooliganism, nonpolitical criminals, and
interference from the outside. Dissident publications sometimes contain
reports.

Outcome Assessment Question. Stability of Nationalities:

1. EL Widespread rebellion by nationalities in two or
more states.

2. VL Widespread rebellion by one national group.

3. L Isolated but frequent major events by groups.

4. 14 Isolated by frequent minor agitations by groups.

5. H Isolated and infrequent minor agitations by
groups.

~~~ 6. VII Isolated and infrequent agitation events by in—
dividuals.

7. EH No significant incident of nationalist agitation.
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Notes. For calibration purposes the following examples may be useful :
(1) the Soviet Union experienced very low to extremely low levels of
stability among national groups during the 1919 1922 period; (2) since
1960 the experience of stability has been moderate to very high.

The agitations by Jewish groups are hard to classify because large num-
bers of Jews identify themselves as Russians (rather than a non—Russian
nationality) and they are not concentrated in one region. At the same
time, internal passport regulations help to foster a sense of ethnic
identity. Therefore, it is often difficult to relate agitations by in-
dividuals and small groups to the dispersed Jewish population at large.

1
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4.1 Goal: Defend the First Socialist State (Soviet Union) Against External
Threats

Outcome. Did the Soviet Union remain safe from conquest, threats of ag-
gressive neighbors, and military blackmail by capitalist countries? Did
the security of the Soviet Union increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Did the Soviet Union remain militarily secure (uncon—
quered)?

2. Did any part of the Soviet Union (population, economy ,
etc.) receive damage from hostile military forces?

3. Did any part of the Soviet borders get crossed by hos-
tile military forces?

4. Did the Soviet Union successfully repulse intrude .?

5. Did the credibility of the Soviet Union to defend ner—
self remain high?

— 6. Did Soviet armed forces receive any setbacks in border
skirmishes or overseas military actions?

7. Was Soviet airspace violated by hostile aircraft with
no effective countermeasures?

8. Did any hostile neighbor act aggressively against the
Soviet Union and mobilize for war with no apparent con—
cern about Soviet responses?

9. Did any neighboring country stockpile strategic nuclear
arms aimed at Soviet population centers?

Technical Notes. This outcome should be coded with regard to Soviet
security in specific relevant areas closest to the zone of crisis. For
example , a Far East crisis may threaten the security of Soviet Far East-
ern regions.

S Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Soviet Union’s Security:

1. EL Large scale conquest or nuclear devastation of
Soviet Union.

2. Vt Partial conquest of Soviet Union.

3. L High likelihood of conquest.

a..
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4. M Potential threat from an adversary that is weaker
than the Soviet Union but strong enough to be
able to damage the Soviet Union and reckless
enough to try.

5. H Potential threat from an adversary capable of par-
tially conquering the Soviet Union but unlikely
to do so.

6. VH Potential but unlikely threat of military attack
from a powerful adversary (e.g., NATO in the 197O’s).

7. EH No serious threat from any hostile forces.

Notes. The coder should approach the problem of assessing Soviet secur-
ity problems from a Soviet perspective.

For calibration purposes use the following examples:

. Soviet security on the Iranian border during the 1960’s
was extremely high.

• Security against the NATO threat during the 1970’s was
— very high.

• Security against NATO during the 1960’s was high.

• Security against China in the late 1960’s was moderate.

• Security against China in the 1990’s is likely to be low.

• Security against NATO countries during 1947—1949 was
very low.

• Security against external enemies during 1919—1922 was
extremely low.

In general an extemely high level of security would be one in which mili-
tary forces of potential adversaries are relatively weak and/or are not
deployed in any aggressive/offensive posture against the Soviet Union.

An extremely low security situation would be one in which the Soviet Union
sustains large scale nuclear devastation or destructive conquest or can
sustain such destruction with no significant retaliatory potential.
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4.1.1 Goal: Avoid Worldwide Nuclear War

Outcome. The most relevant outcome is: Did the Soviet Union avoid
nuclear war? Howeve r , a more useful outcome measure is did the Soviet
Union manage to keep the likelihood of nuclear war at a low level?

Measures.

1. Likelihood of nuclear war.

2. Level of international tensions.

3. Leve l of U.S. —Soviet tensions (Soviet perception).

4. Leve l of U.S. —Sovie t tensions (U.S. perception).

5. Level of U .S . —Soviet tensions (third country percep—
tions).

6. Avoidance of superpower mil i tary confrontation.

7. Avoidance of adventurism3 against capitalist countries.

Technical Note. Assess the period as a whole rath.~r than its end point.
For instance, if the period under evaluation involved a major crisis but
the crisis was followed by a period of detente do not evaluate the like-
lihood of war at the end point of the period alone. Focus on the crisis
itself.

Outcome Assessment Question. Likelihood of Worldwide Nuclear War:

1. EH Period of high tension, numerous crises, and ten—
dency for brinksmanship among major powers.

2. VII Period of high tension with numerous crises but
superpowers are careful not to engage in brinks—
manship too often.

3. 11 Period of high tension and occasional major crises
but superpowers trying to cooperate in reducing the
risks of war.

4. M Period of moderate tension with occasional major
crises but little risk of nuclear war.

“Adventurism ” in this context refers to a situation in which a social-
ist country/group attempts to bring about political/military change to
its advantage with inadequate means or follows policies that have a high
likelihood of resulting in major setbacks for the socialist countries.
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5. L Period of occasional crises but little risk of
superpower conflict.

6. VL Period of occasional minor crises but no risk
of escalation. -

7. EL Period of no significant tension or arms races.

Notes. For calibration pur~~ ses use the following examples:

• During the Cuban crisis of 1962 the threat of worldwide
nuclear war was extremely high..

• During the 1948 Berlin crisis the threat was very high.

• During the 1961 Berlin crisis the threat was moderate
to high.

• During the 1973 Middle East war the threat was low to
moderate.

• During the 1972 U.S.—Soviet summit the threat was ex-
tremely low.
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4.2 Goal: Defend the Fraternal Socialist Countries and the Three Strate-
gically Located Neutral Countries in Europe (Finland, Austria, and
Sweden)

Outcome. Did any of the fraternal socialist countries of the three
neutral European nations become wholly or partly overrun by military
forces from any source hostile to Soviet interests? Did any of the
countries have to submit to external threat? (e.g., blackmail by cap-
italist countries.)

Measures.

• 1. Overthrow of friendly regimes.

2. Transition to anti—Soviet foreign policy.

3. Military takeover by agents of capitalist or reac-
tionary elements.

4. Successful aggression by anti—Soviet military blocs.

5. Successful military blackmail by anti—Soviet military
blocs.

6. Military power of Soviet Union.

7. Military power of Soviet Union versus NATO countries.

8. Military power of Soviet Union versus the U.S.

9. Military power of Soviet Union versus China.

10. Military power of Soviet Union versus all major poten-
tial adversaries (U.S., China, Germany, France , U.K.,
Japan, Iran, Turkey). S

11. Military power of Warsaw Pact countries versus NATO
countries.

- j  - Technical Notes. Measures 6 through 11 are indicators of deterrent capa-
bility.

Outcome Ass-!ssment Question. Securfty of Socialist Countries (Plus Three
Neutral European Countries): 

-

1. EL Country is or can be overrun by a hostile and
aggressive power (e.g. Laos by China in 1979).
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2. VL Country is or can be partly occupied at consid-
erable cost by a hostile and aggressive country
(e.g., Vietnam in 1979).

3. I.. Country is vulnerable to conquest by hostile forces
at great cost (e.g., East Germany in 1948).

4. 14 Country is vulnerable to conquest by hostile forces
but invasion is unlikely.

5. H Country is vulnerable to attack but not conquest
(e.g., Mongolia).

6. VII Country is vulnerable to attack only in an extreme
situation (e.g., Bulgaria).

7. EH No significant military threat to any of the coun-
tries.

Notes. It is important to take Soviet military deterrent forces into
consideration when coding the security of socialist states and the three
neutral European countries.

Other factors remaining the same, the countries closest to the Soviet
Union would be the safest. For instance, Bulgaria is more secure than

• Cuba.

Similarly, the closer a country is to a potential adversary the more it
is insecure. For instance, Laos is more insecure (by being close to
China) than Cambodia.

I
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4.3 Goal: Support Progressive and Democratic Forces Abroad

Outcome. Did the Soviet Union establish/maintain/improve relations with
progressive/democratic forces through material assistance to progressive/
democratic regimes and movements abroad? (Did the Soviet Union success-
fully deter imperialist threats of aggression against such regimes and
movements?)

Measures.

1. Material assistance (aid).

2. Logistical support.

3. Military advisory support.

4. Soviet naval demonstration.

5. Limited land/air forces deployment.

6. Unlimited military support.

7. Use of military threats (verbal).

Technical Notes. Ideally this goal outcome should be assessed in terms
• of security needs (or level of threat) rather than by an absolute stand-

ard. However, for this study , the coder should concentrate on the level
of Soviet military support and disregard its relation to need (or threat
levels).

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Soviet Military Support to
Progressive/Democratic Forces Abroad:

1. EL Moral support only/no material assistance.

2. VL Low level material aid.

3. L Moderate scale material aid.

4. H Small scale logistical support and advisory role
and/or large scale material aid.

5. H Large scale logistical support and advisory role.

6. VII Limited troop deployment on a small scale.

7. ER Large scale unlimited troop deployment.
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Notes. For calibration purposes use the following examples:

• Soviet support for the Western allies during the 1944
Ardennes German counteroffensive was extremely high.

• Soviet support for Egypt in 1970 was very high.

• Soviet support for China in 1951—1952 was moderate to
high.

• Soviet support for North Yemen in 1968 was low to mod—
erate.

• Soviet support for Nigeria in 1968—1969 was low.

• Soviet support for Chile in 1973 was extremely low.

Note that none of the codes in the above examples take the level of
threat into consideration (see Technical Note).
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4.4 Goal: Increase the Prestige of the Soviet Armed Forces

Outcome. Did the Soviet armed forces increase their prestige and deter-
rent capability through their actions during the crisis?

Measures.

1. Receptivity to Soviet military aid.

2. Receptivity to Soviet military presence in the region.

3. Perception of increased credibility of Soviet deter-
rent ability among other countries.

4. Successful conduct of military operations (including
exercises and demonstration of forces).

5. Results of actual “use” of deterrence capability.

6. Actual Soviet—U.S. mil i tary balance.

Technical Notes. In cases where the result of actions are highly ambig-
uous— the coder should use the Soviet—U.S. and Soviet—China military bal-
ances to assess Soviet military prestige.

This could be considered an “instrumental” goal used to achieve other
ai~ns/outcomes that is also valued and pursued in its own right. However,
Soviet military writers often treat it as an end in itself.

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Soviet Military Prestige:

1. EL Unsuccessful deterrence of minor adversaries and/or
successive major military failures.

2. VL Unsuccessful deterrence of middle level powers and/
or several military setbacks in strategically impor—

S tant regions.

3. L Unsuccessful deterrence of a major power and/or
minor military setbacks against other countries.

4. 14 Ambiguous outcomes of deterrence actions; high
Soviet military capability but uncertainty about
its utility; stalemate situation against all mil-
itary adversaries.

5. II Successful deterrence of minor powers’ aggression
-• - - - with no major military setbacks in other areas.
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6. VH Successful deterrence of middle level powers’
aggression (e.g., Japan or Germany) with no
significant military setbacks in other cases.

7. ER Successful deterrence of a major aggressor (e.g.,
China or U .S . )  and/or perception of very high
Soviet capability among other countries with no
military setbacks.

Notes. Soviet mili tary prestige reached its zenith during 1944 when the
Soviet Army was rolling back the German army in East Europe seemingly at
will. However, the U.S. acquisition of the atomic bomb and the swift
advance of the U.S. Army in West Europe during 1945 reduced the relative

S prestige of the Soviet military forces. The postwar Stalin and Krushchev
purges of the Soviet armed forces did not help their prestige. Since
the early 1960’s, the Soviet military prestige has been gradually increas—
ing from very low to moderate levels to moderate to very high levels.
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5. Soviet Economic Goals
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5.1 Goal: Increase the Economic Capacity of the Soviet Union at a Rapid Rate

Outcome. Did the Soviet economy grow at a historically rapid rate? If
not, did the rate appear rapid for recent years? If not, did the rate
slow because of exogenous natural and internal causes?

Measures.

1. Output/world GNP.

2. Output/GNP of U.S.

3. Output/GNP of industrialized countries.

4. Output/GNP of OECD countries.

5. Output/GNP of socialist countries.

6. Output compared to Soviet economic growth since 1920.

7. Output compared to Soviet economic growth since 1946.

8. Output compared to Soviet economic growth since 1960.

9. Output compared to Soviet economic growth since 1970.

Technical Notes. The Soviet economic growth rate has declined greatly —

from the spectacular rates of the post—World War 11 reconstruction period. k.-)
Most observers expect the growth rate to remain well below 6 percent per
annum because of the maturity of the economy, slow birth rate of the pop—
ulation, and gradual shif t  in investment patterns to more emphasis on
consumer goods . Some experts also believe that the high defense burden
may slow economic growth rates.

Outcome Assessment Question. Growth Rate of Soviet Economy (Percent
Average Annual):

1. EL Soviet GNP growth < 0.25 x OECD growth.

2. VL Soviet GNP growth = 0.33 x OECD growth.

3. L Soviet GNP growth 0. 5 x OECD growth.

4. H Soviet GNP growth 1 x OECD growth.

5. H Soviet GNP growth 2 x OECD growth.

,•
- 6. VII Soviet GNP growth 3 x OECD growth.

5 ; .  7. ER Soviet GNP growth > 4 x OECD growth.
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Notes. In cases where the growth rates do not fit any of the above codes
they should be rounded.
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5.2 Goal: Increase Economic Cooperation With Fraternal Socialist Countries

Outcome. Did the level of economic cooperation with fraternal socialist S

countries increase? Did the socialist economies become more specialized
ansi integrated? Did their economic plans become more coordinated?

Measures.

1. Trade with socialist countries/total trade.

2. Trade with socialist countries/GNP of socialist coun-
tries.

3. Trade with socialist countries/GNP of USSR and GNP of
socialist countries.

4. Trade agreements with socialist countries.

5. Trade with socialist countries/previous levels of trade.

6. Degree of cooperation in development of regional re-
sources.

— 7. Degree of coordination of economic plans.

8. Degree of cooperation in specialization of industry.

9. Degree of cooperation and investment in developing
regional transportation.

10. Degree of economic assistance to the weaker members of
4 the socialist community.

Technical Notes. Soviet trade shares with socialist countries should be
a function of transportation cost (distance) and the types of export com-
modities available in the socialist countries.

Outcome Assessment Question. Trade of Fraternal Socialist Countries With
the Soviet Union:

• 1. EL Two percent or less of fraternal socialist countries
trade is with the Soviet Unioi’~.

2. VL Five percent of fraternal socialist countries ’ trade
is with the Soviet Union.

3. L Ten percent of fraternal socialist countries ’ trade
I . . is with the Soviet Union.
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4. M Twenty percent of fraternal socialist countries ’
trade is with the Soviet Union.

5. H Thirty percent of fraternal socialist c itries ’
trade is with the Soviet Union.

6. VII Forty percent of fraternal socialist countries ’
trade is with the Soviet Union.

7. ER Fifty percent or more fraternal socialist coun-
tries ’ trade is with the Soviet Union.

Notes. In cases where the trade data are not available the coder should
estimate its size from other variables.
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5.3 Goal: Expand Mutually Beneficial Commercial Relations With Nonsocialist
Countries

Outcome. Did mutually beneficial economic relation with nonsocialist
countries in the area affected by the crisis increase?

Measures.

A. Trade Relations

1. Trade with the Soviet Union/total trade of area.

2. Trade with the Soviet Union /GNP of the area.

3. Trade with the Soviet Union/previous levels of trade
with USSR.

4. Trade with Soviet Union/world trade.

5. Long—term trade/development agreements.

6. Short—term trade/credit agreements.

• B. Other Economic Relations

1. Transfer of technology agreements.

2. Agreements for solving regional economic problems.

3. Agreements for development of border resources (e.g.,
rivers).

4. Agreements for cooperation in technology development
(e.g., energy , space, etc.)

Technical Notes. In the long run the most important constraints to ex—
pansion ’of Soviet trade with nonsocialist countries have been shortage of
hard currencies and the limited overseas market for Soviet consumer and

- 

I 
industrial goods.

Outcome Assessment Question. Economic Relations With the Nonsocialist
Countries:

1. EL Insignificant economic relations with nonsocialist
countries.

2. VL Minor economic relations with selected capitalist
countries.
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3. L Low trade with nonsocialist countries but with a
few exceptional cases that have high trade with
the Soviet Union.

4. H Moderate to high trade ties with many capitalist
countries.

5. H Widespread economic ties with many capitalist coun-
tries.

6. VH Widespread economic ties - . ith  most capitalist coun-
tries.

7. Ell Widespread economic cooperation in all fields, no
external restrictons on Soviet trade.

Notes. Soviet economic relations with nonsocialist countries have never
been extremely high. Because of domestic and external restrictions the
Soviet economic relations with capitalist countries have remained at
moderate to high levels during the 1970’s.
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5.4 Goal: Assist Economic Independence of Developing Countries

Outcome. Did the developing countries in the area affected by the crisis
become economically more independent from the major capitalist economies?
Did they become more socialist in their economic orientation?

Measures.

A. Trade Independence

1. Trade with the Soviet Union/trade with capitalist
countries.

2. Trade with socialist countries/trade with capitalist
countries.

3. Trade with socialist countries/GNP of the country.

4. Trade with socialist countries/world trade.

B. Socialist Economic Orientation

1. Declaration of socialist policies.

2. Nationalization of foreign investments.

3. Nationalization of major domestic industries.

4. Nationalization of material means of production.

5. Nationalization of financial institutions.

6. Nationalization of foreign trade.

7. Nationalization of all private property.

8. Nationalization of all ftnancial capital.

9. Redistribution of wealth.

10. Nationalization of service industries.

11. Percent of economy nationalized (% GNP).

Technical Notes. Major capitalist countries are U.S., Japan, Germany,
France, U.K., Italy, Canada, and Australia. The f i r s t  f ive are the most
important.
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Outcome Assessment Question. Economic Independence of Developing Countries:

1. EL Socialist program is discarded in favor of capital-
ism, dependence is extremely high.

2. VL Socialist program is greatly undermined by reac—
S tionary policies, dependence on capitalist Coun-

tries is very high.

3. L Socialist programs is adjusted to local conditions
by local ref ormists, economic dependence is high.

4. M Partial socialist program adopted but unlikely to
be implemented, moderate to high dependence on
capitalist countries.

5. H Partial socialist program adopted and is being im—
plemented , economic dependence is moderate to high.

6. VII Complete socialist program adopted but faces insta—
bility because of dependence on capitalist coun-
tries.

— 7. EH Complete, firm socialist policy adopted, no sig—
nificant dependence on capitalist countries.

Notes. In cases where data Ls available use trade with major capitalist

j countries/total trade to measure dependence.
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6. Soviet Goals Toward Capitalist Countries
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6.1 Goal: Reduce Chances of War With the United States and NATO

Outcome. Did the probability of war with the United States and NATO in-
crease/decrease?

Measures.

1. Number of major international crises.

2. International tension levels.

3. Number of major unresolved international issues.

4. Number of local wars.

5. Intensity of East—West accusations.

6. Stability of strategic and conventional arms buildup.

7. Willingness of major powers to refrain from use of
armed force over international disputes.

Technical Notes. In coding this variable the coder should exercise a
good-deal of judgment about contextual information and weighting of
variables.

In evaluating the probability of war the coder should emphasize Soviet
perceptions of what factors cause war. The Soviet writers generally
blame war on capitalist/imperialist aggressors but also recognize that
the likelihood of war increases by the presence of international tension
spots “hotbeds of wars” and unreasonableness of international actors.

Outcome Assessment Question. Probability of Peace With the United States
and NATO:

1. EL War with the U.S. or NATO has occurred or is
certain to occur shortly.

2. VL Many major disputes and crises are unresolved
and are likely to escalate into major wars.

3. L Some major disputes and crises are unresolved
but likelihood of war is not very high.

4. 14 Some major  disputes are unresolved and could
escalate conflicts leading to international
crises.

5. H Some ma jor disputes are unresolved but not
likely to lead to war.
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6. VII Chances of war with the U.S./NATO are remote,
only minor disputes exist.

7. ER No chance of war.

Notes. Since 1946 the periods with highest probabilities of U.S.—Soviet
war have been during the first Berlin crisis (1948), Korean war period
(1950—1952), and Cuban missile crisis (1962). During these crises the
probabilities of no war (or continued peace) were very low to low. Since
the 1972 U. S.—Soviet strategic arms agreements the probability of no war
has been generally high to very high.

The ordinal scale used above has more value for situations in which war
is unlikely than cases with high likelihood of war. This is because the
probability of war is generally very low.
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6.2 Coal: Increase Mutually Beneficial Exchanges With Capitalist Countries

Outcome. Did the level of commercial , scientific, technological, and
cultural ties with capitalist countries increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet trade with OECD countries.

2. Soviet scientific/technological exchanges with OECD.

3. Soviet financial ties with OECD.

4. Soviet cultural ties with OECD.

Technical Notes. Soviet writers often include cultural ties among the

S 
above list of desirable relationships. However, in practice they seem
to show a desire for only a selected range of cultural ties. In partic-
ular they seem hesitant to expose the Soviet public to the full range of
diverse publications and artistic expressions that exist in the West.

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Commercial, Scientific, and Tech-
nological Ties With Capitalist Countries:

1. EL No significant ties.

2. VL Restricted ties with only a few ma jor capitalist
countries.

3. L Restricted ties to many capitalist countries.

4. M Ties with most major capitallst countries.

5. H Widespread ties but with selected ma lor restric—

j 
tions by the capitalist countries.

6. VII Widespread ties with some minor restrictions by
S the capitalist countries.

7. EH Widespread ties with no political restrictions/
obstacles by the capitalist countries.

Notes. It is assumed that the Soviet Union will always try to maintain
some restrictions on its contacts with the capitalist countries even
though it desires to remove all restrictions placed by the other side.

During the Soviet Union ’s most isolated period, its ties with capitalist
countries were very low to low. During the early 1950’s its ties were
low to moderate to high. It is likely that by the 1980’s, Soviet ties
will increase to very high and possibly to extremely high.
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Deemphasize the volume of contacts between the Soviet Union and the capi-
talist countries (OECD). Instead, emphasize the freedom of the Soviet
Union to interact with OECD countries without political restrictions from
the latter.
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-- 6.3 Goal. Continue the Anticapitalist Ideological Struggle

Outcome. Did the credibility of the Soviet Union ’s anticapitalist pol-
icy among socialist countries and progressive movements decline? Did
any fraternal parties or progressive group accuse the Soviet Union of
weakening its anticapitalist struggle? What is the level of the Soviet
Union ’s anticapitalist efforts?

Measures.

1. Did any socialist countries or CP’s accuse the Soviet
-
~ Union of weak anticapitalist policies?

2. Did any socialist countries or CP’s form a new anti—
capitalist grouping with more aggressive policies?

3. Did any socialist countries or CP’s join China in
criticizing the weakness of Soviet anticapitalist
policies?

4. Did the Soviet Union ’s symbolic (verbal) attacks
against capitalism decline in quantity or intensity?

— 5. Did the Soviet Union ’s efforts in the anticapitalist
struggle decline in intensity (e.g., material aid to
anticapitalist groups and countries.)

Technical Notes. ideally there should be two measures for this two—
dimensional concept. Its two dimensions are actual level of Soviet
anticapitalist struggle and the perceptions of the Soviet efforts as
perceived by socialist countries and progressive movements in other
countries.

Outcome Assessment Questloil. Soviet Union ’s Anticapitalist Efforts
(Aid to Anticapitalist Countries and Groups):

1. EL No significant efforts.

2. VL Only occasional symbolic (verbal) efforts.

3. L Frequent and intense symbolic (verbal) efforts
with very small financial assistance.

4. H Frequent symbolic (verbal) effort with l imited —

military aid.

5. H Moderate military assistance with small naval or
troop deployment.

6. VII Massive Soviet military aid with limited troop
deployment.
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7. EH Unlimited military deployment.

Notes. Only actual (rather than perceived) level of effort should be
coded.

Except during the last 2 years of the Second World War, the Soviet Union
has seldom used military force to support anticapitalist groups. Soviet
support of anticapitalist groups in the Third World has generally been

- very low to moderate. In the case of Ethiopia (1977—1979) the Soviet
effort was moderate to high. In the cases of Czechoslovakia (1968) and

3 Hungary (1956) Soviet efforts were very h~,gh to extremely high.
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7. Soviet Goals Toward Europe
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7.1 Goal. Maintain/ Increase Security of East European Buffer States

Outcome. Did the military cohesion and security of Warsaw Pact coun-
tries increase/decrease? Did the external or internal threats to War-
saw Pact members increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Balance of East—West theater forces in Europe.

2. Capacity of the Red Army to deter capitalist aggression.

3. Level of U.S. troops in Europe.

4. German militarism and military capability.

5. International recognition of European boundaries.

6. Willingness of NATO countries to negotiate the resolu-
tion of outstanding problems.

7. Mutually beneficial peaceful cooperation among East and
West Europeans.

8. Disolution of aggressive military blocs (i.e., NATO).

9. Military defense capability of individual East European
countries under threat.

Technical Notes. Security depends on pro—Soviet military forces, forces
of opposition, and the degree of tension or ongoing disputes between the
two sides. The coder should pay attention first to the degree of likely
threat directed at East Europe (from the Soviet perspective) and then
the balance of East—West forces in the area of conflict.

‘1 Outcome Assessment Question. Security of East European Buffer States:

H 1. EL No significant defense against potential aggressors

H for any state.

2. VL Security is very low for many states.

3. L Security is very low for a few states and cohesion
of Warsaw Pact is weak.

4. 14 Security of a few states is low but cohesion of
Warsaw Pact is strong.

I 
- 5. H Security of some members is low but Soviet deter—

rent makes defense possible.
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6. VII Security of the weakest members is low but no im-
mediate threat as long as Soviet deterrent is main-
tained.

7. ER Complete security , no significant threat.

Notes. The coder should measure threat to East Europe from the Sovtet
perspective. In the Soviet world view , the major threats to East Europe
are capitalist aggression from West Europe, NATO adventurism, West German
militarism, and the reactionary elements within East Europe.

The countries perceived to have been under the most threat are East
Germany , Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.

Since the 1969 detente with West Germany , the Soviet Union has seemed
far more relaxed about the security problem of East Europe. However,
this may be partly a result of the strengthening of Warsaw Pact forces.
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7.2 Goal. Oppose Revival of Militarism in West Germany

Outcome. Did the militaristic tendencies in West Germany increase/
decrease? Did the conditions conducive to revival of militarism in
West Germany increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Military spending/GNP in West Germany.

2. Number of men under arms in West Germany.

3. Military spending at constant prices in West Germany.

4. Support for nuclear armaments in West Germany.

5. Level of development of the arms industry in West
Germany.

6. So- - let perceptions of German participation in overseas
military adventures (e.g., Zaire).

- - Technical Notes. It is difficult to separate genuine Soviet concerns
about German militarism from their possible propaganda statements designed
to embarass the Bonn Government and NATO countries.

The coder should use his judgment to separate genuine concerns with some
allowance for the fact that the Soviet Union ’s view of Germany is far dif-
ferent from that of most Westerners, particularly Americans.

Outcome Assessment Question. German Militarism:

1. EH Germany decides to develop large numbers of stra-
tegic nuclear weapons.

2. VII Germany decides to develop tactical and small num-
bers of strategic nuclear weapons.

3. H Germany boosts its defense spending to 10 percent
or more of its GNP or 30 percent or more of U.S.
spending.

4. M Germany boosts its defense spending by 50 percent
or more in a 5—year period (real).

5. L Germany maintains its 1978 defense/Gm’ ratio.

6. VL Germany reduces its 1978 defense/GNP ratio.

7. EL Germany greatly reduces its defense spending (real).
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Notes. The above codes emphasize actual mili tarism rathe r than condi—
- tions conducive to militarism.

Soviet fear of German militarism was most actute during the late 1940’s
and early 1950’s. During these years it probably ranged from moderate
to high. Since 1969, Soviet fear appears to have declined to low to
moderate levels.
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7.3 Goal. Promote Unity of Fraternal Socialist Parties of Europe

Outcome. Did the unity of fraternal socialist parties increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Did advocates of Euro—Communism gain in strength?

2. Did any Warsaw Pact member attack the common defense
policies?

3. Did advocates of revisionism (e.g., Yugoslavs) gain
strength?

4. Did discord among European COMECON increase?

5. Did leaders of West European CP’s attack CPSU pol—
id es?

6. Did advocates of economic reformism gain strength
in East Europe?

7. Did advocates of dogmatism and adventurism (e.g., Albania)
— gain strength among European CP’s?

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union sees narrow nationalism , regionalism,
adventurism , dogmatism, revisionism, and reformism as major dangers to
the unity of the fraternal socialist parties.

In the Soviet view, fraternal socialist parties exclude all Maoist and
all other anti—Soviet parties. For instance, the Albanian Party of Labor
is excluded.

From the Soviet viewpoint unity requires some degree of discipline and
is not compatible with a situation in which socialist parties frequently
criticize each other publicly.

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Unity of Fraternal Parties in
Europe:

1. EL Complete disunity with no identifiable groups.

2. VL Large scale disunity with more than two major groups.

3. L Large scale disunity with two major groupings.

4. 14 Moderate disunity with one major and ~ ie minor
group.

5. II Frequent criticisms of common policies but no break
on major issues by any significant party.
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6. VII Complete unity except for occasional public crit—
ici sms.

I 7. EH Complete unity with no public criticism of common
policies.

Notes. Since the Yugoslav—Soviet dispute was partly resolved just prior
to the Twentieth CPSU Congress, European parties ’ unity has ranged from
moderate to very high.
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7.4 Goal: Oppose European (NATO) Aid to China

Outcome. Did the level of Sino—West European cooperation aimed against
the Soviet Union increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. West European commercial credits to China.

2. West European military assistance to China.

3. West European industrial assistance to China.

4. West European trade with China.

Technical Notes. The coder should emphasize relations as viewed from
Moscow rather than Washington. However, normal international relations
should not be interpreted as anti—Soviet merely because some Soviet
writers so claim.

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of West European—China Cooperation:

1. ElI Fully coordinated major anti—Soviet measures and
- cooperation between West Europe and China.

2. VII Large scale credits and arms sales to China.

3. H Major West European assistance to some of China ’s
military industries.

4. M Limited West European assistance to China ’s mili-
tary industries.

5. L West European assistance to China ’s strategic
industries.

6. VL West European grants of “easy” credits to China
for trade.

7. EL No significant anti—Soviet cooperation between
West Europe and China.

Notes. Ordinary trade and diplomatic relations should not be interpreted
as anti—Soviet cooperation.

3 Since the 1960’s, most West European countries have been careful not to
give an anti—Soviet cast to their relations with China. However, some
have been giving assistance to China ’s strategic civilian industries ,
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such as steel , and a few have begun to discuss limited assistance for
China ’s military industries. In general, anti—Soviet/West European coop—

- eration with China has ranged from very low to moderate and has not yet
reached the high range of the scale.

I
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7.5 Goal: Promote Peaceful, Mutually Beneficial Cooperation With Nonsocialist
European Countries

Outcome. Did the level of Soviet commercial, scientific, technological,
and cultural exchanges with nonsocialist European countries increase?

Measures.

1. Soviet trade with West Europe.

2. Soviet scientific/technological ties with West Europe.

3. Soviet financial ties with West Europe.

4. Soviet cultural ties with West Europe.

Technical Notes. Soviet writers often include cultural ties among the
above list of desirable relationships. However, in practice they seem
to show a desire for only a selected range of cultural ties. In partic—
ular they seem hesitant to expose the Soviet public to the full range of
diverse publications and artistic expressions that exist in the West.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Ties with Nonsocialist European
Countries:

1. EL No significant ties.

2. VL Restricted ties with only a few major capitalist
European countries.

3. L Restricted ties with many capitalist European
countries.

4. M Restricted ties with most ma jor capitalist coun-
tries.

5. H Widespread ties but with selected major restric-
tions by some capitalist countries.

6. VII Widespread ties with some minor restrictions by

S 
the capitalist countries.

7. ElI Widespread ties with no politica l restrictions/
obstacles by the capitalist countries.

Notes. It is assumed that the Soviet Union will always try to maintain
S some restrictions on its contacts with the capitalist European countries

- 
- 

- even though it desires to remove all restrictions placed by the other
side.
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Soviet contacts with European countries increased steadily during the
1950’s and 1960’s from a range of low to moderate to a range of high
to very high. During the 1970’s Soviet ties have been very high to
extremely high.

Deemphasize the volume of contacts between the Soviet Union and European
- capitalist countries. Instead, emphasize the freedom of the Soviet

Union to interact with European capitalist countries without political
restrictions from the latter.
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8. Soviet Goals Toward the Third World
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8.1 Goal: Defend Fraternal Socialist Countries in the Third World

Outcome. Did any fraternal socialist country requiring assistance receive
adequate assistance in time? Did any fraternal country have to submit to
military threat because of Soviet instability to assist?

Measures.

1. Did any socialist LX come under military threat?

2. Did any socialist LX accuse the Soviet Union of inade-
quate military assistance?

3. Did any socialist LDC accuse the Soviet Union of mil—
itary collusion with capitalist countries?

4. Did any socialist country accuse the Soviet Union of
being weak in the face of capitalist or Chinese threats
to socialist LDC ’s?

5. Did any fraternal socialist party in a developing coun—
S try lose control because of a military coup , invasion,

— 
or counter—revolutionary rebellion?

6. Did any fraternal socialist country suffer economic
hardship because of economic blockades or boycotts by
capitalist/imperialist powers?

Technical Notes. Since the Sino—Soviet dispute took a turn for the worse
in the mid—1960’s, China has been excluded from the list of fraternal
socialist countries.

Outcome Assessment Question. Security of Fraternal Socialist Countries
(LDC’s):

1. EL All socialist countries are threatened and likely
to fall to antisocialist elements.

2. VL Most socialist countries are threatened and some
are likely to fall to antisocialist elements.

3. L Most socialist countries are threatened and many
can survive only through major Soviet assistance.

4. M Most socialist countries are threatened and some
require Soviet assistance to survive.

5. H Some socialist countries face internal/external
threats, a few require Sc.viet assistance to feel
more secure.
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6. VII Some socialist countries are insecure but need no
external assistance to survive.

7. EH All socialist countries are completely secure.

Notes. Since the World War II, except for the Korean War period, the
security of most developing socialist countries has been moderate to
extremely high.

During the early 1950’s the security of developing fraternal countries
was low to moderate.
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8.2 Goal: Defend Progressive Regimes and Movements and Socialist—Oriented
Countries

Outcome. Did progressive regimes and movements and socialist—oriented
countries that were under threat survive?

Measures.

1. Number of stable socialist—oriented countries in the
region.

2. Number of progressive regimes in the region.

3. Number of liberation movements destroyed during the
period under consideration.

4. Strength of surviving liberation movements.

— 5. Number of reactionary governments (e.g., anti—Soviet,
anti—Communist, or fascist governments).

Technical Notes. Socialist—oriented countries differ from socialist or
fraternal socialist developing countries. The latter refer only to what
the Western sources call Communist or Marxist—Leninist countries (exclud—

S ing Albania and China since the Sino—Soviet dispute became vicious, and
sometimes excluding Yugoslavia). Socialist—oriented countries include
many developing countries with “progressive” policies such as state con—
trol of most major industries and financial enterprises. Fraternal so-
cialist developing countries in early 1979 included: Cuba, Vietnam,
North Korea, Laos, and Cambodia. Socialist—oriented countries included
a much larger list of Arab, African, and Asian countries.

Outcome Assessment Question. Security of Progressive Regimes/Movements
and Socialist—Oriented Countries:

1. EL Many major threats requiring massive Soviet mill—
tary intervention without high chances of success.

2. VL Ma jor threats requiring Soviet troop deployment
in the regions.

3. L Major threats requiring Soviet aid and military
logistical support.

4. H Major threats in some cases requiring Soviet mil-
itary and economic aid but not Soviet troops or
nava l support.

5. H Major threats in a few cases requiring small
amounts of Soviet aid.
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6. VH Minor threats requiring no Soviet assistance.

7. EH No significant threat to any movement, regime,
or country.

Notes. Soviet leaders see progressive regimes/movements to be under
major threat in most cases. In the past the Soviet Union has been rela-
tively cautious in intervening on behalf of threatened regimes/movements.
For calibration purposes, consider security of progressive regimes and
movements in the African region as having ranged from moderate to very
low , in Latin American and Southeast Asia from very low to extremely
low, and in the Middle East from low to extremely low.
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8.3 Goal: Assist Economic Independence of Developing Countries

Outcome. Did the developing countries in the area affected by the crisis
become economically more independent from the major  capitalist economies ?
Did they become more socialist in their economi c orientation?

Measures.

A. Trade Independence

1. Trade with the Soviet Union/trade with capitalist
countries.

2. Trade with socialist countries/trade with capitalist
countries.

3. Trade with socialist countries/GNP of the country.

4. Trade with socialist countries/world trade.

B. Socialist Economic Orientation

1. Declaration of socialist policies.

2. Nationalization of foreign investments.

3. Nationalization of major domestic industries.

4. Nationalization of material  means of p roduction.

5. NationalIzation of financial Institutions.

6. Nationa lization of foreign trade.

7. Nat ionalization of all private property.

8. Nationalization of all financial capital.

9. Redistribution of wealth.

10. Nationalizat ion of service industries.

11. Percent of economy nationalized (Z GNP).

Technical Notes. Major capitalist countries are the U.S., Japan, Germany ,
France, U.K., Italy, Canada, and Australia , however, the most important
are the first five.
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Outcome Assessment Question. Economic Independence of Developing Countries:

1. EL Socialist program is discarded in favor of capi-
talism, dependence is extremely high.

2. VL Socialist program is greatly undermined by reac-
tionary policies, dependence on capitalist coun-
tries is very high.

3. L Socialist programs is adjusted to local conditions
by local reformists , economic dependence is high.

4. M Partial socialist program adopted but unlikely to
be implemented , moderate to high dependenca on
capitalist countries.

5. H Partial socialist program adopted and is being
implemented, economic dependence is moderate to
high.

6. VII Complete socialist program adopted but faces insta—
b~lity because of dependence on capitalist countries.

— 7. ElI Complete, firm socialist policy adopted. No signif-
icant dependence on capitalist countries.

Notes. In cases where data is available, use trade with capitalist coun-
tries/total trade to measure dependence.
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8.4 Goal: Increase the Soviet Union ’s International Prestige Among Develop-
ing Countries

Outcome. Did Soviet prestige among developing countries increase?

Measures.

1. Support for Soviet regional policy by the LDC’s in
the region.

2. Support for general Soviet foreign policy by the LDC’s.

3. Receptivity of LDC ’~ to Soviet offers of aid.

4. Attitude of LDC’s toward Soviet overseas military pres—
ence.

5. Support for Soviet policies in the U.N.

6. World opinion towards the Soviet Union (European and
Japanese polls).

Technical Notes. Many Western experts of Soviet affairs view the Soviet
Union as having an excessive inferiority complex which she tries to over-
come through public relations spectaculars (such as the space program ,

S and the Olympic Games and military power displays).

Another common Western view of the Soviet Union is that she overempha-
sizes loss of face. However, it Is difficult to measure this attitude
and compare its level to, say , that of the United States. Moreover,
the behavior associated with face—saving could very well be a display
of •national determination” or inflexibility of foreign policy.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Prestige Among Developing Countries:

1. EL No LDC support in any international setting (e.g.,
the U.N.).

2. VL No support from any major LDC’s.

3. L Opposition by most LDC ’s and popular fronts.

4. M Opposition by many LDC’s including several major
progressive LDC ’s and movements.

5. 11 Support by most/but opposition by several major
progressive LDC ’s and movements.

6. VH Support by most significant LDC’s and fronts.
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-~ 7. EU Support by nearly all significant LDC’s and popu-
lar fronts.

Notes. During the early 1950’s, Soviet prestige among LDC’s was very
low to moderate. After Stalin ’s death, it increased to a moderate to
high range.
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8.4.1 Goal. Increase Soviet Prestige Among Developing Countries Through Aid,
Trade, and Cultural Contacts

Outc ome. Did Soviet aid , trade , and cultural contacts with developing
countries in the region increase?

Measures.

1. Soviet economic aid.

2. Soviet military aid.

3. Soviet trade.

4. Soviet cultural relations.

Technical Notes. This goal focuses on a narrower range of indicators of
Soviet prestige than the preceding goal.

Outcome Assessment Question. Overall Soviet Aid/Trade/Cultural Contacts
With LDC ’s:

1. EL No contacts.

2. VL Minor, infrequent contacts.

3. L Frequent but minor contacts.

4. M Frequent contacts and small volumes of trade.

5. H Frequent contacts and moderate volumes of aid and
t rade.

6. VH Very high levels of aid , trade, and cultural ties.

7. EH Maximum reasonable level of contacts.

Notes. Cuba’s ties with the Soviet Union have been very high to extremely
high since 1970. Syria ’s ties to the Soviet Union have been moderate to
very high over the same period. For most developing countries, however,
Soviet ties are very low to moderate.
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8.5 Goal: Contain Influence of China Among Developing Countries

Outcome. Did China ’s containment of influence in the area of crisis
increase/decrease? Alternatively , it can be asked did China’s influence
increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. China’s diplomatic standing in the region.

2. China ’s economic relations with the region.

3. China’s trade/Soviet trade with the region.

4. China ’s assistance/Soviet assistance to the region.

5. Soviet military presence in the region.

6. China ’s military presence in the region.

7. Attitude of local CP’s toward China.

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union has never publicly announced a con-
tainment policy toward China, but it is assumed here that it pursues such
a policy particularly among CP’s and other progressive groups.

China ’s influence among developing countries need not be inversely related
to Soviet influence. However, assuming such a relationship simplifies
coding and should be practiced wherever applicable.

Outcome Assessment Question. China ’s Containment Among Developing Nations

1. EL Containment is complete failure, China has close
relations with most nation states and most CP’s
and progressive movements.

2. VL China has diplomatic and economic relations with
S many nations and some major CP’s.

3. L China is surrounded by many nations that have
friendly ties with the Soviet Union but are not

S hostile to China.

4. M China has friendly relations with several major
countries and CP’s.

5. H China has friendly relations with several small
countries and CP’s.

6. VII China has friendly relations only with a few small
countries and CP’s in the region.
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7. ER Complete containment, no significant, nation—state
has relations with China, China is surrounded by
hostile nations.

Notes. China’s containment since the zn.id—1970’s has been moderate to
high in most Third World regions.

Since Mao’s death, China’s isolation among CP’s and liberation movements
increased while her isolation among non—Communist countries has declined.

China’s abandonment of a people ’s war strategy in the early 1970’s led to
greater isolation In Africa but lesser Isolation in East and non—Communist
Southeast Asia.
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9.1 Coal: Deter/Oppose China From Military Adventurism Against the Soviet
Union

Outcome. Did China increase/decrease its military provocations against
the Soviet Union?

Measures.

1. Chinese military acts against the Soviet Union.

2. Soviet claims of Chinese military aggression.

. Sino—Soviet border clashes.

4. Incidents of small border incursions or overflights
of Soviet border regions by Chinese military forces.

5. Chinese harassment of Soviet border posts and patrols.

6. Shooting down of Soviet planes by Chinese anti—aircraft
defenses or interceptors in the border regions.

7. Buildup of offensive weaponary by the Chinese near the
— border with the Soviet Union or Mongolia.

8. Chinese incursions and aggressiveness against Mongolia.

Technical Notes. Data about China ’s military preparation and actions
against the Soviet Union are extremely poor and unreliable. The open
sources include mostly self—serving statements of the two sides about
events which they wish to publicize, e.g., Louis (1979).

Outcome Assessment Question. China’s Military Aggressiveness Against the
Soviet Union:

1. EH Frequent major actions of provocation, military build-
up with apparent aggressive intention against the
Soviet Union.

2. VH Frequent major acts of provocation but accompanied
with a moderate mobilization.

3. H Frequent major acts of provocation but not accom-
panied with any significant mobilization.

4. M Frequent minor acts of provocation, major capability
for adventurism.

5. L Infrequent minor acts of provocation, major capa—
bility f..r adventurism.
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6. Vt Infrequent minor acts of provocation, moderate capa-
bility for adventurism.

7. EL No significant acts of provocation and low military
capability for adventurism, overwhelming Soviet
military superiority.

Notes. China’s military aggressiveness against the Soviet Union were
extremely low to very low during the 1950’s, very low to low during
the late 1960’s, and moderate to low during the 1970’s.
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9.2 Goal: Deter/Oppose China From Military Adventurism Against Fraternal
Socialist Countries

Outcome. Did China’s military aggressiveness and provocations against
Asian fraternal socialist countries increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Border clashes between China and socialist countries.

2. Border disputes between China and socialist countries.

3. Overflights of socialist countries by Chinese air—
craft.

4. Naval incidents between China and socialist countries.

5. Mobilization of Chinese forces for potential aggres-
sion near borders with Asian socialist countries.

6. Chinese covert operations within socialist countries
(e.g., aid to Meo tribesmen in Vietnam).

— 7. Chinese harassment of border posts and patrols of its
neighboring socialist countries.

Technical Notes. China ’s lack of “aggressiveness” may not be mainly deter—
mined by Soviet deterrent capability. Internal problems and the policies
of other major powers may be equally or more important. However, the
most relevant end result is the security of Soviet socialist allies from
Chinese acts of aggression.

Outcome Assessment Question. China ’s Military Aggressiveness Against
Socialist Countries:

1. EH Frequent major acts of provocation, military build—
up with aggressive intentions.

2. VH Frequent major acts of provocation accompanied
with a major mobilization.

3. II Frequent major acts of provocation accompanied
with significant mobilization.

4. M Frequent minor acts of provocation, major capa-
bility for adventurism.

5. L Infrequent minor acts of provocation, major capa—

- - 

bility for adventurism.
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6. VL Infrequent minor acts of provocation, moderate
capability for adventurism.

7. EL No significant acts of provocation and low mili-
tary capability for adventurism, overwhelming
Soviet military superiority.

Notes. Until the early 1970’s, China ’s aggressiveness against Asian
socialist countries was extremely low to low. During the 1970’s China’s
aggressions increased to low to extremely high.
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9.3 Goal: Support/Defend Fraternal Socialist Countries in Asia Against
Other (Imperialist) Threats

Outcome. How capable are the fraternal socialist countries to defend
themselves against imperialist aggressions?

Measures.

1. Capability of fraternal armies of Asian socialist
countries.

2. Size of armed forces of fraterhal socialist countries
in Asia.

3. Soviet military capability to defend the socialist
countries in Asia against a major military threat.

4. Soviet ability to give large scale military aid rap-
idly itt an emergency situation.

5. Soviet naval presence in the region (number of ves-
sels, type, etc.).

— 6. Soviet ability to intervene directly with land and
air forces in support of socialist allies.

7. Soviet performance In giving aid to socialist allies
in times of crisis.

Technical Notes. Although Soviet performance in support of her allies
is an important element of this goal, the coder should limit evaluation
to the end result: the military capability of the socialist countries
to defend their security on their own.

The coder should consider security in terms of likely threats such as
limited U.S. or Chinese military attacks rather than unlikely unlimited
military attacks.

Outcome Assessment Question. Military Security of Fraternal Asian Social—
ist Countries:

1. EL Most countries are incapable of defending them-
selves even with massive Soviet assistance and
intervention.

2. VL Most countries are capable of defending themselves
with massive Soviet assistance and limited in—
tervention.

5-1- S
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3. L Host countries are capable of defending themselves
with major Soviet assistance and small numbers of
advisory personnel.

4. M Most countries are capable of defending themselves
with small Soviet assistance but some will require
direct logistical support.

5. H Most countries are capable of defending themselves
with small Soviet assistance.

6. VH Most countries are capable of defending themselves
against all likely threats without significant
Soviet assistance.

7. EH All countries are capable of defending themselves
against all likely threats without significant
Soviet assistance.

Notes. For calibration use the following examples:

• During 1979 most fraternal Asian socialist countries
(particularly Laos) were vulnerable to Chinese attack
but most could defend themselves against a limited
Chinese or U.S. military attack with minimal Soviet
aid.

• During the 1950’s most fraternal Asian socialist coun-
tries would have required at least major Soviet assis-
tance in order to defend themselves against a limited
U.S. military attack.
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9.4 Goal: Develop Alternative Transport Routes to the Trans—Siberian Railway

Outcome. Did the security of East—West transportation from potential
Chinese military threats increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Security of Trans—Siberian land routes.

2. Security of Trans—Siberian air routes.

3. Security of Arctic Sea route.

4. Security of Indian/Pacific oceans route.

5. Security of indirect air routes (i.e., routes requiring
overflights of third countries).

Technical Notes. In case of a Sino—Soviet war the Soviet Far Eastern
territories are likely to become isolated from the rest of the Soviet
Union except for long—range Soviet aviation and ocean shipping. Soviet
military planners appear to have developed a capability for their Far
Eastern command to sustain a medium term isolation without losing its
mili-tary capability against potentia l Chinese attackers.

Outcome Assessment Question. Security of East—West Transportation From
Chinese Threat:

1. EL Chinese threats to land, air, and sea routes are
high.

2. VL Potential Chinese threat to land and air routes
are high but moderate for the sea routes.

3. L Moderate threats to land and air routes and small
threat to the sea routes.

4. M Small Chinese threats to land, air and sea routes.

5. H Small Chinese threats to overland and air routes
but no threats to sea routes.

5 

6. VII Potential Chinese threats to overland routes are
small.

7. EH No potential Chinese threat to the major carrier
routes.

- ( - I Notes. During the 1960’s the security of East—West transportation , par—
- - - ticularly during the Fall to Spring periods , was very low to moderate.
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With the developments of Soviet long—range transportation and naval capa-
bility the security of Soviet transportation should have increased. But

-
~ 

- 
the increases were somewhat offset by improvements in the Chinese mili-
tary capabilities. Therefore, at best the security of the Soviet East—

-
~ West transport network is moderate.
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9.5 Goal: Undermine the Legitimacy of China ’s Territorial Claims Against Its
Neighbors (Except in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao)

Outcome. Did the level of international acceptability of China’s terri-
torial claims against its neighboring countries (excluding Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Macao) increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Number of countries with unresolved border disputes
with China. 

-

2. Number of countries in Asia who support Soviet pol-
icy of permanance of post—World War II borders.

3. Number of countries in Asia with diplomatic ties
with China/number of countries with Soviet diplo-
matic ties.

4. Number of countries with terr i torial  claims agains t
the Soviet Union (e.g., China and Japan).

— 
5. Number of countries with territorial claims against

socialist countries in Asia.

6. International support for China/Japan territorial
claims against the Soviet Union.

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union ’s policy toward its post—World War II
borders is defensive. The Soviet Union ’s major territorial concern has
been to induce recognition of the legitimacy of its present borders among
its neighboring countries.

Outcome Assessment Question. International Acceptability of China’s
Territorial Claims:

1. ER Most Asian countries support China ’s claims.
Japan and China both press their demands against
the USSR in a broad dip lomatic f ront .

2. VH Most Asian countries sympathize with China ’s
demands but only a few major countries (includ-
ing Japan) give her diplomatic support.

3. H Several Asian countries (including Japan) sym-
pathize and a few support China in her terri-
torial demands.

4. M A few Asian countries (including Japan) support
China ’s territorial claims.
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5. L A few Asian countries (including Japan) sympa-
thize with China ’s territorial claims.

6. VL A few small Asian countries sympathize with
China ’s territorial claims.

7. EL No country shows any sympathy for China’s claims.

Notes. International support for China territorial claims has generally

I 
been low to very low. However, in recent years some anti—Soviet countries
seem to have begun to think of this issue as one that could be used to

- widen the Sino—Soviet rift. Consequently , there seems to be a slight but
preceptible move by some countries to show greater sympathy towards China’s
territorial claims against the Soviet Union and her allies, Vietnam and

- Laos.
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9.6 Goal: Support Progressive Governments and Countries With Socialist—
Orientation (Excluding Socialist Countries Such as North Korea, Vietnam,
and, Since 1975, Laos and Cambodia)

Outcome. Did Soviet moral and material support for the socialist—oriented
countries and progressive governments increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet moral (verbal) and diplomatic support.

2. Soviet material (economic) assistance.

3. Soviet material (military) assistance.

4. Soviet limited nava l deployment.

5. Soviet limited logistical support of local combatants.

6. Soviet limited logistical support of third country ’s
forces (e.g., Cuban troops).

7. Soviet limited ground forces deployment.

8. Soviet military deployment on an extensive scale.

9. Soviet limited covert support.

10. Soviet use of nuclear threats (nuclear deterrence).

11. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with the
United States or China in support of local allies.

Technical Notes. From the Soviet perspective , progressive governments
and socialist—oriented countries in Asia have been very few: Indonesia
under Sukarno, Burma , India, Cambodia under Sihanouk, and Sri Lanka.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Support for Progressive Governments
and Socialist—Oriented Countries:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral (verbal) support.

3. L Diplomatic and moral (verbal) support.

4. M Limited material assistance in a selected number
of cases.

5. H Unlimited material assistance in selected extreme
cases and more limited material assistance in others.
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6. VH Limited direct military support.

- 7. EH Unlimited direct military support.

Notes. In only a few Asian cases the Soviet Union has given moderate
levels of support to progressive governments: Sukarno ’s and India ’s
governments. In most other cases the Soviet Union has limited itself
to moral and diplomatic support. The reason for this policy is that
most governments in Asia have been strongly anti—Soviet.
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9.7 Goal: Support Peaceful and Mutually Beneficial Relations With Asian
Countries

Outcome. Did the regional acceptability of Soviet advocacy of peaceful
coexistence among nonsocialist Asian countries increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet trade with Asian countries.

2. Voting record of Asian countries in the U.N.

3. Cohesion of SEATO.

4. Attitude of Asian countries toward Soviet concepts
of Asian mutual security ~ysr em , nuclear free zones,
and peaceful coexistence.

5. Number of Asian countries with diplomatic ties with
the Soviet Union.

6. Hostility of nonsocialist Asian countries toward
socialist countries and local CP’s.

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union ’s peace program for Asia emphasizes
the elimination of anti—Soviet military blocs such as SEATO and ANZU.
More recently , containment of China appears to have become the primary
goal, but Soviet writers so Ear have not admitted the existence of suc h
a goa l.

Outcome Assessment Question. Support for Peaceful Coexistence Among
Nonsocialist Asian Countries:

1. EL No significant support by any nonsocialist coun-
t ry.

2. VL Lukewarm diplomatic support by a few small coun-
tries and insignificant economic ties.

3. L Strong diplomatic support by a few small countries

S 
but insignificant economic ties.

4. II Strong diplomatic support by a few small and major
countries and insignificant economic ties with
the Soviet Union.

5. H Strong dip lomatic support by most countries and
moderate economic ties with the Soviet Union.
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6. VII Strong diplomatic support by most countries and
moderate and growing economic ties with the Soviet
Union.

7. ER Very strong diplomatic suport and widespread eco-
nomic ties with the Soviet Union by most countries
in Asia.

Notes. Support for the Soviet policy of peaceful and mutually beneficial
relations in Asia has never been high among nonsocialist Asian countries.
In general it has ranged from very low to low support.
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10. Soviet Goals Toward the Middle East and South Asia
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10.1 Goal: Reduce Potential NATO/CENTO Threats to the Soviet Union

Outcome. Did the local governments ’ support for NATO/CENTO in the Middle
East and South Asia increase/decrease? Did the cohesion of NATO/CENTO
decrease?

Meas ures.

1. Cohesion of CENTO.

2. Regional hostility towards NAT9.

3. Military cooperation among regional members of NATO
and CENTO.

4. Contribution of regional members of NATO and CENTO to
the defense of U.S. and West European interests.

5. Conflicts among regional members of NATO and CENTO.

6. Soviet military aid and sales to regional members of
NATO and CENTO.

7. Soviet economic ties with regional members of NATO
S and CENTO.

Technical Notes. Soviet policy toward the NATO/CENTO threat probably
involves a two—pronged strategy of encouraging the break—up of these
blocs and improving diplomatic relations with their members.

Outcome Assessment Question. NATO/CENTO Threat in Middle East/South Asia:

1. ER Regional components of NATO/CENTO are extremely
strong and cohesive and are backed by major re-
gional military presence of the nonregional
(European and U.S. components, NATO/CENTO re-
gional front could become major invasion route
against the Soviet Union).

2. VH NATO/CENTO military capability is strong enough
t o pose a major threat  to the Soviet Union ’s
southern flank in Europe and the Middle East.

3. H NATO/CENTO military capability is strong enough
to pose a moderate threat to the Soviet Union’s
southern flank in Europe and the Middle East.

4. M Regional components of NATO/CENTO are closely
aligned and militarily supported by consider—
able presence of nonregional components.
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5. L Regional components of NATO/CENTO are closely
aligned but the regional military presence of
nonregional components is weak.

6. VL Regional components of NATO/CENTO are weakly
aligned and the regional military presence of
nonregional components is weak.

7. EL Regional components of NATO/CENrO are in dis-
array and there is no significant regional
military presence by the nonregional compo-
nents. -

Notes. The MATO/CENTO threat in the Middle East/South Asia has never
been high to very high from an objective viewpoint. However, the Soviet
perceptions may have been different. During the 1950’s the NATO/CENTO
image as perceived by the Soviet leaders may have been strong enough to
lead them to conclude that Iran, Turkey, Greece, and Pakistan were major
threats to the Soviet Union ’s multinational southern states and allied
countries such as Bulgaria and Rumania. Therefore, Soviet perceptions
may have led them to believe that the NATO/CENTO regional threat was high
to extremely high.

Since the coder is not likely to be able to find consistent information
on Soviet perceptions of this threat, actual threat should be coded here.
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10.2 Goal: Support/Defend Progressive and Socialist—Oriented Governments In
the Region (e.g., Socialist and Nationalist Arab Governments, India, and
Sri Lanka)

Outcome. Did the Soviet moral and material support to progressive and
socialist—oriented governments in the region increase/decrease? —

Measures.

1. Soviet moral (verbal) and diplomatic support.

2. Soviet material (economic) assistance.

3. Soviet material (military) assistance.

4. Soviet limited naval deployment.

5. Soviet limited logistical support of local combatants.

6. Soviet limited logistical support of third countries ’
forces (e.g., Cuba).

7. Soviet limited ground forces deployment.

8. Soviet deployment of land forces on an extensive scale.

9. Soviet limited covert operation support.

10. Soviet use of nuclear threats (nuclear deterrence).

11. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with the
United States or China in support of local allies.

Technical Notes. From a Soviet perspective , progressive and socialist—
oriented governments in the region have included most Arab socialist re-
gimes such as the FLN in Algeria, Baathists in Iraq and Syria, and Nasser ’s
government in Egypt.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Support for Progressive and Socialist—
Oriented Governments:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral (verbal) support.

3. L Diplomatic and moral (verbal) support.

4. M Limited material assistance in selected cases.

5. H Unlimited material assistance in selected extreme
cases and more limited material aid in others.
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6. VH Limited direct military support.

7. EH Unlimited direct military support.

Notes. Soviet support for progressive and socialist—oriented countries
in Middle East/South Asia was low to extremely low until the inid—1950’s.
Then support began to increase and in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s
reached moderate to very high levels.
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10.3 Goal: Support/Defend Progressive and Democratic Movements in the Region
(e.g., Nationalism, Communist Parties, Socialist Parties, and Liberation
Groups)

Outcome. Did Soviet moral and material assistance to progressive and
democratic movements in the Middle East/South Asia region increase/
decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet financial and moral support to local CP’s and
liberation movements. -

2. Soviet material assistance.

3. Soviet diplomatic support.

4. Soviet opposition to persecution and harassment of
progressive forces.

5. Soviet military intervention.

6. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with major
— powers in defense of local progressive forces.

7. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with local
governments in defense of progressive forces.

Technical Notes. Soviet support for Middle East/S. Asian CP’s has been
constrained by her desire to maintain good relations with local govern-
ments which are often anti—Communist if not anti—Soviet.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Support for Progressive and Demo-
cratic Movements:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral and diplomatic support.

3. L Covert economic aid and moral support.

4. M Unlimited material assistance in a selected small
number of cases.

5. H Unlimited material assistance in some cases and
limited aid in other cases.

6. VH Limited direct military support.

7. EH Unlimited direct military support.
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I Notes. Soviet support to Middle East/South Asian progressive and demo—
1 cratic forces has always been low to very low.
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10.4 Coal: Support Economic Independence of Countries in the Middle East/

- 
North Africa Region

- 
I Outcome. Did the economic independence of the countries in Middle East!

- 
- South Asia from the capitalist countries increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Nationalization of foreign businesses.

2. Control of the regional oil industries by local gov-
ernments. -

3. Industrial development of regional economies.

4. Soviet trade with the region/total trade of the region.

5. Soviet trade with the region/trade of the region with
the OECD countries.

6. Soviet economic aid/Western economic aid,

7. U.S. and West European investment/GNP of the region.

8. Number of U.S.!West European citizens working in the
region.

9. Number of countries claiming socialist—oriented eco—
nomic policies.

Technical Notes. A major Soviet concern in the Middle East has been the
- : foreign oil monopolies ’ exploitation of regional resources. All moves

by local governments to increase national control over oil resources are
applauded by Soviet comi~e.~tators.

During the mid—1950’s the Soviet Union began to improve its relations
- 

- --  with the Middle East/South Asian countries through encouragement of mu—
- I tually beneficial economic interactions. By the early 1970’s, the Soviet

Union had successfully completed many economic agreements with the coun—
tries in the region. Although most of these projects are of great bene—
fit to the Soviet Union, the probable aim of many projects may have been

S inducing greater economic independence from the West. In most cases it
is difficult to guess which motive may have been predominant.

Outcome Assessment Question. Economic Independence of Middle East/South

- 
Asia from the West:

- 1. EL All major countries are greatly dependent on the
- West.
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2. VL Only a few major countries are not mainly depend-
ent on the West.

3. L Only several major countries are not mainly depend-
ent on the West.

4. M Many major countries are in~inly dependent on the
West.

5. H Several major countries are mainly dependent on
the West.

I 6. VH A few major countries are mainly dependent on the
West.

7. ER No significant country in the region is mainly

- 
dependent on the West.

- 
Notes. The coder should take into consideration that most countries in
the region have been and continue to be greatly dependent on the West for
their exports and imports.

Assume that Japan is included in the Western bloc.
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10.5 Goal: Secure Soviet Naval Access to the Indian Ocean

Outcome: Did the friendliness and cooperation of the countries in the
region toward the Soviet Union increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Number of countries in the region with friendly rela-
tions with the Soviet Union.

2. Number of countries in the region supporting Soviet
concepts of peace zones and regional security.

3. Number of countries in the region voting in favor of
the Soviet Union in the United Nations General Assembly.

4. Number of countries with Soviet military advisers.

5. Number of countries with Soviet air and naval facil—
ities.

- - 6. Number of countries receiving Soviet military aid and
sales.

7. Number of countries with socialist—oriented governments.

8. Number of countries hostile to NATO military bloc.

9. Number of countries allowing Soviet military over-
flights.

Technical Notes. The most relevant determinants for this goal are the
friendliness of regional countries toward the Soviet Union and their

- cooperativeness toward Soviet regional military presence. However, the
relevant final outcome is Soviet naval access to the Indian Ocean.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Naval Access to the Indian Ocean:

1. EL Many strategic countries are hostile to the Soviet
Union and hInder SovIet access.

2. VL Several strategic countries are hostile to the
Soviet Union but cannot greatly hinder Soviet
access.

3. L Several major countries are hostile to the Soviet
Union but do not hinder access.

4. M A few major countries are hostile to the Soviet

- 

- - Union but cannot hinder access.

I
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5. H Several major countries in the region are friendly
and facilitate access and the rest are indifferent.

6. VH Most major countries in the region are friendly and
cooperate in facilitating access.

7. ER All important states in the region are friendly to
the Soviet Union and cooperate in facilitating
access.

Notes. Soviet naval access to the Indian Ocean since the Second World
War has increased considerably from low to moderate during the first 2
decades to moderate to high during the 1970’s.

Increased Soviet access has been partly due to the increased blue water
capabilities of the Soviet navy and partly due to Soviet diplomatic
relations with the Middle East/South Asia region. However, the coder
should emphasize the latter.

This goal is obviously related to the previously cited aim of securing
alternatives to the vulnerable Trans—Siberian rail links to Soviet East
Asia.
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11.1 Coal: Defend/Support the Security of African Countries Proclaiming the
Intention of Moving Toward Building Socialism

Outcome. How capable are the socialist countries to defend themselves
against likely external threats without Soviet military intervention?

Measures.

1. Military capability of the socialist—oriented countries.

2. Military cooperation with the Soviet Union.

3. Soviet economic assistance.

4. Soviet military assistance (equipment).

5. Soviet direct logistical support of local military.

6. Soviet limited military deployment (land/air forces).

7. Soviet na~al demonstration.

8. Soviet diplomatic support.

9. Soviet support of a third country ’s military inter-
vention (e.g., Cuba).

10. Soviet declaration of support with nuclear weapons.

11. Soviet threats of military action.

12. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with the U.S.

Technical Notes. The important variable here is the ability of socialist—
oriented countries to defend themselves rather than the symbolic nature
of Soviet support.

In early 1979 the African countries fitting the label of “having declared
the Intention of moving toward socialism” included Angola, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, and the Congo.

Outcome Assessment Question. The Security of Socialist Countries in
Africa:

1. EL No capability to maintain power even with massive
Soviet intervention.

2. VL Defense requires massive Soviet intervention.
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3. L Defense requires moderate levels of Soviet mili—
- tary intervention.

4. M Defense requires moderate levels of Soviet logis-
tical support and material assistance.

5. H Defense requires moderate amounts of Soviet mate-
rial assistance.

6. VH Defense requires small amounts of Soviet material
assistance.

7. ER Capability to maintain power with no Soviet assis—
tance against any regional threat.

Notes. During the mid—197O’s the security of African socialist countries
was low to very high. The least secure countries in 1979 were Angola
and Ethiopia.
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11.2 Goal: Support Other Progressive Regimes and Movements and Socialist—
Oriented Countries J
Outcome. Did Soviet moral and material support for progressive regimes
and movements and socialist-oriented countries increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet moral support for progressive and democratic
movements.

2. Soviet material assistance for progressive and demo— -

cratic movements.

3. Soviet support for socialist—oriented countries.

4. Soviet support for Marxist regimes.

5. Soviet support for local CP’s.

6. Soviet support for national liberation movements.

7. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with the
— United States and NATO countries in support of local

progressive forces.

Technical Notes. Until recently Soviet support for African progressive
movements had been constrained by the very limited ability of the Soviet
military to project power beyond its borders. Since the late 1960’s the
increased capability of the Soviet long—range military airlift and over-
seas naval presence have gradually increased Soviet capability to exer—
cise military power in Africa.

Outcome Assessment Question. Support of Progressive Regimes and Socialist—
Oriented Countries:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral support.

3. L Diplomatic and moral support.

4. M Limited material assistance in a selected number
of cases.

5. H High levels of material assistance in selected
extreme cases and more limited material assis—
tance in others.

6. VII Limited direct military support.
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7. EH Unlimited direct military support.

Notes. During the 1960’s Soviet support for progressive regimes and move-
ments and socialist—oriented countries was low to moderate. Since the
early 1970’s Soviet support has increased to moderate to high levels.
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11.3 Goal: Support the General Independence of African Countries

Outcome. Did the independence of African countries from the capitalist
countries of Europe and North America increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. U.S. trade with Africa/total trade of Africa.

2. U.S. trade with Africa/Soviet trade with Africa.

3. U.S. investment in Africa/GNP of Africa.

4. West European trade with Africa/total trade of Africa.

5. West European trade with Africa/Soviet trade with
Al rica.

6. West European tradt with Africa/GNP of Africa.

7. Hostility of OAU toward the capitalist countries.

8. Level of Soviet ties with Africa.

9. Soviet military aid to Africa/U.S. and European
military aid.

H 10. Soviet arms sales/total arms imports of Africa.

- 

- 
Technical Notes. The coder should take into account that most African
countries have a tendency to maintain an above normal level of interac-
tions with their former colonial masters. For instance, France con—
tinues to be the major trading partner of most former French colonies.

Outcome Assesoment Question. Level of Independence of Africa From Cap-
italist Countries:

1. EL Capitalist countries dominate most countries ’ econ—
ouiies and have closely coordinated diplomatic!
military policies with most.

2. VL Capitalist ties consist of strong economic, mil-
itary , and diplomatic ties.

3. L Capitalist ties consist of normal ties and strong
military cooperation with most countries.

4. II Capitalist ties consist of normal ties and miii—
tary assistance and ::ms exports to most countries.
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5. H Capitalist ties consists of normal ties and low
- level military ties with many countries.

6. VH Capitalist ties consist of normal commercial and
diplomatic ties only.

7. ER Capitalist countries ties consist of below normal
commercial and diplomatic ties.

Notes. Until the mid—1960’s African countries ’ independence from capi—
talist countries were very low to extremely low. Since then their in-
dependence has increased to moderate to h1~gh.

Use GNP ’ s of trading partners as weights to determine normal levels for
their trade.
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11.4 Goal: Increase Soviet Influence/Prestige Among African Countries

Outcome. Did Soviet prestige/influence in Africa increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Voting record of African countries on the issues
strongly supported by the Soviet Union.

2. Volume of Soviet trade with Africa/total trade of
Africa.

3. Number of countries in Africa with diplomatic rela-
tions with the Soviet Union.

4. Number of African officials visiting USSR.

5. Receptivity of African countries to Soviet naval
presence in nearby ocean waterways.

6. Soviet military presence on African lands.

7. Soviet military assistance (volume and number of
— recipient countries).

8. Number of countries proclaiming socialist orientation.

9. Number of countries proclaiming Marxist orientation.

Technical Notes. The relevant variable is Soviet perception of its
prestige/influence among African countries. Nevertheless, the coder
should focus on evaluation of Africans’ view of Soviet prestige/influence
since coding perceptions of perceptions is far too complex to be reliable.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Prestige/Influence in Africa:

1. EL Soviet Union has no significant ties with any
major African countries.

2. VL Soviet ties consist of mainly m~nor commercial
ties with major African countries.

3. L Soviet ties consist of commercial and normal dip-
lomatic ties with a few cases of Soviet economic
and military assistance.

4. M Soviet ties consist of friendly but not very
strong relations with many countries and very
strong relations with a few.
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5. H Soviet ties consist mainly of strong diploma tic
- 

and economic ties with many African countries and
close military ties with several.

6. VII Soviet ties consist of strong diplomatic, miii—
- tary, and economic relations and high influence

with many countries.

7. EH Soviet ties with African countries are strong and
Soviet influence is high with most African coun-
tries.

Notes. Soviet ties with African countries increased from extremely low
levels in the 1950’s to low to moderate levels in the 1960’s and moderate
to high levels in the 1976’s.

Note that for African countries the perceptions of liberation movements
are sometimes more important to the Soviet Union than those of governments.
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11.5 Goal: Contain Chinese Influence Among African Countries

Outcome. Did China ’s influence or prestige among African governments and
liberation groups increase/decrease?

4 Measures .

1. Number of African countries voting in favor of China
in the United Nations.

2. Number of African countries with diplomatic relations
with China.

3. Number of African countries receiving material assis-
tance from China.

4. Number of African liberation groups recognized by OAU
receiving assistance from China.

5. China’s African trade/Soviet African trade.

6. China ’s military presence/Soviet military presence In
Africa.

S 
7. China’s assistance/Soviet assistance to Africa.

Technical Notes. The coder should code this variable from Soviet per-
spective which gives more weight to influence among progressive and
democratic groups than among reactionary and white racist groups.

Note that the preceding Soviet goal was concerned with Soviet prestige
vis—a—vis the capitalist countries whereas the above goal is concerned
with Soviet influence vis—a—vis China.

Outcome Assessment Question. China ’s Prestige and Influence in Africa:

1. ER China ’s infuence far exceeds Soviet influence.

2. VH China ’s Influence is equal to Soviet infuence.

3. H China’s influence is high among many countries
and groups but is exceeded by Soviet influences.

4. M China ’s influence is high only among a few major
countries.

5. L China ’s influence is high only among a few small
countries.
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6. VL China’s influence is high only among a few small
liberation groups not recognized by OAU.

7. EL China’s influence is insignificant.

Notes. China’s influence among Afr ican countr ies rose to its peak during
the 1960’s people ’s war strategy period. But even then China’s influence
was low to moderate. Since Mao’s dea th, China ’s influence has been de-
clining among “progress ive” African groups and increasing among “reac-
tionary ” groups. From the Soviet perspective, the latter trend does not
offset the former by any significant degree. Therefore, China’s net
influence in Africa has declined to low or very low.
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12.1 Goal: Defend/Support Cuba 4g~inst External Threats

Outcome. How capable is Cuba of defending itself against likely externa l
threats without Soviet military intervention?

Measures.

1. Military spending/GNP of Cuba.

2. Military spending of Cuba at constant prices.

3. Size of armed forces of Cuba.

4. Size of air forces of Cuba.

5. Cuban armed forces’ capability relative to its major
adversaries (excluding the United States).

6. Cuba’s economic capacity for withstanding the U.S.
trade boycott.

7. Cuba ’s ability to deal with its internal enemies and
exile groups hostile to Cuba.

Technical Notes. The Soviet Union’s defense policy with respect to Cuba
is not solely military. Soviet diplomatic policy is also involved. This
seems to include a policy of encouraging diplomatic rapprochement between
Cuba and all its neighbors. There is no evidence that the Soviet Union
is interested in keeping Cuba isolated in order to maintain its dependence
on the Soviet Union.

Outcome Assessment Question. Cuba ’s Military Capability:

1. EL Cuban forces are incapable of dealing with internal
enemies or exile forces infiltrating Cuba.

2. VI. Cuban military requires massive Soviet interven-
tion to defend the island.

3. L Cuban military requires major Soviet intervention
to defend island.

4. M Cuban military can defend island with modest Soviet
intervention.

5. H Cuban military can defend island with no Soviet in-
tervention against all threats except a major U.S.
invasion.
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6. Vif Cuban military is capable of defending homeland
and can project power overseas (Africa) with mod—
est Soviet logistical support.

7. EH Cuban military is capable of defending home land
and can project power overseas (Africa) with no
direct Soviet aid.

Notes. The defense capability of Cuba does not consist of military var-

iables alone. However, the coder should emphasize military variables
as the primary determinants.
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12.2 Goal: Avoid Direct Military Confrontation With United States (and OAS)
in Latin America

Outcome. Did any actions of the Soviet Union, Cuba , or local CP’ s pro-
voke the United States (or OAS) into direct military confrontation with
the Soviet Union or Cuba ?

Measures.

1. Soviet military presence in Cuba.

2. Soviet naval presence in the Caribbean.

3. Soviet military intervention in Latin America.

4. Cuban export of revolution to other countries.

5. Cuban overt military intervention in Latin America.

6. Coup d’etat by local CP’s leading to avowedly
Marxist—Leninist governments in Latin America.

7. Soviet permanent deployment of nuclear weapons in
— the Western Hemisphere.

Technical Notes. The coder should evaluate the probability of Soviet
confrontation with U.S./OAS by the degree of hostility existing between
the two sides.

The Soviet side includes Cuba and local CP’c~ in Latin America. The U.S./
OAS side includes all members of the OAS and other anti—Soviet groups in
Latin America.

The Soviet Union would never publicly admit that any confrontation with
the United States and OAS could be caused by Soviet actions.

Outcome Assessment Question. Probability of U.S./OAS Confrontation With
the Soviet Union and Cuba (As Indicated by the U.S. /OAS Hostility Toward
the Soviet Union, Local CP’s, and Cuba in La tin Amer ica:

1. ER High degree of hostility and tension by all coun-
tries toward Cuba, local CP’s and the Sovie t
Union.

2. VII High degree of hostility by all countries but
mainly against Cuba and local CP’s.

3. H High degree of hostility toward local CF’s but
not against Cuba or the Soviet Union.
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I
4. M High degree of hostility by many countries and low

I hostility by the U.S. toward local CP’s.

5. L Hostility by a few major Latin American countries
but not the U.S. against the local CP’s.

6. VL No significant hostility by any major Latin coun-
try or U.S.

7. EL No significant hostility by any country.

Notes. Probability of U.S./OAS confrontation with Soviet Union/Cuba was
high to extremely high during the 1950’s and 1960’s. Since the late
1960’s the probability of confrontation has declined to moderate to low.
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12.3 Goal: Encourage the Independence of Latin American Countries From the
United States

Outcome. Did the level of general independence of Latin American coun—
tries fro m the United States increase /decrease?

Measures.

1. U.S. trade with Latin America/total trade of Latin
America.

2. U.S. trade with Latin America/Soviet trade with Latin
America.

3. U.S. investment in Latin America/GNP of Latin America.

4. Hostility of Latin America toward the United States.

5. Cohesion of the Organization of the American States.

6. Level of Soviet ties with Latin America.

7. Soviet military contacts with Latin America.

Technical Notes. The coder should take into account the fact that Soviet
trade suffers from a higher transport cost than U.S. trade. However,

V in the past, the major disadvantage of Soviet exports has been their in—
ferior quality compared to U.S., European, and Japanese exports.

V 

Outcome Assessment Question. Level of Independence of Latin American
From the United States:

1. EL U.S. dominates most countries’ economies and has
closely coord inated dip lomatic/military policies
with most.

2. VL U.S. ties include strong economic, diplomatic, and
military ties with most countries.

3. L U.S. ties consist of normal ties and strong mili-
tary cooperation with most countries.

4. M U.S. ties consist of normal ties and military assis-
tance ties to most countries with OAS capable of
military action.

5. H U. S. ties con ist of norma l ties and low level m u —
itary ti.. with OAS in disarray.
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6. ‘TR U.S. ties consist of normal commercial and diplo-
matic ties only.

7. ER U.S. ties consist of below normal commercial and
diplomatic ties only.

Notes During the f irs t 2 decades af ter the Second World War, the level
of independence of Latin American countries was moderate to extremely
low. Since the late 1960’s, their independence has increased to moderate
to high.

Use CNP’s of trading partners as weights to determine “normal” levels
of their trade.
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12.4 Goal: Increase Solidarity Among Progressive and Democratic Forces in
Latin America

Outcome: Did Soviet suppor t for progress ive and democra tic forces in
the region increase /decrease?

Measures.

1. Soviet financial and moral support of local CP’s.

t 2. Soviet material assistance to antifascist forces.

3. Soviet opposition to persecution of progressive
forces.

4. Soviet diplomatic support of local CP’s.

5. Soviet direct assistance to progressive regimes.

6. Soviet military support for Marxist regimes.

7. Soviet willingness to risk confrontation with the
United States in support of local progressive forces.

Technical Notes. Soviet support for Latin American CF’s and other pro-
gressive movements has been constrained by limited Soviet ability to
project its power to Latin America, which is several thousand miles away
from the Soviet Union. Furthermore, the Soviet Union has been hesitant V

to risk provoking the United States by adopting a high profile in the
region.

V 

Outcome Assessment Question. Support of Sol idar ity With Progress ive
Forces in Latin America:

1. EL No significant support.

2. VL Moral and diplomatic support.

3. L Covert economic aid and moral support in most
cases.

4. M Unlimited material assistance in a small number
of cases.

5. H Unlimited material assistance in some situations
V and more limited aid in other cases.

6. VII Limited direct military support.

7. EH Unlimited direct military support.
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Notes. Soviet support to Latin American progressive and democratic move-
ments since 1966 has been very low to moderate. Although Soviet support
for Cuba has been more or less high (that is, included unlimited material
ass istance), this has been an exceptional case.
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12.5 Goal: Increase Soviet Prestige/Influence in Latin America

Outcome. Did Soviet prestige/influence in Latin America increase/decrease?

Measures.

1. Voting record of Latin American countries on the
issues strongly supported by the Soviet Union.

2. Volume of Soviet trade with Latin America/total
trade of Latin America.

3. Numbe r of countries in Latin America with diplo-
matic relations with the Soviet Union.

4. Number of Latin Americans visiting USSR.

5. Receptivity of Latin American countries to Soviet
naval presence in the nearby Atlantic and Pacific
waters.

6. Numbe r of countries receiving Soviet military and
economic aid.

V Technical Notes. The relevant variable is Soviet perception of its
prestige/influence among Latin American countries. Nevertheless, the
coder should focus on evaluation of Latin Americans ’ view of Soviet
pres tige/ influence since cod ing perce ptions of perce ptions is far too
complex to be reliable.

Outcome Assessment Question. Soviet Prestige/Influence in Latin America:

1. EL The Soviet Union has no significant ties with any V
major Latin American country.

2. Vt The Soviet Union has largely minor commercial ties
with major Latin American countries.

3. L The Soviet Union has close diplomatic ties with a
few Latin American countries.

4. M The Soviet Union has close diplomatic and military
ties with a few Latin American countries.

5. II The Soviet Union has close diplomatic ties with
many Latin American countries and military ties
with a few.

V 6. VII The Soviet Union has close diplomatic and military
ties with many Latin American countries. V

:~~
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7. EH The Soviet Union has close, friendly ties and high V

influence among most Latin American countries.

Notes. Although the above codes emphasize bilaterial ties instead of
influence and prestige, the coder should try tc infer the level of
Soviet influence from such ties and any other relevant information.
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